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This report contains the overall efforts for and outcome of
Pulmuone’s continued growth and Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) management. The report was organized with a focus on key
topics derived from the materiality test to provide practical and
essential information for our stakeholders. We also tried to maintain
a balanced view in reporting the data of financial and non-financial
performance.
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This report was prepared based on the Integrated Reporting
Framework of International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC)
and the Core Option of Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standards.
Financial data in the report is presented in accordance with the
standards of the Korean version of International Financial Reporting
Standards (K-IFRS) for consolidated financial statements.
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The report covers the data of Pulmuone’s headquarters, subsidiaries
and their subsidiaries, and affiliates in Korea, the USA, China, and
Japan. The range of quantitative data in this
report is 100% for domestic and overseas business operations. For
social and environmental information coverage that is not 100%
covered, coverage is separately indicated according to the target. In
the case of environmental data coverage, please refer to the data
of production facilities corresponding to 83.5% coverage. The entity
(company) of the CSR activities as well as the outcome is illustrated
to clarify the scope and boundary of the report. The reporting
period is from January 1st to December 31st, 2019. Major quantitative
data covers the past three years for quick and easy understanding of
recent trends and changes. The report also includes data from 2020
until June for timeliness.
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ss rance

The report was verified by specialized the Korea Productive Center,
a specialized assurance agency, to ensure objectivity, fairness, and
reliability. The result is provided in the section of the Independent
Assurance Statement on pages 132 and 133.

C anges rom t e re io s ear
What is different from the previous year is the use of a method of
the materiality test recommended by IIRC (International Integrated
Reporting Council) and a separate page to view financial and nonfinancial performance with ease.
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General CEO Message

reater
Pulmuone e ome
ne t alue

ear al e sta e ol ers
Last year, despite the low growth trend, increased minimum wages, and higher prices
of raw materials, Pulmuone achieved entire sales of KRW 2.3815 trillion across the
company, a 4.8% increase from the previous year.
Our CSR management has been highly praised and even selected as one of “the most
respected companies in Korea” for 14 consecutive years. Pulmuone was also ranked
sixth out of 116 global food companies in the Dow Jones Sustainability Indices (DJSI),
making it into the top ten for two years in a row.

ear respecte sta e ol ers
We are very pleased to publish Pulmuone’s 2019 Integrated Report.

Since our first sustainability report in 2006, we have published a total of fourteen
Sustainability and Integrated Reports including this one. This year, we reorganized the
report to help you better understand Pulmuone’s activities for creating values and our
performance.

First, we applied a materiality assessment method recommended by IIRC for selecting
key topics that merit your attention among various CSR issues.
Second, we employed a process map to illustrate how financial and non-financial
assets utilized in the Business Value Chain.
Third, we provided the data of financial and non-financial performance in a separate
chapter for convenience. Last but not least, we summarized our business management
principles and standards that we have sincerely upheld since our foundation.

We hope that this year’s report will guide you to better understand Pulmuone’s annual
outcome and performance as well as the values we created and CSR activities as the
One Company that’s unified in pursuing a singular vision.

Pulmuone is the only Korean food company that obtained a comprehensive A+ grade
for three consecutive years in the ESG assessment by Korea Corporate Governance
Service (KCGS), which evaluates non-financial performance including environmental
management, social management, and the corporate governance.
Pulmuone declared it’s new vision “Global New DP5” to become the global No.1 LOHAS
(Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability) company.
With this new vision, we set the goals of achieving KRW 3 trillion of annual sales
across the company in three years and fulfilling our Corporate Social Responsibilities
by creating a variety of economic, social, and environmental values.
This year, the whole world is suffering from the unprecedented impact of COVID-19,
but we will commit our full capacity and resources to achieve a turnaround from the
perspective of profitability. We will create profits through continuous growth in sales
in domestic business, while realizing profitable growth in overseas business.
Your unwavering support and encouragement will be sincerely appreciated as we strive
toward becoming a global leading LOHAS company beyond Korea.
We wish you and your family good health and happiness.
Thank you.
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Pulmuone is a leading Korean company that provides
fresh wholesome food and beverages, operating
business in a wide range of fields including health
functional food, school meal service, concession, ecofriendly food distribution, drinking spring water, and
fermented dairy products. Starting in the USA in 1991,
we have stepped into overseas markets including China,
Japan, and Vietnam, growing as a global enterprise. We
have achieved particular renown as the world’s top tofu
manufacturer.

Pulmuone operates 13 plants across the country, including a tofu manufacturing facility in Eumseong,
Chungcheongbuk-do. We provide fresh and safe products to customers using 19 low-temperature logistics bases.
We are also strengthening our global network with subsidiaries in the USA, China, Japan, and Vietnam.

ompan name Pulmuone Co., Ltd.
ead uarter

730-27, Samyang-ro, Daesomyeon, Eumseong-gun,
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Since its foundation in 1984,
Pulmuone has grown in a variety
of business areas including fresh
food, health functional food
(manufacturing and sales), food
service, and mineral water. We
are constantly expanding the
scope of our business, from
wholesome food to LOHAS life
service. Setting and pursuing the
higher value standards for food,
changing the paradigm of the
food industry, and stabilizing its
position in the market as a leading
company of wholesome food and
LOHAS, Pulmuone will go beyond
global big markets such as the
USA, China, Japan, and Vietnam
to Southeast Asia and Europe to
become a global hidden champion,
a global LOHAS company.
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lm one t e most elo e

The color gradation from light green to dark green highlights
clarity as a LOHAS company and our willingness to integrate
and unify the whole company.

A modern and neat font (Sans Serif) is used to show our desire
to reach out to and talk with customers, with consideration of
their perspective.
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Create balanced products and diet by reducing excess and complementing shortages to
adjust dietary imbalance due to unhealthy eating habits and lifestyle diseases.

nimal

Provide products that respect the integrity of animals as living creatures and reduce harm
to health and damage to the ecosystem caused by industrial livestock farming practices,
indiscriminate capture, and factory-type fishing culture.
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1. [Nutrition balance] ro i e t e la or o nat re an n trients or alance ealt to prevent diseases and
revitalize customers, thus contributing to healthy dietary habits.
2. [Personal life] Maintain giene or ot o an li ing en ironment to pre ent isease and improve health,
thus contributing to desirable lifestyle habits.
3. [Social space] Form desirable social life habits t ro g a spatial ser ice t at com ines t e app
companions ip o
man an nat re an person to person relations ips
4. [Environment] Form conscious eco-friendly habits to minimi e t e cons mption o art s limite reso rces an
isc arge o poll tants

Glo al e
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art

mans an nat re

giene

Recommend desirable products and diet by minimizing the use of meat for the health of both
humans and Earth (if inevitable, use meat from animals raised in an eco-friendly manner or with
animal welfare certification) and using sustainable plant-based raw materials.
Provide products and services that can prolong health-adjusted life expectancy by
improving the hygiene of individuals and their living environment and help people develop
healthy and hygienic life habits.

ellness

Offer integrated health and living solution services that support customers and enhance
their quality of life, going beyond disease prevention and achieving better balance between
body, mind, and social relationships (well-being).

co rien l

Eliminate or minimize harmful factors across the business value chain, from sourcing to
production, packaging, sales, and disposal, that impact the health of the ecosystem.
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Goal oriente Management

lm one e ines t e creation o economic social an en ironmental al es as its social responsi ilit

Pulmuone pursues goal-oriented management to realize LOHAS values in a systematic way and fulfill economic,
social, and environmental responsibilities for all stakeholders.
Goal oriente Management
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Pulmuone trusted by
c stomers

Pulmuone appealing to
s are ol ers

Pulmuone loved
local comm nities

Pulmuone cooperating
with partners

Pulmuone whose
emplo ees are happy

We innovate corporate business management by pursuing the health and happiness of
customers as our top priority.
We listen to our customers to provide products and services that enhance their satisfaction.

We oppose all forms of corruption and release the data of business management in a
transparent way under reasonable governance.
We comply with laws and regulations and increase our corporate value to provide shareholders
with sustainable benefits.

We efficiently use resources and protect the environment across the entire process from
sourcing to manufacturing, sales, and disposal.
We take the initiative in philanthropic activities for the sustainable growth of local communities.

We trade with partners on an equal footing in a fair manner as their companion that pursues
LOHAS values.
We support partners to strengthen their competitiveness and cooperate with them for mutual growth.

We protect human rights, respect diversity, and provide fair opportunities to support the
growth of employees.
We guarantee the safety and health of employees and support them to improve work-life balance.
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Pulmuone’s business starting with wholesome food products are now expanding beyond dietary habits and culture
to the scope of LOHAS life service.
Categor

Meta ran
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Master
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lm one Corporate Tec nolog

Pulmuone’s Corporate Technology Office develops fresh and safe products by using
safe and healthy ingredients and complying with the company’s rule for wholesome
food for a balanced diet. We also introduce advanced food processing technologies,
explore natural ingredients, and play the role of maintaining food safety and quality
control to achieve the best quality to satisfy consumers at home and abroad.

al Store ran

Manufacture and sell fresh convenient food
including tofu, vegetables, raw noodles, and
frozen rice and provide logistics service for cold,
frozen, and room-temperature storage

Pulmuone Corporate
Technology Office

Supply food ingredients for meal service,
restaurants, and raw material markets

S ca em
LOHAS Academy is a mission experience hall where you can participate in the habit
training program to realize LOHAS values. It is a healthy learning place in nature for
sustainable growth, which helps employees understand and learn about the mission
of the company. The training course is focused on practice with six LOHAS strategies
and four habits (dietary, body, mind, environmental habits).

Sell health functional food, skin care
products, kitchen appliances, health
appliances, and pet food

lm one
Green ice

Manufacture and sell functional
beverages and food for babies and adults

lm one
oo
C lt re

Provide cooking and meal service at
school, expressway rest areas, and
concession facilities with necessities
and convenient services

lm one
S

Manufacture and sell fresh food such
as tofu, meat alternatives,
chilled/frozen pasta and sauces

lm one
oo s
C ina

Manufacture and sell fresh food such
as chilled noodles and bean products

lm one
C ina

Manufacture and sell health functional
food, LOHAS daily necessities, and skin
care products

lm one
anone

Manufacture and sell fermented milk
products

lm one
aters

Manufacture and sell drinking water
products

ice

LOHAS Academy

BRUSCHETTA Brand Identification Standards
BS 02

sa ico Co

RG

ole
oo s

Manufacture and sell tofu and
fried tofu products

Sell eco-friendly food and daily
necessities at directly managed stores
and franchise stores

BI LOGO
5mm

20mm

Brand Mark
브랜드마크 응용형)
(

브랜드마크 응용형은 기본형 조합을 사용하는데 있어 제약이 있을 경우 사용할 수 있는
응용형 조합이다. 브랜드 일체감을 조성하고 일관된 이미지를 전달하기 위해 그 적용과 시행에 있어
철저하고 세심한 관리와 통제가 필요하며 본 가이드라인의 내용을 정확히 준수하여야 한다.

G

Center

Minimum Size & Minimum Clear Space

The GAP Center manages agricultural products supplied by GAP farms across the
country in a systematic way and deliver them to customers in a safe manner. The GAP
Center was designated as an exemplary management facility for agricultural products
by the Ministry of Agriculture, Food, and Rural Affairs and provides wholesome food
to customers through our logistics network with Exofresh Logistics, Korea’s largest
logistics center for fresh food.

GAP Center

Glo al imc i lant
Pulmuone has run the Museum Kimchigan, the country’s first kimchi museum, for
over three decades. We have also recently established a kimchi plant to make highquality, delicious premium kimchi based on our expertise and know-how to promote
the excellence of kimchi as the global top healthy food and enhance the country’s
reputation in the global market as the country of origin of kimchi.

Global Kimchi Plant

M se m imc igan
Pulmuone acquired the Museum Kimchigan in 1987 to promote one of the most
popular traditional Korean foods to both Korean and foreigners by providing lively
interactive exhibitions and various experience programs.
Museum Kimchigan
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rinciples

lm one

olesome oo or t e ealt an
appiness o o r amil

ac gro n o

Pulmuone conforms to its own standards for wholesome food
for the health and happiness of our own families, which are
more stringent than the relevant government regulations. In
addition, we transparently release information of all procedures
from manufacturing to distribution so that anyone can see what
ingredients and processes were used in the production stage.

e

olesome oo principles or me an

1

Pulmuone produ t are made
people t a n ere m nd et
e ollo our o n tr t rule
e ma e Pulmuone produ t
In pur u t o
ole ome ood
a ed on t e r g t m nd et

art

lm one

S oo stan ar s

We established our food manufacturing standards pursuing LOHAS values in 2020 to create greater values for
the health and nutrition of customers, as well as the protection of Earth, thereby achieving sustainability for both
human beings and nature.

Concept o

lm one

S oo stan ar s

The LOHAS food standards are the food manufacturing principles for LOHAS values based on our wholesome food
principles. The standards for LOHAS products, which uphold plant-based ingredients, use raw materials with GAP and
animal welfare certification, keep nutritional balance, and apply eco-friendly packaging, will build competitiveness of
Pulmuone.

2

e ma e produ t and d et
or nutr t onal alan e

or t e app ne o ot
uman e ng and nature
e u e more ngred ent
t
an mal el are ert at on

or me and art
e pur ue u ta na le u e o
plant a ed ra mater al

e ompl
t e o r endl
manu a tur ng pro e and
pa ag ng pr n ple

olesome oo
a e ngred ent
t
no ood add t e
e n rea e t e u e o
ngred ent
t at are tra ea le or t e r
produ t on tor

e

S oo Stan ar s

e ollo tr t pr n ple
t m n mum u e
o add t e

ll a eling S stem

rom produ t on to
d tr ut on
e ompl
t tr t
tandard or g ene
n t e manu a tur ng pro e
and temperature ontrol

lm one

lm one

t

S oo

omple pro e ed ood manu a tured u ng ngred ent
t
alue t roug e o r endl pro e e

S oo stan ar s

Main webpage of the new full labeling system

S Ra

p lm onestor com

Pulmuone provides information about the procedures from
producing areas to supermarkets to show how wholesome food are
made through its traceability system. We employed this traceability
system for organic tofu and bean sprout products for the first
time in Korea in 2006, introduced it for marine products in 2007,
and expanded this system’s use to domestic tofu and bean sprout
products in 2008.

Classi ication o

ole ome ood
alue

Pulmuone LOHAS food is defined as sustainable food that is good for both human health and the Earth’s
environment. LOHAS food is sustainable food manufactured using ingredients and processes based on LOHAS values
and classified into four categories.

pro ct p lm one co r main asp

True wholesome foods conceal nothing. Pulmuone discloses all
information of the place of origin and production history under the
new full labeling system. We are responsible for providing accurate
information of our food products, and customers have the right to
fully understand products before making their choice.

Tracea ilit S stem

e d lo e n ormat on a out
t e t pe and u age o all
ngred ent and ra mater al
u ed n our produ t

lm one
S
oo stan ar s

Produ t
manu a tured u ng
ra mater al and
pro e e to promote
u ta na l t or
uman e ng and
nature

Main webpage of the traceability system

gr ultural l e to
and
er produ t
t
alue
t at undergo mple
pro e ng to e old n
t e mar et

S

lant

omple pro e ed
ood u ng onl plant
a ed ngred ent
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ert at on
tem
u a
P

S

lant or ar

omple pro e ed
ood u ng plant a ed
ngred ent
t l m ted
ontent rom an mal
a ed ngred ent

S

nimal
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omple pro e ed ood
mo tl u ng ngred ent
t an mal el are
ert at on
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el are

Respect or

el are Mission

‘As a LOHAS company that deeply cares for both humans and nature’, Pulmuone sets animal welfare and plantforward ingredients as major themes of its six major strategies. Based on this, we enact constant efforts to enhance
animal welfare so that their lives as living creatures can be respected.

S strategies
nimal

an mal el are and plant or ented
lant or ar

el are

Create desirable products and diet by
minimizing the use of meat for the
health of both humans and Earth (if
inevitable, using meat from animals
raised in an eco-friendly manner or with
an animal welfare certification) and using
sustainable plant-based raw materials.

Provide products that can ensure the
integrity of animals as living creatures
and reduce harm to the health and
ecosystem caused by factory-type
livestock farming practices.

lm one s tr st in animal el are
“What’s good for animals is also good for human beings and Earth”
Pulmuone believes that not only safety must be ensured in the process of raising animals to provide good food,
but we should also provide an environment where animals can lead happy lives because they are part of nature and
cohabitate with human beings. Pulmuone promotes animal welfare, believing that what’s good for animals is also
good for human beings and earth.

nimal el are principles
i e animal el are principles

rinciples or sa e li estoc pro

① Freedom from Hunger and Thirst

① Free of Antibiotics

② Freedom from Discomfort

② Free of growth accelerators and

③ Freedom from Pain, Injury, and Disease
④ Freedom to Express Normal Behavior

cts

③ Marking of the date of lay

Pulmuone formed a business management system with respect
for human rights to lay the groundwork for sustainable growth
through the human rights respect culture based on its brand
spirit, “love toward neighbors” and “respect for life,” and its
mission, “a LOHAS company that deeply cares for both humans
and nature.” Business management with respect for human rights
is aimed at creating an environment where every stakeholder
affected by our business can be respected as a human being
without any mentally or physically disrespectful treatment. We
are spreading ten principles (respect for human rights, prohibition
of ;discrimination, forced labor and child labor, assurance of
industrial safety, trust for consumers, etc.) throughout the entire
supply chain as well as Pulmuone.Based on these principles, we
invest continuous efforts to enhance animal welfare so that their
lives as living creatures can be respected.

Scope an e inition o management
it respect or man rig ts
1 Respect or

man rig ts

We respect all stakeholders affected by our business as
human beings and actively prevent any mentally or physically
disrespectful treatment to them.

re ention o iscriminator practices
against omen
We make efforts to eradicate discriminatory practices against
women in employment and work processes.

ro i ition o c il la or
We support eradication of child labor. We never engage in
business with companies that accept child labor.

cts it animal el are certi ication

Fertilized eggs produced in an eco-friendly way
with animal welfare certification

it Respect or

2

ro i ition o

iscrimination

We prohibit discrimination based on gender, age, religion,
social status, regional origin, educational background, marriage,
pregnancy, childbirth, disease or disability. We do not require
unnecessary physical conditions or marital status for jobs.

ro i ition o orce la or
We do not force labor against free will and prohibit forced
labor by mental or physical confinement.

other hormone substances

⑤ Freedom from Fear and Distress

ro

Management S stem
man Rig ts

man Rig ts

Eggs from grass-fed hens with animal welfare certification

ages an

el are

Compliance it pre etermine
la or o rs

or ing

We comply with labor laws and regulations for regular and
extra working hours in each country or region.

ree om o association an collecti e argaining

We provide wages and welfare for employees at a level that
exceeds the minimum requirement set by the laws and
regulations in each country or region.

We recognize the freedom of association and collective
bargaining of our employees and try to build an environment
where labor and management communicate with each other
in regard to working (labor) conditions.

9 n

10 Cons mer tr st

strial sa et

We consider safety and health as top priority at business sites.
We comply with industrial safety regulations to protect employees
from any hazard and strive to provide a safe work environment.

We set our own strict principles for the development of products
and provision of services and try to comply with them to pursue
LOHAS lifestyle for the health and happiness of consumers.
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Ris Management

co rien l

nterprise Ris Management

or me an

RM

As the business management environment including industries, regulations, society and technology are rapidly
changing with growing uncertainties, it is crucial to manage potential risks in business management in a systematic
way and ensure crisis management capacity. Pulmuone has an enterprise risk management in operation as part of
its management strategies, which is aimed at managing risks that may have a negative impact on the company’s
sustainable growth, strengthening agility through analysis of crisis and opportunity factors, accumulating resilience
for potential crisis of business closure, and building competitiveness for survival and growth.

Ris management s stem
We run the risk management committee for effective monitoring and management, including prevention and postmanagement of risk factors. The committee is composed of the management including the CEO, devises risk
management policies and strategies, monitors current risks on a regular basis, and supervises prevention and postmanagement activities. We specifically have a risk management committee for each business division to select a
pool of risks to be managed, build response strategies,
and monitor the progress at the business division level. We report the result of the integrated risk management
activities to the audit committee. In addition, we have a department exclusively for efficient risk management to
define risk management policies and procedures and conduct prevention and post-management activities for risks
that may harm the company’s sustainability.

CT

o

2019 Eco-friendly packaging
declaration event

irection or eco rien l pac aging
annual appl at on a ed on

Region

produ t on olume

ess plastics
Use calcium carbonate to reduce the
annual use of plastics by 98 tons
Replace 30% of the existing
materials of containers with
calcium carbonate for Pulmuone
Soybean Silken Tofu and Korean
Beans Natto.

Reduce plastics by 1 g for
packaging to lower the
annual use of plastics by 81
tons(Ultralight packaging of
11.1 g for 500 ml).

1

it Committee
nterprise
Ris Management
Committee

General C

2

or art

A place that contains more plastic waste than fish.
This could be what children think of the ocean in the future. We
believe that children deserve to indulge in the greatness of nature as
we know it.
To create a sustainable earth where human beings and nature
coexist, Pulmuone applies eco-friendly packaging principles to all our
wholesome food products. By 2022, we will reduce the consumption
of plastics by 500 tons and CO₂ emissions by 900 tons, while
increasing the number of products made with easily recyclable
packaging materials to 400 million.

Go ernance an s stem o ris management
un t on and role
Part pat on tran er
Report

ac aging

S Region

CS

as rec cling

ero resi

al c emicals

siness i ision
le el Ris Management
Committee

nterprise RM

CT

RM

M

S

RM

S

RM

Ris o ner

Ris o ner

Ris o ner

Ris o ner

Ris manager

Ris manager

Ris manager

Ris manager

Sta in c arge o ris

Sta in c arge o

Sta in c arge o

Sta in c arge o

1) BoD: Board of Directors
2) CTO: Corporate Technology Office
3) CSO: Corporate Strategy Office
4) Enterprise RM: The BU-RM function of the CSO is handled by the Enterprise RM department

Ris s per isor

Make it easier to recycle 134 million containers
Apply double dotted lines to
Pulmuone green juice and Activia products
Apply a type of label that is easily separated using
heat-based alkali-soluble adhesive to I’m Real, I’m Fruit,
and dressing products.

Use water-based ink for film packaging materials to
reduce 1.25 million tons of CO2 emissions annually
Use water-based ink for film packaging materials
of Raw Noodle Texture, tofu, and ice products.
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Strategic Social Contri
Social contri

tion

Creating S are

Pulmuone is a profit-making company that also pursues social benefits. To carry out a wide range of social
contribution activities in a more effective and efficient manner, we launched “LOHAS TOGETHER,” a social
contribution brand. “LOHAS TOGETHER” is aimed at facilitating cooperation between the company and society to
conduct activities for the health of human beings and sustainability of Earth. Pulmuone’s mission is to promoting
the values of a LOHAS company that deeply cares for both humans and nature.
S
“Wholesome food that
our family can consume
without concern”
“Health and happiness
for me and my family”
“Even for the
health of Earth”

T G T
S
T G T R
lm one s social
contri tion

We set and implement CSV strategies for Pulmuone Co., Ltd. and Pulmuone Foundation to create economic values
and even meaningful social values through our intrinsic business. Pulmuone Co., Ltd. generates economic values by
providing products and services with LOHAS spirit to customers, while Pulmuone Foundation contributes to creating
social values through LOHAS social contribution programs. Both the company and foundation build a virtuous circle
structure for CSV through their key business, thereby contributing to enhancing the health of human beings and
sustainability of Earth.

R

We, not me
Share altogether
More meaningful as us
For mutual growth

lo o CS

al es
Pulmuone Co., Ltd. secures funds in connection with its LOHAS business values to provide to
Pulmuone Foundation, while the foundation spreads the LOHAS values through its key business
to create shared values in a virtuous circle.

S CS

ro it ma ing siness
lm one Co t

1

tion

Pulmuone carries out various activities that
create social and environmental values focusing
on three core directions to pursue LOHAS
TOGETHER in a strategic way.

T G T

S

T G T

R

R

R

“LOVE TOGETHER” is our social contribution program led by LOHAS TOGETHER Members,
a company-wide volunteer group of Pulmuone. Since its establishment in July 2009,
the volunteer group has carried out environmental protection and sharing activities and
supported the disadvantaged across a wide range of fields with a 95% participation rate
among our employees. We will spread this value of sharing further through open volunteer
activities with local community residents.
“HOPE TOGETHER” is our program aimed at creating values with a focus on education
for a better future of the society. Under the lead of Pulmuone Foundation, we promote
education for healthy food, society, and environment and will provide a variety of
education and pro bono programs to help the older generations get jobs again and the
younger generations find jobs.
“VISION TOGETHER” is our strategic social contribution program designed to create
sustainable shared values. Pulmuone makes efforts to strengthen strategic social
contribution activities through impactful business that tackles social and environmental
issues. For example, our Uri Maul bean sprout project in Ganghwado helps the disabled
stand on their own feet by creating jobs for them. We also support the growth of rural
economies through development of I’m Fruit beverage products using fallen fruits.

lic interest treac
lm one o n ation

2

Connect with business
values to donate
2
financial resources
(fund, volunteer group).

Present CSV values
1 to create economic
values.

lm one o n ation
T G T

CS

CS s stem

tion s stem

irection o social contri
acti ities

al e

Comm nit

Conduct strategic
social contribution
programs to create
social values.

Spread LOHAS values
and strengthen
business.

p lm one o n ation org

Pulmuone Foundation addresses challenges and carries out public interest and charity projects in a strategic way to
add LOHAS values to the lives of human beings, thereby contributing to the coexistence and sustainable future of
human beings and nature.

o n ation t at a

Mission

s

S al es to t e li es o
202

ision

Core al es

Pro de program to
tra nee

mpro ement rate
among tra nee

P

e n ng Pulmuone oundat on

Promote t e
ampa gn
a ro t e o et

assion it T S
Trust
ietar

Scope o pro ect

e e

man eings

ntegrity
a it

Cultivate good dietary habits to
enjoy the flavor of nature and keep
nutritional balance.

Solidarity
i est le a it
Cultivate good lifestyle habits to
prevent diseases and improve health
through hygiene for both body and
living environment.

penness

assion
co rien l

a it

Cultivate good eco-friendly habits to
minimize the use of resources and
discharge pollutants for the health of
Earth.
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igital nno ation

issemination an

igital Trans ormation

2019 or Me

Pulmuone established a digital governance to respond in a strategic and systematic way to digital transformation
drivers that may provide new opportunities or threaten overall business beyond the scope of its products and
services. We also constantly set digital strategies, build a management system, and develop measures for planning,
management, and support of business models based on global best practices, thereby providing products and
services that are beneficial to human beings and nature.

or art

ss rance o S staina ilit
Campaign

Pulmuone made a video that guides our employees, customers, and other stakeholders with daily tips that can
increase sustainability for human beings and nature. “2019 For Me & For Earth” Campaign videos are provided in
three versions: Part 1 for sustainability, Part 2 for vegetable protein, and Part 3 for animal welfare. These videos
are focused on showing that it is quite simple to form daily habits for better sustainability for human beings and
nature. You can watch these videos on YouTube. We will continue to promote the importance of sustainability and
encourage people to join our efforts.
Categor

lm one igital trans ormation rame

Tec nolog

na ler

Str ct re

ondu t a u tomer anal
a ed on g data and
I to de elop ealt produ t and er e t at a e
great alue regardle o t e pr e

S staina ilit
er

egeta le
protein er

The video shows how easily you can contribute to increasing
sustainability of human beings and nature by consuming vegetable
protein. It explains that you can reduce carbon emissions simply by
consuming tofu with vegetable protein instead of meat.

nimal el are
er

The video highlights the significance of animal welfare by delivering
a message that we all can be happy only when animals are happy.
Pulmuone Foods are planning to replace all our edible egg products
with those that have animal welfare certification by 2028.

o

R

Mar eting

roc rement

Pulmuone ent re alue

ro ction

Sales

an
Transport
an logistics

reate a d g tal or pla e t at elp emplo ee or an t me an
ere
to n rea e produ t t and promote a or l e alan e o emplo ee and mutual gro t

lm one campaigns a e e ol e

Pulmuone campaigns first began to promote wholesome food with the message that the palate you develop as a child
lasts for life. These campaigns have now evolved to spread the value of sustainability for both human beings and nature.

igital e2e rocess
g tal tran ormat on a ro

la or o nature
ole ome ood

C stomer
satis action

t partner

Pro de produ t and er e
nature

igital

e palate ou de elop
a a ld la t or l e

utr t onal alan e
t
d et

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

olesome oo
t at o start to
eat or o rsel

olesome
oo t at o
e perience it
all o r senses

orm a positi e
relations ip
it
olesome

olesome
oo ance

211 iet it
olesome
oo

or e
art

lm one s

Campaign image

This is the opening of the 2019 campaign that encourages you to
form daily habits for sustainability for both human beings and nature.
It introduces several tips that you can easily follow in daily life, such as
using drink tumblers or reusable cups, eating vegetable protein, and
using products with animal welfare certification.

Go ernance

u ld a go ernan e a ed on d g tal te nolog e to
o ter an en ronment o glo al ooperat on and
ontrol ual t

escription

or

oo

siness

t
alue t at are ene al to ot
u ng utt ng edge d g tal te nolog e

uman e ng and

2018
Tren

iet

2019

2019

S staina ilit

egeta le protein

2019
nimal el are

eart ut
ealt meal

2017
To a ’s
olesome
oo
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S staina le e elopment Goals
Strateg aligne

Strengt ening Comm nication it Sta e ol ers

S Gs

S Gs

sta lis ment an operation o t e comm nication s stem

Pulmuone makes strategic efforts to fulfill its roles and responsibilities by contributing to the accomplishment of
the SDGs, the global goals for economic growth and harmony between human beings and nature. The SDGs were
designed by the UN to achieve sustainable growth of the international community by dealing with common issues
around the world from environmental, economic, and social perspectives.

1

NO POVERTY

n po ert in all its
orms e er
ere
Provide education and
support for the poorest
and most vulnerable to
overcome poverty

6

CLEAN WATER AND
SANITATION

2

ZERO HUNGER

3

GOOD HEALTH AND
WELL-BEING

c ie e gen er
e alit an
empo er all omen

Invigorate the agricultural
ecosystem by expanding
the introduction of GAP
for agricultural products

Spread good dietary
habits and healthy
lifestyle based on LOHAS
values

Strengthen capacity of
employees and support
their career management
systematically

Cultivate female
managers and help
women achieve
success

7

AFFORDABLE AND CLEAN
ENERGY

8

DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

Build a system for
quantity and quality
control of water
resources

Use eco-friendly energy
sources and expand
the ratio of renewable
energy

Constantly create jobs
for youth and increase
the employment of the
elderly and the socially
disadvantaged

Support a sustainable
lifestyle by spreading the
brand’s spirit

16

PEACE, JUSTICE AND STRONG
INSTITUTIONS

Comm nication c annel or eac sta e ol er
GENDER EQUALITY

ns re incl si e an
e ita le alit
e cation

romote s staina le
sconomic gro t
an sec re alit
emplo ement

Ma e cities an
man settlements
sa e resilient an
s staina le

5

ns re ealt li es
an promote ell
eing or al

ns re access to
a or a le relia le
s staina le an
mo ern energ or all

SUSTAINABLE CITIES AND
COMMUNITIES

QUALITY EDUCATION

n
nger ac ie e oo
sec rit an promote
s staina le agric lt re

ns re a aila ilit
an s staina le
management o
ater an sanitation

11

4

12

RESPONSIBLE CONSUMPTION
AND PRODUCTION

13

CLIMATE ACTION

ns re s staina le
cons mption an
pro ction patterns

Ta e rgent action
to respon climate
c ange

Provide wholesome food
and services to spread
LOHAS values

Establish a risk
management system
for climate change

9

INDUSTRY, INNOVATION,
AND INFRASTRUCTURE

il resilient
in rastr ct re
promote incl si e
an s staina le
in striali ation
Become a great
workplace (GWP)

14

LIFE BELOW WATER

Conser e an
s staina l se t e
oceans seas an
marine reso rces
Strengthen education
programs about water
and environment and
expand the MSC/ASC
certification

We are committed to effectively communicating with various stakeholders that affect and are affected by
Pulmuone’s business in direct and indirect ways. In principle, we disclose the information of business strategies,
major activities and performance, and future plans. Our stakeholders can look up the data of our company’s
overall business management anytime, anywhere on our website and through social network services. We will keep
communicating sincerely with our stakeholders to achieve healthy growth for the company.

10

Categor

Internalize business
management with
respect for human
rights and promote such
business practices

15

LIFE ON LAND

S are ol er an
in estor

Open general meeting of
shareholders
Integrated report of the open
general meeting of shareholders
NDR, IR meeting

C stomer

A consumer who purchases
products and services
manufactured and provided by
Pulmuone

Customer Satisfaction Center
e-fresh monitor
Household monitoring
Customer satisfaction survey
One Big Bowl Full of Nature
(company PR magazine)

All members of the company
who work together to achieve the
mission and vision of Pulmuone
mplo ee

rotect restore an
promote s staina le
se o ecos stems
Minimize the impact
of business on the
environment

artner

PARTNERSHIPS

Strengt en t e means
o implementation an
re itali e t e glo al
partners ip

Contribute to realizing
judicial justice

Conduct joint
R&D projects with
government institutions
and cooperate with
NGOs

C annel or eac categor

An individual (or institution)
that owns or is planning to own
one or more shares of stock in
Pulmuone

All companies and their
employees involved in the process
of procurement, manufacturing,
sales, transport, and facilities of
Pulmuone products and services

17

romote peace l an
incl si e societies
or s staina le
e elopment

Comm nication c annel
Common c annel

REDUCED INEQUALITIES

Re ce ine alit
it in an among
co ntries

er ie

ocal
comm nit

All individuals and institutions
that affect and are affected by
Pulmuone’s business, including
the government, relevant
institutions, NGOs, volunteer
organizations, and local residents
of regions of its business sites

Pulmuone website
(www.pulmuone.co.kr)
Pulmuone SNS
(Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, etc) and blog
Integrated Repor
Brochure ‘One Pulmuone’
Social contribution white paper
Social Contribution
Report

Company portal
(KWP, Knowledge
Worker Platform)
Labor-management Council
Meeting with the General CEO
Grievance redress center
Respect for Human Rights
Committee
Occupational Safety Committee
Meeting with partner
companies
Partners Day
Pulmuone Sourcing Portal
(sp.pulmuone.co.kr)
Work-related meetings
(at the request of relevant
institutions and organizations)
Meeting with local residents
(at the request of residents
living near the company’s
business sites)
Meeting hosted by General CEO
Associations, workshops and
conference
Regular meetings with volunteer
organizations
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2019 Materialit Test
Materialit test met o olog

Materialit test rame

We conducted a materiality test to select key report topics of 2019 for the sound growth of Pulmuone. In particular,
we introduced the <IR> framework method considering the characteristics of an integrated report that combines an
annual report and a sustainability report.

We designed the materiality test to measure the relevance between various CSR topics and our business and their
influence on stakeholders. We quantified the degree of relevance by analyzing the correlation between each topic
and the financial performance of the company and their impact on stakeholders by analyzing the level of interest
for each topic.

Step 1

Step 2

orm a pool o 2019 CSR
management topics

Media analysis
Industrial trend analysis
Benchmarking of Korean and
overseas food companies
Analysis of global CSR
management standards

enti

topics an

Recei e opinions rom t e
responsi le epartment
o eac topic an t e
management

Review of 21 CSR topics

Step

Step

nal e t e materialit test
res lt

Measurement of the relevance
and influence of each CSR issue

Re ie an con irm
e topics

Materialit test res lt
Rele an e

34

Tier

Tier 2

Tier 1

ondu t
trateg o al
ontr ut on
program

Choose five key topics of
2019 Pulmuone CSR
management through the
materiality test and conduct
review by staff in charge and
the management

a t e
ground or
or reat ng
alue

u ld ound and
rat onal go ernan e

trengt en
re pon l t n
regard to produ t
and er e

aun nno at e
produ t and
er e

In luen e

orm a pool o topics

We carried out the media analysis, sustainability-related trend analysis in the food industry, benchmarking, and the
analysis of global CSR management standards to derive a pool of 21 topics. Based on our CSR topic management
system, we will manage a wide range of CSR management topics in a systematic way.
ist o 2019
Categor
1

er ie o

lm one CSR management topics
Topic
Build sound and rational governance

Categor

Topic

2

Lay the groundwork for creating values

Launch innovative products and services

Strengthen responsibility
about products and services

Conduct strategic social contribution programs

Internalize TISO management

Bolster the risk management system

Pay taxes in a transparent and diligent manner

9

Respect human rights and diversity

10

Build win-win labor-management relations

11

Foster Great Work Place (GWP)

12

Strengthen capacity of employees

1

Run a family-friendly system for employees
to achieve success both at work and at home

1

Achieve mutual growth with partner companies

1

Facilitate R&D efforts

1

Control the quality of products

1

Promote innovation through digital
transformation

1

Increase value for customers

19

Minimize the impact of business
on the environment

20

21

Manage information security
in a systematic way

Build a safe work environment

e topics o 2019

lm one CSR

As a result of the materiality test, we chose the following five issues as the key topics of 2019 Pulmuone CSR: “build
sound and rational governance”, “lay the groundwork for creating values”, “launch innovative products and services”,
“strengthen responsibility in regard to products and services,” and “conduct strategic social contribution programs.”
We prepared this 2019 integrated report with a focus on these five topics.
Categor o sta e ol ers relate to e topics
2019 e CSR topics

Categor o sta e ol ers
u tomer

u ld ound and rat onal
go ernan e
a t e ground or or reat ng
alue
aun nno at e produ t and
er e
trengt en re pon l t or
produ t and er e
ondu t trateg o al
ontr ut on program

are older
and n e tor

Partner

o al
ommun t

age
mplo ee
036 ~ 039
040 ~ 043
044 ~ 047
048 ~ 051
052 ~ 055
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ners ip str ct re

2019 T

C1

Pulmuone is a company listed on the stock market.As of December 31, 2019, 57.8% of its shares (including treasury
and preferred stocks) are owned by the largest shareholder and their specially related persons, 18.6% by minority
shareholders (less than 1% by each), and 23.4% by other shareholders (1% or over and less than 10% by each). The
total number of shares is 42,125,530 (38,090,950 common stocks and 4,034,580 preferred stocks), resulting in a
market value of KRW 428.5 billion.

il So n an
Rational Go ernance

Composition o t e o
Signi icance o t e topic

Strategies an goals

A listed company whose stocks are issued by meeting the listing valuation
criteria and are traded on the stock exchange must operate its business in
a way that satisfies the expectations of its shareholders and investors. It
must also transparently disclose the data of its performance and outcome.
To achieve sound and sustainable growth of the company for shareholders,
investors, and all other stakeholders, the company must be equipped with
governance where checks and balances are maintained based on expertise,
not just on decisions made solely by the CEO.
Many studies and real cases in the business field have proven that a higher
level of corporate governance reduces the risk of a decrease in financial
performance and the credit rating. Domestic credit rating agencies also take
into account governance-related factors, such as the ownership structure
and controlling shareholders, in their rating process.

Pulmuone has enacted efforts to
build advanced governance that can
boost sound and sustainable growth
of the company. We support the
best decision making process by
appointing Independent directors
with competence and experience in
each field of business, organizing
subcommittees of the BoD that
contribute to increasing corporate
values, and conducting various
activities within the BoD to enhance
diversity.

Categor

Committee

c ie e
in t e
go ernance categor G
in t e SG assessment
CGS
sta lis e a ol ing
compan str ct re
in accor ance it
t e glo al stan ar s
Set t e stan ar s
or t e term an
reappointment
o in epen ent irectors

e r pt on

Achieve A+ in the governance
Proved the excellence of governance of Pulmuone
category (G) in the ESG
by receiving A+ in the governance category in 2020
assessment by KCGS

Strengthen expertise
of the BoD

Ensure gender diversity
of the BoD

nction
Top ecision ma ing o
rig ts to t e general meeting o
s are ol ers e cl e

Appoint executive and independent directors with
expertise in the fields of environment, safety, and
supply chain to obtain decision-making capacity
for non-financial affairs
Appoint female executives and independent directors
to improve diversity in the BoD

Mem er

11
mem ers

ec ti e irector

n epen ent irector

oon ang ae on
am Se ng oo ee C eol oo C oi ong
o l ee Sang oo
a
im o ng oon
ee oo ong
o
a oon ang ae
s ng ee G eong mi

Monitor and support the management
Audit Committee through reviews and balancing to
maximize corporate values

4
Independent
directors

-

Choi Jong-hak*, Won
Cheol-woo, Jo Hwa-joon,
Kim Young-joon

Independent Directors Ensure fairness and independence
Recommendation in the appointment process of
Committee
Independent directors

4
Independent
directors

-

Won Cheol-woo*, Choi
Jong-hak, Jo Hwa-joon,
Kim Young-joon

4
Independent
directors

-

Yoon Jang-bae*, Kim
Young-joon, Won
Cheol-woo, Jang Jae-sung

3
Independent
directors

-

Yoon Jang-bae*, Jang
Jae-sung, Lee Gyeong-mi

Deliberate remuneration and
compensation for directors based on
objectivity, transparency and expertise

Independent Director Evaluate activities done by the BoD and
Evaluation
independent directors from the
Committee
objective perspective

Ma or per ormance an plans o go ernance in 2019
Plan

ecem er 1 2019

Pulmuone invests utmost efforts to build an advanced governance with reviewing and balancing between the BoD
and the management. We also run eight subcommittees within the BoD for major management affairs to increase
efficiency and effectiveness.

Compensation
Committee

a or per orman e n

so

Business
Management
Committee
Strategy
Committee

Handle business management affairs
delegated by the BoD

3 executive Lee Hyo-yul*, Lee Sangdirectors
boo, Lee Woo-bong

-

Provide consultation and make decisions
7 directors
Yoon Jang-bae, Choi
for investment affairs regarding medium- including 4 Nam Seung-woo*, Lee
Jong-hak, Jang Jae-sung,
term business strategies, new business,
independent Hyo-yul, Lee Sang-boo
Lee Gyeong-mi
and new overseas markets
directors

Pulmuone
General CEO
Manage and recommend capable
Recommendation candidates for General CEO position
Committee

3 directors
including 2
independent
directors

Identify major issues about environment,
3
society and governance (ESG), examine
ESG Committee
independent
sustainability strategies and directions,
directors
and provide consultation
(Independent Lead Director: Kim Young-joon)

Nam Seung-woo*

Yoon Jang-bae,
Jo Hwa-joon

-

Won Cheol-woo*,
Jo Hwa-joon,
Lee Gyeong-mi
* Chairperson
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so

peration o t e o

ecem er 1 2019

Pulmuone’s BoD is comprised of 11 directors. Consisting of three executive directors, seven independent directors,
and a non-executive director, the BoD is committed to achieving fairness and transparency in business management
as well as the sustainable growth of the company.

In accordance with Pulmuone’s Governance Charter, the BoD meeting is conducted on a regular basis (six times a
year), and temporary meetings can be held for any urgent agenda. In 2019, a total of nine meetings were held to
discuss 23 agendas, including partial revision of the articles of association and the establishment of a subsidiary in
Vietnam. The attendance rate of independent directors reached 97.2%.

lm one s o Mem ers
Categor

ame

Career

Former General CEO of
on e e ut e
Nam Seung-woo
Pulmuone
d re tor
Lee Hyo-yul
e ut e
d re tor

Former CEO of Pulmuone Foods

ppointment
ate

Title o pro ession

Male

March 2018

Chairperson of the BoD
of Pulmuone

Male

March 2013

General CEO of Pulmuone

March 2018

Head of Corporate Strategy
Office of Pulmuone

Lee Sang-Boo

Former Head of Business
Support Division of Pulmuone
Food&Culture

Lee Woo-Bong

Former Head of Business Support
Division of Pulmuone Foods

Male

March 2018

CEO of Pulmuone Food&Culture
Market BU

Yoon Jang-Bae

Former CEO of Korea AgroFisheries & Food

Male

March 2011

Executive advisor of law
firm Lee International

Male

March 2011

Business Consultant

Former member of the asset
management committee of the
Government Employees Pension
System and Teachers Pension

Male

March 2016

Professor at Business School
of Seoul National University

Former Head of Foreigner Policy
Kim Young-Joon Division of Immigration of the
Ministry of Justice

Male

March 2016

Representative lawyer
at law firm Samwoo

Won Cheol-woo Former President of ATMI Asia

Choi Jong-Hak
ndependent
d re tor

Gen er

Jo Hwa-Joon

Jang Jae-Sung

Lee Gyeong-mi

KT Capital CEO

Former CEO of KCLAVIS
Former professor at School of
Business of Yonsei University

Strengt en s per ision o T

Male

Female March 2016

Male

March 2018

Female March 2019

Senior Auditor of MercedesBenz Financial Services Korea
Head of PE Division
of IBK Securities

er ie o operation o t e o
Categor

nit

2019

201

201

m er o meetings

Sessions

9

8

7

m er o agen as

Cases

23

20

19

tten ance rate o
registere irectors
e cl ing in epen ent
irectors

%

100.0

88.3

85.7

tten ance rate o
in epen ent irectors

%

97.2

96.4

90.5

al ation an rem neration o t e o
The activities of the BoD including independent directors are systematically evaluated for its expertise and fairness
by the Non-executive Director Evaluation Committee. The evaluation of independent directors and the BoD is
conducted on an annual basis. The members of the Non-executive Director Evaluation Committee evaluate the
activities of the BoD for that year and share the result to upgrade strengths and fix weaknesses, thereby running
a sound and rational top decision-making body. The evaluation result is used to determine the remuneration and
reappointment of directors In 2019, BoD decided to introduce the new General CEO's Long-Term Incentive (LTI) plan
which is the Stock Option type.

er ie o t e rem neration o t e o in 2019
Categor
m er o

irectors

Total amo nt

nit

Registere irectors e cl ing
in epen ent irectors

so

ecem er 1 2019

in epen ent irector

Total

Person

4

7

11

KRW million

1,503

264

1,767

Professor at Business School
of Seoul National University

C er sec rit management

Considering the importance of IT & Cyber security in management, the Audit Committee granted authority to
supervise IT & Cyber security management in 2019 and appointed Choi Jong-hak, an independent director, as the
director in charge.

ec ti e compensation
General CEO compensation system consists of basic salary, STI (Short-Term Incentive), and LTI (Long-Term
Incentive). STI is designed on financial performance and strategic indicators. LTI, a performance share unit (PSU),
is paid on General CEO’s performance over three years terms. In 2019, BoD decided to introduce the new General
CEO's Long-Term Incentive (LTI) plan which is the Stock Option type.
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2019 T

Constr ction an operation o a glo al
imc i plant

C2

a t e Gro n or
or Creating al es
Signi icance o t e topic

Strategies an goals

Expansion of production facilities, development of new technologies, and

In 2019, Pulmuone amended the
articles of association to stipulate its
identity as a profit-making company
that also pursues public interests. The
company’s principle of investment
is to comprehensively consider
economic, social, and environmental
v a l u e s . I n t h e s a m e y e a r, w e
completed building infrastructure
for creating values, including the
construction of a global kimchi plant
and an advanced R&D center. We are
also increasing investment in global
business by expanding production
facilities in the USA and opening a
new division for business in Vietnam.
We will continue to promote LOHAS
values by actively making investments.

capacity building of employees are essential efforts for the sustainable
growth of a company. The effect of such investment is not limited solely to
a company—it boosts local economy and employment, contributing to the
economic growth of the local community, the country, and the entire world.
From this perspective, investment has a major significance and implication
for companies. That is why the government provides a wide range of
support to facilitate investment in enterprises.
Investment used to be aimed at simply expanding yields, but recently it is
used as a way to create sustainable values by reforming processes to reduce
cost, introducing environmental technologies and facilities to implement
eco-friendly business management, and developing business models to
address social issues.

2019 ma or per ormance an plans or la ing t e gro n
a or per orman e n

Plan

or

or creating al es

We held a building dedication ceremony in May 2019 for our new
advanced kimchi plant, which was constructed with KRW 30 billion
of investment to step into the global kimchi market. We have now
started producing premium kimchi products at this plant. This global
kimchi plant is a three-story building with total floor area of 30,329
ｍ2 and produces 30 tons of traditional Korean kimchi products
including whole-cabbage kimchi, small-portion kimchi, white kimchi,
and cubed and sliced-radish kimchi every day, amounting to over
10,000 tons a year. The kimchi is exported to overseas markets
including the USA, China, and Japan.

Global
kimchi plant

Reali ing a smart actor
At Pulmuone’s global kimchi plant, we use IP cameras and IoT sensors
that monitor manufacturing processes in real time to produce safe food
and maintain the best quality. Considering the characteristics of a kimchi
plant that requires precise temperature control, we use temperature,
humidity, and salinity-checking sensors across a total of 40 stages in
the production process to prevent potential changes in the fermentation
level and flavor of products. We also designed the drainage system so
that no moisture remains on the plant floor to maintain hygiene and
avoid the spread of bacteria. We conduct thorough inspections using
metal detectors and X-ray equipment to protect products from any
foreign substances or metals. Moreover, we control the optimal ripening
state of kimchi by considering the delivery duration for sales target
countries including the USA, China, and Japan under the real-time stock
management system by using wireless recognition (RFID) technologies.

imc i

Pulmuone global kimchi plant monitors the
manufacturing process in real time by using IP
cameras and IoT sensors across all processes.

siness strategies

e r pt on
- We will obtain R&D competitiveness by investing
KRW 87 billion in the R&D sector by 2025.
- 250 new professionals will also be added to our
R&D workforce.

Complete t e
constr ction o
a glo al imc i plant

Increase investment in the
R&D sector

sta lis e an a ance
R
center

Commence the construction - wastewater treatment facilities, including KRW 18
billion for new Plant Building 2.
of Plant Building 2 in China
- We are planning to invest KRW 33 billion in additional
(Planned to be completed
in Beijing by February 2021)
construction by 2025 for facilities, cold- storage warehouses

remi m strateg
Develop premium and distinctive kimchi rich
in “seed lactobacillus” with a refreshing and
clean flavor, which are differentiated from
others in the global market, particularly lowpriced Chinese kimchi and Japanese kimuchi
or sterilized kimchi with less lactobacillus

Scienti ic strateg
Use the principle of fermentation of a kimchi
clay pot that keeps consistent temperature
and humidity by circulating the chilly air in
winter and the warm heat of the soil, thereby
maximizing the benefits of Pulmuone Kimchi
which is crisp, full of lactobacillus, and has a
refreshing flavor

Stan ar i ation strateg
Keep the optimal temperature and humidity
in all processes to prevent over-fermentation
and measure the salinity of products for
their consistent flavor
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sta lis ment o an a ance R
center

articipation in t e 2n C ina nternational mport

po in S ang ai

In November 2019, Pulmuone participated in the China International Import Expo for two years in a row, which
was initiated by Chinese President Xi Jinping, for the purpose of promoting Korean food. The scale of the fair was
doubled from 54 m2 in area in the previous year to 108 m2 this year. Pulmuone introduced some of our major global
products including tofu and kimchi to Chinese consumers.

Pulmuone completed the construction of an advanced R&D
center in December 2019, which was designed to supervise
the development of new products, food safety, and
quality control and strengthen its global R&D capcity. This
advanced R&D center has seven floors (6 above ground,
1 underground), with a total floor area of 12,446 m2. The
ground level houses the lobby, the second floor is used as
a pilot plant, the third floor as the office space, and the
fourth to sixth floors are the research space. The pilot
plant is equipped with a medium-scale pilot production
platform that helps us use different adjustable facilities
to manufacture fresh and ready meal products at HACCP
level in a swift and flexible way. We arranged the space by
function: physical and chemical analysis, microorganism
analysis, and R&D for cooking and processing. We also run
four state-of-the-art video conference meeting rooms for
communication in the global market. The center employs
the community loungs and smart office system. It is
spatially arranged so that R&D, information searching,
and communication can operate separately. We applied a
sustainable and eco-friendly design early in the planning
stage to receive global eco-friendly building certification
(LEED, Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design). We
are the first food R&D center that achieved LEED V4 GOLD
in Korea (in March 2020).

peration o a

alit promotion all

We arranged a two-story booth that is 7.8 m high with three open sides for communication with consumers.We used a
large LED screen to attract attention and show our sustainable global business vision. We exhibited tofu, kimchi, and fresh
and ready meal pasta products that were well received and are now sold in global markets including Korea, USA, China,
and Japan. By running the VIP booth to communicate with local buyers, we went beyond simple promotion to achieving
practical business output.

pgra e e perience program or glo al pro

cts

We introduced the flavor of Korean food with major products including tofu, kimchi, and fresh and ready meal pasta. We
carried out a cooking show three times a day. A professional chef demonstrated how to cook ratatouille with tofu, tomato
meat pasta, and kimchi taco, which was broadcast live on a large LED screen at the expo. We introduced Pulmuone’s
major products to over 3,000 local buyers over five days.

Pulmuone booth at China International Import Expo

Pulmuone cooking show at China International Import Expo

Advanced R&D center
Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED)

ncrease in R

n estment

Pulmuone is planning to invest a total of KRW 87 billion (includes initial construction cost) in this R&D center and increase
the number of R&D staff from 200 to over 250. We organized the Quality Safety Management (QSM) department by
strengthening the existing food safety and quality control department, under which we run three sub-departments,
including the food safety department, the quality-centric business management center, and the food poison prevention
department. We will introduce various systems in the R&D center for site-based management for manufacturing
processes and ingredients, residential management, prevention management, total inspection, and real-time management
system through benchmarking of the quality and safety control techniques in advanced countries.

siness in ietnam as a ri ge to t e
So t east sian mar ets
In November 2019, Pulmuone started official sales at K-market in
Vietnam. K-market is a premium supermarket selling Korean food
products, running 86 retail stores across the country. For successful
business in Vietnam, we organized the Vietnam business division by
scouting experts experienced in overseas business.
We began to promote Pulmuone brands to Vietnamese customers,
starting with Pulmuone Zone exclusive for our products at K-market.
We will create more new values by providing wholesome food.

Pulmuone Zone at K-market
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a nc

nno ati e ro

Smart en ing mac ine C

2019 T

C

a nc nno ati e
ro cts an Ser ices
Signi icance o t e topic

Strategies an goals

Consumers expectations for products and services
are growing higher and higher. Companies are thus
competiting by innovating their products and services.
The concept of innovation has also evolved from simply
enhancing product performance or service quality to
providing differentiated products and services. Success
and failure through innovation determiness not only
sales increase via innovated products or services, but
also the survival of a company. The government also
encourages and supports enterprises with various
policies and systems to promote innovation.

Pulmuone has provided a large variety of LOHAS
products ranging from tofu to vegetables, dumplings,
dough, noodles, healthy green juice, and eggs.
In the category of fresh and ready meals, we developed
Thin Skinned Dumpling and Fresh Noodle Texture
products through a process using the wind method.
We also applied air current simulation technology in
the fermentation process of natto and kimchi items,
remarkably improving fermentation conditions. Through
such innovation, we became leaders in animal welfare,
developed eco-friendly packaging, developed and
expanded the use of vegetable protein and tenderized
meat protein in products, and provided products
specifically designed for kids and the elderly who need
special care in their diets. Pulmuone will keep developing
innovative products and services that meet the
expectations of customers.

Ma or per ormance an plans in 2019 or inno ati e pro
a or per orman e n
a nc e smart
en ing mac ine
ec is o

Plan

cts an ser ices
e r pt on

Innovate products

Develop and launch differentiated ready meal (RM)
products, especially for major products including
tofu and vegetables

Ran a t re oriente
resta rant as a
trial pro ect

Diversify meal kit
products

Diversify RTC (Ready To Cook), RTH (Ready To Hang),
RTE (Ready To Eat) products and create synergy

Release a premi m
ro en pi a

Develop meat
substitutes

Develop and launch products that can replace meat,
which keep up with the recent trend of customers
preferring vegetable products

lc

cts an Ser ices

l o

In May 2019, Pulmuone launched “Chulchul (peckish) Box,” a smart
vending machine that provides fresh products such as fruit, salad,
dairy items, and fresh and ready meals, which require special care
due to their shorter shelf lives. Chulchul Box uses IoT technology
for quality control, the most crucial factor for the sale of fresh
products, to provide fresh food to consumers without human
staff. The manager can monitor the expiration date of fresh food
products by using an exclusive app and immediately stop the sale
of any products whose shelf life has expired. Furthermore, product
management process including stock management, delivery, and
loading can be thoroughly conducted. Users can bookmark a nearby
vending machine on the app, check the real-time stock status and
purchase history, and collect and pay with bonus points.

Strengt ening t e line p
o smart s o case

it C

lc

Pulmuone’s smart vending machine
“Chulchul Box”

l

Pulmuone strengthened the product lineup of Chulchul Box by
launching the smart showcase in October 2019. Its major advantage
is that it features frozen ready meal in addition to roomtemperature and chilled snack products, changing the paradigm of
a vending machine. Products in various forms can be provided with
a showcase, not limited to the size. There is no delay or issue of
stuck items, which are weaknesses of existing vending machines.

C lc l o selecte as ea er o C stomer
Satis action at 2019 Management Gran
ar s
Our Chulchul Box won the Korean Customer Satisfaction Management
Leader Prize in the Stakeholder’s Choice category at the 2019
Management Grand Awards held by the Korea Management Association.
The prize is given to the most innovative enterprises that demonstrate
exemplary leadership in the industry based on an evaluation of all
companies. Pulmuone was the sole winner of this prize in 2019.
The judging committee lauded Pulmuone’s new innovation, “We highly
praise the direction of Pulmuone’s Chulchul Box, and it also seems to be
highly positive from the perspective of consumers.” “The expandability
of the business is high since it can be run as a unmanned store.
Considering the simple cooking methods for frozen food, it is expected
to produce a remarkable visible outcome,” explained the committee.

Chulchul Box smart showcase

2019 Management Grand Awards
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ealt

Pulmuone Green Juice launched a daily delivery service that provides
health functional food and fresh food that can replace breakfast
every morning, using its nationwide green juice delivery network.
Health functional food and fresh food are new items that can be
delivered. We launched new health functional food “Body Fat Diet”
that is helpful for reducing body fat in August 2019, and “Flow:
Ryu,” another health functional food containing vegetable EPA, DHA
(omega-3), and Vitamins D and E in January 2020.The Body Fat Diet
and Ryu series products are delivered to customers in a customized
way, in consideration of quantity and cycle.
Pulmuone Green Juice also runs a daily delivery service of fresh
food that must be constantly consumed. You can get Pulmuone
Foods’ products usually found at large supermarkets and convenient
stores, including “Living Threads Power Beans Frozen Natto,” “Super
Grain Porridge,” and “Half-cooked Egg,” which are delivered by our
Morning Staff every morning anywhere you want.

remi m ro en pi a

Cr st i a

In December 2019, Pulmuone Foods announced its entrance into the frozen pizza market starting with “No-edge
Pizza” and “Crust Pizza,” which innovatively address the weakness of existing products. To develop distinctive
products, we introduced the latest pizza making techniques learned from Italy and the USA, spent two years in the
R&D process, and finally tackled the weakness and limitations of homemade-style frozen pizza.
In line with the growing popularity of air-fryers, “No-edge Pizza” and “Crust Pizza” are perfect for air fryer cooking.
These pizzas do not get tough or dry in an air fryer, and we achieved an innovative texture of “crisp in the outside,
tender in the inside.” You can enjoy the not-tough-but-soft texture of pizza, even even when you warm it up using
a microwave. We also did not ignore the flavor of the pizza crust.

Eat Slim Pro Menu

Completely automated the production process
for hand-made crust

t re oriente resta rant it
a tonomo s ri ing Ser ing Ro ot ill
In November 2019, Pulmuone introduced Dilly, an autonomousdriving serving robot, at its brand restaurants directly run by the
company. “Serving Robot Dilly” consists of four loading trays,
serving four tables at once. It can serve dishes as heavy as 50 kg at
the same time.
The serving robot is operated in an autonomous manner as it uses
the data of the inside of restaurants for decision-making. It has two
sensors to avoid obstacles and move accurately to its destination.
If there is any obstacle ahead of the robot, the sensors detect it 40
cm away from the obstacle, causing the robot to stop or avoid it.
The robot then approaches the table of the target table and serves
dishes at an accurate point.
Thanks to the introduction of Dilly, restaurant staff can reduce
simple, repetitive work while taking better care of customers in
other ways. As the serving robot handles simple, repetitive tasks
and moves heavy dishes and beverages, staff can focus more on
their customers. This is expected to increase their work efficiency.

o e ge i a an

C eese Cr st Cream C eese S per el e

We added meat, vegetables and cream cheese to the cheese crust, the
kind that you usually only see in pizza places, to maximize the savory and
tender flavor.

Gol Cr st acon i e C eese

It boasts a clean and sweet flavor, combining the crust filled with sweet
potato mousse and five types of cheese, including cheddar, Gouda,
mozzarella, Provolone, and cream cheese.

o e ge

o e ge

ll topping epperoni Com ination

ll topping Grille

o e ge acon i e C eese

i erentiation points o

lgogi

Anyone can enjoy this pizza full of smoked peperoni, sausage, and five
fresh vegetables.
The pizza features a great sweet-and-salty flavor of juicy meat and bulgogi
sauce which uses directly grilled beef skirt.
You can taste five different types of cheese, including cheddar, Gouda,
mozzarella, Provolone and cream cheese.

o e ge i a an Cr st i a

oint 1

a nta n an ade uate le el o mo ture ontent n
topp ng to pre ent t e doug rom e om ng ogg

oint 2

ppl t e
tandard
n el and
p a get

oint
Serving Robot Dilly

Premium pizza with its crust covered in toppings
so that you can enjoy cheese and toppings as you like

opt mal rat o o
ee e m and t e
e and amount o t at ee e an tret
reta n t or g nal la or e en a ter t e
old

a e t e p a doug ea to ut nto our p e e and
oo n a r r er o d erent apa t e
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Creation o social al es
oosting t e cons mption an a areness o
G agric lt ral pro cts

2019 T

The Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) is a certification
system designed to manage harmful substances that
may be left in the farming environment, such as the soil
and water, or agricultural products across the process of
production, post-harvest management, and distribution
to ensure safety of products and protect the farming
environment. Pulmuone Foodmerce held GAP Week to
boost the consumption of GAP-certified agricultural
products from November to December 2019 in cooperation
with the Ministry of Agriculture, Food, and Rural Affairs
and the National Agricultural Products Quality Management
Service.

C

Strengt en Responsi ilit
in regar to ro cts an
Ser ices
Signi icance o t e topic

Strategies an goals

These days, consumers choose products and services
increasingly based on their development, production,
and distribution methods and their impact on society.
They consider more than just performance, quality, and
satisfaction level. Social concerns about corporate social
responsibilities (CSR) are also continuously growing,
while the international community urges fair trade
transactions and the prohibition of forced labor and
child labor. Environmental organizations highlight the
negative impact of corporate activities, products, and
services on nature through media.
From these perspectives, we need a more careful and
responsible approach in the development, production,
and provision of products and services.

As a leading LOHAS company who deeply cares for both
humans and nature, Pulmuone provides products and
services that customers can consume without concern.
Under this principle, we apply our own wholesome food
principles that are stricter than the relevant laws and
regulations to all our products. We disclose the data on
the place of origin, production history, and manufacturing
process of ingredients used in Pulmuone products using
our new full labeling system and production history
information system. We are committed to creating social
and environmental values through our products and
services.

Ma or per ormance an plans in 2019 or responsi ilit
a or per orman e n

Plan

ncrease t e n m er
o pro cts it t e
SC certi ication

Recei e t e
certi ication

S

mpro e
en ironmental al es

or pro

a nc e t e co ntr s irst
or a ra salmon

In January 2020, ORGA Whole Foods launched a ASCcertified raw salmon product for the first time in the
Korean food industry to contribute to the expansion
of sustainable fishery products and provide safe and
healthy food to customers. The ASC certification is an
international certification system for eco-friendliness and
sustainability that prevents indiscriminate fishery practices
and controls the use of feed and antibiotics and water
quality. It is challenging to earn this certification due to its
comprehensive biological and environmental management
criteria.

e r pt on

Establish the standards
for LOHAS food products

Achieve American organic
certification for more
products

We will receive organic certification for more products
to comply with our wholesome food principle so that
consumers can better trust our products

Make efforts to receive
the Carbon Trust certification
for ten tofu products

To fulfill our environmental responsibility, we will
achieve the Carbon Trust global certification for ten
tofu products and manage their environmental impact
in a systematic way

ccomplis ment o t e
in orea

2siness
112
sites

SC certi ie

cts an ser ices

As new values need to be defined in response to
changing consumer trends and awareness, we would
like to propose the criteria that emphasize Pulmuone
wholesome food principles and characteristics as a
LOHAS company

e num er o
u ne
te t at
part pated n t e
Pulmuone
P agr ultural
produ t promot on e ent

S certi ication

Pulmuone Health&Living provides LOHAS-certified products
to improve the quality of health and promote happy living
for consumers. The LOHAS certification is given to ecofriendly products that meet the elaborate standards of the
Korean Standards Association in the categories of product
processing, quality safety, and hygiene control. Pulmuone
Health&Living received this certification for some of its
products, including “Saengsiksun” and “My Body Care,”
proving their eco-friendliness.

ASC-certified Norway Raw Salmon
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Goal setting or e pansion o eggs
el are certi ication

it

animal

With growing concerns about animal welfare, more customers prefer
eggs produced in a way of protecting animal welfare. Considering
this trend, Pulmuone Foods set a specific goal of achieving KRW 30
billion of sales to gradually increase the share of eggs with animal
welfare certification in the total sales of edible egg products. The
ratio of those with animal welfare certification out of all edible eggs
provided by Pulmuone used to be around 10%, but this has soared
to 23% from 2018. Pulmuone introduced the European open aviary
system, an exemplary layer poultry farming facility protecting animal
welfare in Europe. Through this effort, we initiated the animalwelfare egg business and are now leading the market in Korea.

pening o an e perience
el are gg arm

all or

i s

ale target or
egg
t an mal
el are ert at on

er R

0 illion

ction o eco rien l pac aging or ealt

nctional oo

In step with increasing interests in eco-friendly product packaging in the industrial sector, Pulmuone Health&Living
is accelerating the transition to the use of eco-friendly package products that ensure the durability and stability of
containers, as well as mitigate environmental impact.
co rien l pac age pro
Categor

Meta i e

ac aging met o

Eggs from grass-fed hens
with animal welfare certification

ect

cts in 2019
tritional rie

east

aper ag

Simplified packaging

Uniform material

Eco-friendly paper

Remove small packaging boxes
from containers to reduce the
consumption of resources

Apply the same type of
material to the container and
label to increase recyclability

Use eco-friendly paper made
with by-product from sugar
canes Bio-degradation by
applying the Earth Pact

nimal

In May 2019, Pulmuone opened the Animal Welfare Egg Farm, which
combines animal welfare education and farm experience programs
at KIDZANIA Seoul, a job experience theme park for kids, to help
children understand animal welfare as an important global issue and
provide them with opportunities to explore the world of farmers who
produce eggs in a way that protects animal welfare. We extended our
program to KIDZANIA Busan from January 2020.
At the Animal Welfare Egg Farm, children join the layer poultry farm
tour, try to understand how chickens would feel, and share their
ideas. In this way, children naturally learn about animal welfare,
knowing that hens grown in a happy environment can lay healthy
eggs. Next, kids arrange animal welfare facilities where chickens can
move freely, following their instincts, by spreading fresh straw on
the ground and installing feed bins and perches. In this way, they
can learn the importance of animal welfare firsthand. Finally, they
experience a day of a farmer running an egg farm by collecting eggs
hidden in every corner of the farm and packaging and supplying them
to a supermarket.

ro

ct image

All Pulmuone LOHAS products are released through a thorough inspection of durability, safety, minimized packaging,
and eco-friendliness. We will lead eco-friendly business management by applying strict standards to produce
wholesome food and safeguard nature.
P
ottle
e g t ange
Kids experience hall,
“Animal Welfare Egg Farm”

ig t eig t 2

g

T

ice sing a green

Pulmuone Green Juice introduced the eco-friendly electric vehicle D2
to create greater environmental value. D2 is a new zero-emissions
EV model developed by SemiSysco. We are planning to expand
the delivery system using green EVs starting with a trial project
in the areas of Nonhyeon, Yeoksam, and Gimpo. The company’s
Doan Plant producing green juice was selected as a green company
certified by the Ministry of Environment in June 2019 for its efforts
to minimize packaging materials, install solar power facilities, replace
bulbs with LED ones, and improve processes.

D2, an eco-friendly delivery vehicle
for Pulmuone Green Juice

g

→ 2 g

Pulmuone Waters employed Nestlé Waters’s advanced technology
to release a 3-gram-lighter 2L PET bottle for “Pulmuone Water by
Nature” in June 2019.
We reduced the weight of a PET bottle from 37 to 35.6 g in 2013
and recently achieved an additional weight reductionto 32.6 g.

mpro e en ironmental al es
eli er o green

ntro

Pulmuone Waters
by Nature 2L PET
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Con ct Strategic Social
Contri tion rograms
Social contri

2019 T

C

tion s stem

As a LOHAS company that deeply cares for both humans and nature, Pulmuone established the Pulmuone
Foundation in April 2012 for more strategic and systematic social contribution activities that reflect our business
characteristics. The foundation serves as a control tower of the company’s social contribution programs. It defines
the direction of such programs, sets strategies, makes and implements project plans, conducts various activities
based on LOHAS values, addresses social issues, and contributes to social growth.

Con ct Strategic
Social Contri tion
rograms

Social contri tion rea
ietar
Scope o
pro ect

Signi icance o t e topic

Strategies an goals

A company’s social contribution activities, including volunteer
programs, environmental protection effects and donations, are aimed
at returning part of its profits to society. Enterprises are constantly
commmitting more staff and budget to social contribution to
contribute to addressing current social issues. Many studies continue
to find that social contribution activities produce visible and invisible
outcomes, such as improved corporate reputations and customer
loyalty.
The significance of each social issue changes over time, and different
generations pursue different values. The scope of corporate
social contribution activities is vast and methods widely differ. To
maximize the effect of social contribution, it is crucial to identify the
characteristics of a company and social demand, while carrying out
such activities in a strategic and systematic way by linking them with
the company’s goals.

Pulmuone’s social contribution programs
are aimed at contributing to tackling
real social issues under the principle
of sincerity. Our social contribution
department TiSO Secretariat exerts
efforts to plan and conduct strategic
and systematic social contribution
activities. We also built a companywide cooperation system by appointing
the staff in charge of social contribution
affairs by subsidiary. We share the
progress and output of social contribution
programs and future plans of each
subsidiar y throu gh Session D, the
company’s CSR and CSV discussion body.

a it

i est le a it

Cultivate good dietary habits to
enjoy the flavor of nature and keep
nutritional balance.

co rien l

Cultivate good lifestyle habits to
prevent diseases and improve health
through hygiene for both body and
living environment.

rinciples an e al ation o social contri

a it

Cultivate good eco-friendly habits to
minimize the use of resources and
discharge pollutants for the health of
Earth.

tion programs

Pulmuone makes constant efforts to plan and carry out social contribution programs based on our principes. Our
purpose is to present fundamental measures to resolve issues, going beyond one-time or temporary activities
that only promote the company. Based on such principles and sincerity, Pulmuone Foundation conducts education
programs with a focus on two themes: food and envirionment. It also measures the impact of its activities
afterward, rather than just completing the projects. The measurement result is used to analyze how each program
contributes to society, identify the programs’ problems, and find ways to make them more effective. The method
used in this process is the Input-Output-Outcome-Impact (I-O-O-I) method, the most common type used to
measure the business performance of global nonprofit organizations.
mo el

Ma or per ormance an plans in 2019 or social contri
a or per orman e n

Plan

ea urement o
mplementat on

lm one o n ation
ro ect Goals

tion
e r pt on

olesome oo
e cation

m er o con cte
ealt
oo e cation
programs 1 1 sessions
m er o participants
0 99 persons

- We will expand the scope of participants from
Conduct a total of 8,000
children to adults and the elderly
education programs by 2020
- Continuously carrying out our healthy
Provide the programs to
environment project for preschoolers and
160,000 persons in total by
elementary school students
2020

Sprea ealt
oo c lt re

m er o con cte
ealt en ironment
e cation programs
sessions
m er o participants
1 9 persons

Encourage participants to
- We will contribute to promoting healthy food
change their awareness,
culture and creating a healthy environment
attitude, and behavior after
by upgrading our healthy food and environment
taking the program by 2025
education programs
(achieving 90% of positive
answers)

Create a ealt
en ironment

np t
Input re our e

ea urement
o ange
tp t

uant tat e output

Impro ement rate
o ene ar e
arene att tude
and e a or

n ironmental e
cation
udget

um er o ondu ted
edu at on program
um er o part pant

Pro e t mpro ement rate
Rate o at a t on and
re ommendat on

pecte e ects
tension o t e
ealt span
o t e people

tcome

Pro de eed a

on t e anal

mpact
ood edu at on pro e t
n ronmental edu at on
pro e t
Impro ement rate or
ealt d etar l e ear
Re le t on n edu at on
ear
pol e
ten on o t e
ear
ealt pan

re ult o out ome and mpa t and re le t t n t e program
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oo pro ect

ealt

Pulmuone has carried out wholesome food education programs since 2010 to form positive dietary habits through
customized courses for each age group including children, adults, and the elderly. Participants can learn about how
the food we consume is produced and how to choose wholesome food, while kids learn good dietary habits. These
programs help us get accustomed to healthy dietary lifestyles and improve health for all people.
olesome oo e

Education programs customized to each stage of the human life cycle

Target

propagation of
food culture

54

cation s stem per ormance an o tcome in 2019

Categor

rogram

Goal

er ormance in 2019

C il ren
Number of sessions
Wholesome Understand wholesome
ages
1
1,162 sessions
Habit
food
food and form good
resc oolers
Number of
forming
education dietary habits early in
lementar
participants
education
for kids
their childhood
sc ool
26,920 persons
st ents

lts
ages 20 0

Seniors
0 an o er

Glo al

Help parents, dietitians,
nutrition teachers,
Number of sessions
Wholesome nursing teachers who
155 sessions
Behavior
have to teach children
food
Number of
forming
education about wholesome food,
participants
education
for adults and college students
4,073 persons
learn how to form
healthy dietary habits

tcome in 2019

Before
After

Target

62.9% 1 9 p
80.8%

tt tude

Before
After

53.3% 1
68.0%

p

e a or

Before
After

57.2% 11
68.6%

p

Satis action an recommen ation
rates among participants
Po t e
re e
r ter a

Satisfaction
Willingness to
recommend

85.6%
77.2%

110 sessions (Village
Wholesome
Table)
food
Form a good dietary
10 sessions (dietary
education lifestyle for the elderly
lifestyle)
for the
to improve their health
23 sessions (healthy
elderly
lifestyle)

Provide
dietary
Global
culture
wholesome
education
food
programs
project
and spread
the culture

Contribute to
addressing nutritional
deficiency issues in
each country and
region

Pulmuone Foundation’s environmental education project consists
of the “Good Cleaning Class” and “Good Water Environment Class.”
The former is designed to help kids learn cleaning habits through
games, helping them develop a sense of care for their neighbors
and nature. The latter is a systematic program where kids can learn
how to conserve water, which makes up most of the human body
and covers most of Earth’s surface, in an easy and enjoyable way.
Good Cleaning Class

n ironmental e cation s stem per ormance an o tcome in 2019

C anges in a areness attit e
an e a ior
arene

en ironment pro ect

Completed the design
of facilities at a tofu
plant in Afghanistan
Developed five trial
tofu products for the
Afghanistan market

resc oolers
Habit
lementar
forming
sc ool
education
st ents
ages
1

lementar
sc ool
st ents
ages 11 1

ealt

rogram

Goal

er ormance in 2019

Good
Cleaning
Class

A healthy lifestyle
education program
to build cleaning
habits in early
childhood

Number of sessions
533 sessions
Number of
participants
13,449 persons

An education
program that
teaches about
the significance
of conserving
and saving water
resources

Number of
participants
2,514 persons
Number of education
sessions
100 sessions

Good
Awareness
Water
change
Environment
education
Class

tcome in 2019
C anges in a areness attit e an

e a ior

arene

Before
After

70.3% 1
87.7%

p

tt tude

Before
After

76.0% 9
85.8%

p

e a or

Before
After

73.4%
78.0%

p

Satis action an recommen ation rates
among participants
Po t e
re e
r ter a

Satisfaction
Willingness to
recommend

82.5%
68.8%

societ pro ect

S esigner ol nteer program
For systematic management of volunteer activities by Pulmuone employees, “LOHAS Designer Volunteer Group”
was formed in July 2009. This organization focuses on the needs of local communities. We introduced a system to
recognize volunteer hours as regular working hours to encourage employees to participate in these programs.
S esigner rogram er ormance in 2019
orean ood oo ng la
mult ultural am l e
m

Awareness: % of correct answers per question / Attitude: % of positive answers per question / Behavior: % of respondents with positive answers per
question / Positive review means 4 or 5 out of 5 points.

Categor

or

ar ng olunteer program

olunteer program or r
n ang ado

aul

a ng t lo e

Part pant

1

2per on

otal our
our

imc i Sc ool
The Museum Kimchigan, the first of its kind in Korea run by Pulmuone, provides the Kimchi School program for kids,
foreign tourists, and multicultural families. Its customized content helps participants learn what the program has to
offer. A total of 7,397 people took the Kimchi School program in 2019.
imc i Sc ool programs or eac participant gro p

Wholesome food education for kids

Wholesome food education for adults

Wholesome food education for the elderly

C il ren
Kimchi tasting education

M ltic lt ral amilies
Kimchi history education

oreign isitors
Traditional Korean food culture
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Internalize TISO management
Respect for Human Rights
Bolster the Risk Management System
Pay Taxes in a Transparent and Diligent Manner

Value

Respect Human Rights and Diversity
Build Win-win Labor-management Relations
Foster Great Work Place (GWP)
Strengthen Capacity of Employees
Run a Family-friendly system for Employees to
Achieve Success Both at Work and at Home
Achieve Mutual Growth with Partner Companies
Facilitate R&D Efforts
Control the Quality of Products
Digital transformation
Manage Information Security in a Systematic Way
Increase Value for Customers
Minimize Environmental Impact
Build a Safe Work Environment

Financial Performance

Awards
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nternali e T S management
Co e o Con

ct

air management

In pursuit of TISO management, we have established and operate our Code of Conduct, which stipulates behavioral
rules for employees to follow. It consists of 15 clauses: How to handle orders that hampers fair work practices, no
preferential treatment, no anti-competition acts (e.g., collusion with competitors), no wielding of unfair influence for
personal interest, no receiving of corrupt profit, no other incorrect actions with stakeholders, prohibition of other
acts that harm the company, no personal use of classified information, no hiring of employees in other companies,
no forgery of document or statistics, no false reports, external activities, and consumer information security.

air management s stem ┃ Pulmuone designates the TISO Manager as the Chief Compliance Officer (CCO)
in charge of the overall fair business management of the company. The CCO is supported by the management
diagnosis secretariat, the TISO management secretariat, the compliance support team, and the legal affairs team in
handling relevant tasks.
lm one air management go ernance
T S management o ice

Co e o

ractice

The “Code of Practice Handbook” has been prepared to help employees better understand the “TISO Code of
Conduct” by offering more detailed explanations about fair and transparent work processes, prohibition of using
one’s authority at work for personal gain, work discipline, behaviors between employees that should be avoided,
making accurate and faithful reports, company & consumer information protection, whistleblowing, and rewards. It
defines types of misconduct that can be unknowingly committed, as well as material breaches, such as bribery or
corruption, that undermine TISO principles. Employees are under supervision to comply with these clear rules and
procedures.

nti corr ption e

cation

Pulmuone’s official anti-corruption education program is titled as the “6 Don'ts Policy.” It presents six behaviors that
should be avoided by our employees in their work. In addition to the policy, we show real cases so that participants
can easily understand them. In 2019, we provided this program for 74 middle managers.

Management iagnosis
secretariat

T S management
secretariat

egal

airs team

Compliance s pport team

istle lo ing s stem ┃ Pulmuone operates its own internal whistle-blowing system. Any violator is punished
with a strict HR measure in accordance with the disciplinary standards. Employees and external stakeholders of
Pulmuone have access to the Cyber Audit Room on Pulmuone’s website and to the “Green Table,” the internal
policy-proposal system for whistle-blowing.
Corr ption report an co nseling center
If any of Pulmuone employees violates fair and transparent work standards, please contact our reporting center.
Confidentiality is guaranteed.
> Phone : 02.2040.4441 / 02.6327.3435.
> E-mail : wmyu@pulmunoe.com / gbweon@pulmunoe.com
> Mail : Pulmuone TISO office, 8th floor of Rosedale Building, 280 Gwangpyeong-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
> Pulmuone website (Cyber Audit Room) : cp.pulmuone.kr:3444/cyber/
> Internal Groupware (Green Table for employees of Pulmuone) : greentable.pulmuone.com/front/audit/audit.do

nternal
istle lo ing s stem an actions ┃ The top priority for the internal reporting system is to protect
whistle-blowers. This is essential for building a positive image of whistle-blowing among employees, who need to
trust that their identities will be protected. To this end, Pulmuone is making diverse efforts to facilitate the internal
reporting system by offering regular training, reinforcing internal communication, and upgrading the management
scheme and process on an ongoing basis.
Corr ption report an actions in 2019
Reporte cases
nit
m er o cases

Categor

alse report

m e lement

ntertainment
o ering ining
an ining

Se al
arassment an
molestation

er al a

se

enali e cases
m er o cases

escription
Dismissal for 5 employees,
pay cut for 2 employees

m e lement

5

7

Se al arassment

1

2

Dismissal for 2 employees

6

4

Pay cut for 1 employee, suspension for 2
employees, warning for 1 employee

t ers

12

4

Pay cut for 1 employee,
warning for 3 employees

Total

24

17

-

er al a

n air
transactions

nit

se
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ro i ition o political onation ┃ Pulmuone defines the purpose and beneficiary of donation as part of the
internal policy. Under this policy, it is prohibited to express support for a particular political party or a candidate in
the election since this infringes on political neutrality. All employees must comply with relevant laws and regulations
including the Political Funds Act in providing donation to charity organizations. Such donations must be aimed at
contributing to local communities without any political purposes. In accordance with Article 31, Chapter 6 of the
Political Funds Act as well as its stringent internal policy, Pulmuone does not provide any political and electionrelated funds to a particular party or organization as a lobbying activity that may directly affect the policy-making
process.
Corr ption assessment o
siness site ┃ All our business sites must undergo regular/frequent audits based on
the plan reported to and approved by the management early each year. This is intended to prevent the potential
risk of corruption and violation of the policies, increase efficiency of risk management activities and processes, and
assess and improve the adequacy of expenditures. This process analyzes the cause of risks and issues and provides
reasonable measures for improvement, focusing on the prevention of recurrence and risk factors.
Res lt o t e reg lar process e pense a

Ro tine
Ris

ase

it

pense a

ctions ta en
rocess impro ement
correction

nit

m er o Cases
Ris management
impro ement a ition

3

11

-

it

21

41

249

it

2

57

-

5

20

-

31

129

249

Remote ris a
it

Total

Categor
Compan car monitoring

pen it re or organi ations
Categor
pen it re

nit
KRW

201
125,496,800

201
144,923,273

2019
173,709,731

Compliance rogram We conducted 92 sessions of the Compliance Program in 2019 to promote fair trade
practices and increase awareness about fair transactions among employees. The program consists of internal,
external, and online education courses, and over 300 employees completed the program.

it in 2019

m er o a its
nit Times

Categor

Create a ealt ecos stem or t e oo in str ┃ Pulmuone has membership in 30 associations and
organizations, including Korea Foods Industry Association, Korea Fair Competition Federation, and Korea Food
Industry Association, to contribute to the sound growth and advancement of the Korean food industry. The
membership expenses and relevant cost of activities amounted to KRW 173.7 million in 2019. Among them, 101.8
Million KRW and 78.9 million KRW are consumed for supporting the domestic food industry and fair management
reinforcement.

Re ests or
in ication
nit Times
802

rocess impro ement
correction
699

Ris management
impro ement a ition
-

* Routine Audit: An audit process conducted repeatedly, focusing a particular theme every year
* Risk Based Audit: An audit process aimed at identifying and evaluating major risk factors of the company to control such factors and improve
processes
* Process Based Audit: An audit to analyze the work process of a functional department/team registered in PAMS (rocess Assets Management
System) and elaborate the process
* Remote Risk Audit: An audit to manage blind spots in remote areas
* Expense Audit: An audit to examine the validity of processes related to expenses
* Company Card Monitoring: An audit to monitor the validity of expenses on company cards, targeting all employees on a daily basis, and take
proper actions for issues

air tra e c lt re it partners ┃ Pulmuone regularly sends out a
“TISO Management Letter” from its General CEO, communicating TISO
Management objectives and key points to external stakeholders, business
partners, and franchisee stores. It illustrates the definition and intent of
Pulmuone TISO Management, how to report breaches, and the holiday gift
return policy.

2019 TISO Management Letter from General CEO

ntro

ction an operation o t e Compliance rogram

C

Pulmuone introduced the Compliance Program (CP) as a autonomous compliance program. Under this system, the
company achieved the AA grade in the CP grading by Korea Fair Trade Commission, which is technically the best
grade, as well as various internal and external outcomes as an exemplary company in terms of fair trade.

air management o

lm one

For Pulmuone, fair management means building a fair and just collaborative relationship with its business partners
based on its corporate principles and applicable laws, upholding consumer rights and interests, and establishing a
trading environment that guarantees a level playing field and trustworthy trade practices. Pulmuone sorts its trade
partners into consumers, business partners, and competitors, deriving three strategic keywords and action principles
from each trade counterpart based on fair trade rules and policies before finalizing its fair trade framework and
implementation guidelines. Pulmuone plans to help its people further understand the implementation guidelines
through various activities designed to deepen their understanding of fair trade.
Pulmuone will continue to promote healthy choices to consumers and advocate for their rights by providing LOHAS
products and services along with accurate information. It will champion mutual interests and balanced growth,
giving its business partners equal footing. It will also respect the market economy’s practices by engaging in goodwill competition and lead fair trade practices.
la ers s

ect to air manament

Ri al compan

siness partner

Cons mer

acilitate competition
Create a competitive market
environment

il a plat orm or competition
et een siness partners
Prevent market status abuse

Strengt en cons mer rig ts
Protect consumers from
damages
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Respect or
lm one air Management G i elines

While Pulmuone’s Risk Management Committee draws up “Respect for Human Rights” management principles and
responses to potential issues, the Respect for Human Rights Committee handles breach and grievance cases to
ensure their objective and neutral review. Any stakeholders who have witnessed or experienced a violation against
the human respect principles can file a case to the grievance counseling center and ask for immediate cease and
desist action.

We pledge to pursue fair management as follows.
Cons mers
Pro de d t n t e
alue

- We increase productivity through process innovation and provide high-quality products and services at a reasonable price.
- We make products and services in accordance with Pulmuone's principles to help realize healthier living for our customers.

orre t la el ng
and ad ert ng

- We honestly disclose information under the New Full Labeling System.
- We avoid false, deceptive, or exaggerated labeling and advertising.

Prote t
on umer

man Rig ts

rocess o meas res on

man rig ts iolations
Grie ance an ling o

Grie ant

- We swiftly and properly respond to consumers' reasonable demands.
- We limit our use of consumers' information, and do not collect or leak such information without their consent.
ile a grie ance

siness partners
ele t partner n - We provide equal opportunities based on our principles and procedures.
- We choose business partners in accordance with the transparent and objective criteria defined by an internal council.
a ordan e t
t e predeterm ned
tandard
ompl
t
trade pr n ple

- We avoid unfair transactions that abuse our position, including unfair refusal of business deals, forced conditions,
and discriminatory treatment.
- We comply with the internal processes in each stage of business transactions and voluntarily examine these
procedures using checklists.

utual gro t

- We devise and provide customized programs to strengthen capacity of business partners, including training and
technical support.
- We make occasions for interactions with business partners on a regular basis for win-win growth and cooperation.

it in 10
a s

Grie ance Co nseling
Center

Respect or man
Rig ts Committee

Registration
in estigation an
iligence

Resol tion on iolations
an recommen e
actions

e

S are in estigation
res lts an resol tions
S are t e
implementation plan

erson against om
grie ance is ile

mplementation o
recommen ations

C ec implementation
plan an res lts
Resol e

Competitors
Pro t un a r
olle t e a t on

- We do not set trade conditions jointly with other enterprises regarding the prices, types, and standards of products.
- We comply with the “Pulmuone Guidelines for Communication with Competitors” when dealing with rival companies.

Pro t attra t ng - We do not provide or receive unfair requests, money, gifts, or entertainment offerings, especially in regard to
stakeholders related to business deals.
l ent and
- We do not provide excessive benefits compared to normal practices to attract the clients and customers of rival
u tomer n
companies.
an un a r met od
ngage n ompe
t t on n good a t

- We do not collect, misuse, or leak the technologies and data of business rivals.
- We do not circulate false information to slander other companies.

e iligence
Pulmuone conducts due diligence at least once every two years to identify potential issues or vulnerable groups, and
to prevent and mitigate factors that may adversely affect implementing human-respect principles. Due diligence
is conducted to analyze potential risks related to “Respect for Human Rights” management and vulnerable groups,
supporting the stabilization of the culture of respect for human rights.

rocess
lan

lm one s air management s stem
Business management philosophy under which we uphold consumer rights and interests, build a fair and just
collaborative relationship with our business partners, and establish a trade environment that guarantees a level
playing field and trustworthy trade practices based on our corporate principles and applicable laws.

orm a e
iligence team
Ris anal sis

rotect cons mer rig ts
Pulmuone contributes to enhancing
the rights of consumers by providing
LOHAS products and services, as well as
correct and ethical information.

air tra e it

siness partners

Pulmuone pursues common
interests and balanced growth
in an equal position based on
mutual trust with business partners.

air competition it
ri al companies
Pulmuone respects the market
economy practices by engaging in
competition in good faith and leads
fair trade practices.

etermine target
an perio
e iligence met o

e iligence

isclose Res lts o
mplementation

Report Res lts

rientation an training
regar ing goals nee s an met o s

Comm nication
an s r e

an

S are res lts
isc ss iss es

e iligence report

Report
res lts

eri e
c allenges
an esta lis
imple
mentation
plans

ollo
p on
impro e
ment an
implement
ation
progress

isclose
in ormation
Res lts o
meas res on
lnera le
gro ps or
iss es

Manage
c anges
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olster t e Ris Management S stem

a Ta es in a Transparent an

For ongoing risk management, Pulmuone has identified the risk pool to monitor, based on its business
characteristics, through risk identification, evaluation, response, and monitoring. Prevention and follow-up
measures are also in in place. To identify risks without any duplication or omission, and enhance efficiency of
management, Pulmuone divides the risks into four types: Strategy and externalcondition-related risks (strategic
directions, business plans, investment, changes in customers, rival companies, government policies, pandemic risks),
management risks (food safety, occupational safety, product development, supply chain, security risk), financial risks
(market, liquidity, profits, loss, credit, tax risk), and legal and compliance risks (contracts, lawsuit, dispute, relevant
laws and regulations, supervision risks). We have devised an optimized response plan after categorizing the identified
risks into four types, based on the level of uncertainty and controllability: Contingency Plan, Response by Scenario,
Indicator Management, and More Rigorous Control.
Ris management s stem
Ris t pes

Go ernance Ris

Strateg Ris

Monitoring an management o

Pulmuone abides by the country’s tax laws and fulfill its duty to pay taxes imposed on its profits. To this end,
we established the tax policy and regularly provide the relevant education program to employees in charge of
accounting and tax affairs. If necessary, we receive consultation from external experts, including law, accounting and
taxation firms.
lm one s Ta

olic

Pulmuone pledges to comply with domestic and overseas tax laws and regulations and file a tax report and pay taxes in a
transparent and fair way.
In accordance with its TISO management principles, Pulmuone responds to requests from the tax authorities sincerely with
mutual respect, and fulfills its duty to cooperate in tax affairs without concealment, distortion, or exaggeration.
Pulmuone will actively respond to changes in tax laws in each region and swiftly apply those changes in its business.

Ta ris management

perational Ris

e Ris

eligent Manner

n icator

n rastr ct re relate Ris

R

For systematic control of risks, Pulmuone has developed key risk indicators (KRI) to measure and monitor risk
factors to make predictive and proactive response to risk. KRI development and monitoring are aimed at managing
risks with a focus on expansion and improvement of the preemptive risk management functions. Not only do we
monitor financial risk management (interest/exchange rate and credit ratings), we also conduct monthly monitoring
of non-financial risks such as raw material supply and consumption trends, as well as setting KRI for both types
of risk. KRI has four stages (Attention, Caution, Alert, Danger). When a risk event escalates and exceeds the KRI
boundary, we respond by referring to the predetermined step-by-step guidelines.

Pulmuone will minimize unexpected tax risks across all business operations.
Pulmuone will make company-wide efforts constantly to build the external compliance inspection system, provide internal
education, and set consistent business management standards. We will receive consulting from external experts and
cooperate with them to identify tax risks and upgrade our tax policy.
Pulmuone will meet all tax reporting and payment deadlines and store the evidence and grounds for decisions made for
business contracts in the form of documents.

ra ication o ta a oi ance
Pulmuone will maintain a normal investment and trade structure that conforms to the intent of the tax law in regard to
transactions with third parties and/or special affiliated parties.
We will maintain fair prices in trade with third parties and/or special affiliated parties in accordance with the relevant
regulations in Korea, while following the OECD guidelines and BEPS standards for international trades at normal prices.
Pulmuone will not turn into a tax haven.

Sprea ris management c lt re
Pulmuone recognizes the need for risk management by individuals along with the company-wide risk and offering
on/offline training programs for risk mindset in order to understand and utilize management methods for corporate
and task risks. Preemptive management that prevents contingency situations is emphasized, while at the same time,
contingency-plan development and emergency drills are taught to minimize damage.

Ris

ase a

it s stem as t e r line o

e ense

The Management Diagnosis Secretariat in charge of risk management evaluates the design adequacy to see if
the company-wide risk management system is properly designed. The secretariat also checks the operational
effectiveness to identify if the designed system and process are operated well. The team selects risks for audit and
adds new risks identified during the process to increase risk handling and implementation capacity. In this way, a
complementary virtuous cycle is created to include and manage new risks in the risk pool.

Trans er price polic
The transfer price refers to the price applied to an international transaction of raw materials, products, and services
with overseas subsidiaries or affiliates. Global companies often adjust the transfer price to alleviate their tax burden,
which is arising as an issue in the industrial sector.
Upholding our principles of transparent and sincere tax payment, Pulmuone prohibits transfer pricing in favor of the
company under any circumstance. We set the transfer price strictly in accordance with the OECD Transfer Pricing
Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises and Tax Administrations and local tax laws in each country. We therefore
pay tax under the national tax law for our business profits. As of 2019, our overseas subsidiaries are located in the
USA, China, and Japan. We comply with the tax laws, principles, and standards in each of these countries.
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man Rig ts an

i ersit

As a member of the UN Global Compact, Pulmuone exerts efforts to pursue the global level of human-rightsbased management for human rights, labor, and anti-corruption. It is doing its utmost to root out discrimination in
employment and work process under its principles and standards, while providing relevant education programs.

olic an operation or respect

man rig ts an

i ersit

Pulmuone expressly states in Article 5 of its employment rules that there should be no discrimination based on
race, gender, age, religion, social status, hometown, alma mater, marriage, pregnancy, childbirth, medical history,
nationality, or physical/mental challenges. Only just and rational criteria such as career experience and performance
evaluations should be considered for employment, education, compensation, promotion, and other personnel
decisions, in accordance with the labor-related laws including the Labor Standards Act and the Equal Employment
Opportunity and Work-Family Balance Assistance Act. Pulmuone has worked hard to eliminate discrimination for
many years, opening the Gender Equality Center in 2018 as a one-stop solution, offering counseling and dealing
with sexual harassment. Its scope has expanded to cover gender discrimination.

ro i ition o c il la or
Working to abolish child labor, Pulmuone is in full compliance with Global Compact Principle 5 (the effective abolition
of child labor), and with the ban on child labor or forced labor stipulated in the Labor Standards Act and the
standards of ILO (International Labor Organization). There is no employee under age 18 in Pulmuone business, and
there is no Pulmuone partner that exploits child labor. Pulmuone makes a firm, principled stand to never transact
with those who exploit child labor.

il

in

As stipulated in Global Compact Principle 3 (“Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the effective
recognition of the right to collective bargaining”), Pulmuone guarantees its employees freedom of association and
the right to collective bargaining. In accordance with the Constitution and the Trade Union and Labor Relations
Adjustment Act, Pulmuone fully guarantees its employees the right to establish a labor union or another form of
representative body, giving every employee the right to join a labor union.
Pulmuone will continue to protect its employees’ freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining and
make efforts to develop win-win industrial relations to build mutual trust.

pen la or management committee
Every quarter, Pulmuone holds the Open Committee, a labor-management council defined by the Act on the
Promotion of Worker Participation and Cooperation. Employees can raise issues and make complaints to inform the
management about unjust or ineffective labor practices and find solutions.
Grie ance an ling process
Step 1 Complaint raise
la or omm oner ra e
a ompla nt on e al o
mem er
n luded
n t e agenda

Pulmuone does not permit or condone any types of forced labor in line with the prohibition on forced labor in
the Labor Standards Act. It is expressly stipulated in Global Compact Principle 4 (“Businesses should uphold the
elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labor.”). During its annual labor inspection, the company looks
for any violation of this principle, especially regarding forced labor of vulnerable groups (female, underage, migrant
workers). Pulmuone always seeks consent for overtime work from a female worker in accordance with the Labor
Standards Act when it has been less than a year since she gave birth to a child. The company also prohibits
pregnant workers from working overtime, night shifts, or on holidays and lowers their workload during pregnancy.
This is all part of its effort to strictly abide by regulations that protect socially or physically disadvantaged people.

man rig ts co nseling s stem
We support employees to receive a professional and systematic counseling service regarding issues and grievance
about human rights and diversity. The Respect for Human Rights Committee handles affairs related to human
rights, diversity, and harassment at work. Depending on the severity of the issue, the committee meeting is called
to discuss how to protect the victim and take a proper action from the objective, fair and neutral perspectives.

Step 2 Complaint an le
ter on rm ng t e a t
t e ue a gned to
rele ant department to
ta e ne e ar mea ure

Step
ee ac
e r e o t e ue a
andled and t out ome at
t e ne t uarterl la or
management oun l
meet ng

Step

ection to t e
o tcome
mplo ee
o do not
agree t t e out ome an
o e t

Resol tion rate o t e pen committee agen as in 2019
Categor

ro i ition o orce la or

in a or management Relations

er ormance

gen a no o cases
234

Resol e agen a no o cases
199

rinciple an stan ar s o in ormation s aring
management

Resol tion rate
85%

et een la or an

Employees’ understanding and cooperation are crucial for the company to successfully make major decisions and
implement its policies. With this in mind, Pulmuone engages its union representatives in the communication process
by sharing information through a quarterly labor-management council meeting in which any structural changes are
discussed. In addition, Pulmuone leverages multiple communication channels to share corporate vision, aspiration,
management status, and other information with employees, giving them ownership and a chance to engage with
the management process. The diverse communication channels include the Revenue Daily and real-time (internal/
external) news delivery via KWP (corporate intranet), Meeting with general CEO, monthly corporate newsletters,
quarterly industrial safety health committee meetings, complaint redress programs, and the annual integrated
report.
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oster Great
Stat s o t e la or nion
In accordance with the Trade Union and Labor Relations Adjustment Act, Pulmuone employees are entitled to join a
labor union and can also establish a labor union themselves. Pulmuone’s labor union has defined its qualifications for
membership in its own provisions, and those entitled to labor unions are free to join any unions of their choosing to
carry out activities as members.
a or nion mem ers ip stat s in 2019
Categor

S

ects persons

a or nion mem ers ip
stat s

495

or

lace G

Pulmuone runs various systems to build a flexible work environment where employees can focus on their work. In
2017, we renovated a space in the Rosedale Building, where Pulmuone, Pulmuone Foods, and Pulmuone Foodmerce
are located, as a smart office and expanded this change to other local business sites by early 2019. The hot-desking
system helps employees make reservation for any desks they want by using their smartphones. Employees can also
apply a particular work style as they desire with no limitation using newly arranged spaces such as meeting rooms
and wider staff lounges.
lm one s smart o ices

Mem ers persons

Mem ers ip rate

387

78.2

Collecti e argaining polic
Collective bargaining takes place when renewing the collective agreement and determining a wage increase. Wage
and collective agreements are determined in even-numbered years; odd-numbered years have wage agreements
only. Every union member is subject to the collective bargaining agreements made by each respective union, and
the company maintains good faith in collective bargaining with labor unions.

ns rance an pension s stem
Pulmuone follows the regulations regarding the medical insurance, occupational health and safety insurance,
employment insurance, and national pension systems run by the government. In addition, we have our own
insurance and pension system to support a stable life of employees after retirement and prepare for any potential
accidents in our business sites.

Collecti e ins rance

ension operation etails
T pe
Defined Benefit (DB)

so

n i i

al pension

Guarantee this support by the time of retirement to support
the life of employees after retirement and possible to pay
after retirement

ecem er 1 2019

Scale
KRW 138 billion

Open meeting space in the Suseo office

Office in Daejeon

We run a flexible working hours system to consider the work style and commuting distance of employees.
Employees can set their working hours within the scope of one hour prior to or later than the official working hours
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. This flexible system allows employees to make a request without approval of senior staff
and immediately apply working hour changes on the next day. We also provide the flexible working hours system
especially for employees whose child is a preschooler or a lower-grade elementary school student.

S n trition co nseling

er ie o t e ins rance an pension s stem

Provide compensation in the case of death due to any injury
or disease occurring in the work period for the welfare of
employees and support part of insurance contribution with
special options

Customer Service Center

The LOHAS Nutrition Counseling program provides employees with a customized health solution through a clinical
dietician, based on the results of physical checkup (body composition, blood pressure, and other information) and
the LOHAS diet survey conducted by clinical dietitians visiting its business sites. A basic 8-week program (open every
two weeks with five sessions in total) and additional follow-up counseling (monthly meetings with four sessions in
total) are offered. Anyone at Pulmuone can apply for the service. In 2019, 96 employees used this program to check
their health conditions and received optimized health solutions.
Categor

o o Mem ers
3,210 persons

irection o operation

nit

201

201

2019

articipants

o o
persons

242

231

96

o o sessions

Sessions

907

897

702

Stability-based

* Calculation of the number of members: Consolidated, domestic only

LOHAS nutrition counseling
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Strengt en Capacit o
mplo ee ssistance rogram
In accordance with Article 83 of the Framework Act on Labor Welfare, all domestic companies are encouraged to
provide their workers with the Employee Assistance Program (EAP). Pulmuone implements this program to enhance
its employees’ quality of life, help them concentrate on work, and boost their productivity by addressing any
emotional challenges they experience. Each employee can take up to eight EAP counseling sessions per year, and
group counseling sessions are also provided. EAP support is also provided for issues raised by the Gender Equality
Center, the Win-wi Growth Office, and partner companies so that such issues are addressed in a proactive manner.
In 2019, we provided the program to both our employees and those of partner companies.

acti ities in 2019

n i i
Gen er

escription

al

alit Center

mplo ees o partner
companies

S ca em

For strengthening the capacity of employees, Pulmuone aims to improve productivity by creating the environment
where all employees can concentrate on their work by maintaining the optimal HR structure. To achieve this goal,
the company has established a capacity-building system for employees, and it also develops and provides various
programs.
er ormance in 2019
Categor

Provided 137 employees with 340 EAP sessions
Supported EAP sessions additionally for those who want counseling due to sexual
discrimination, harassment and verbal abuse
Received requests for EAP from employees of partner companies dealing with emotional work
and provided the program to those selected

cation cost per emplo ee

63 sessions

il ing programs

KRW 493,000

lm one

ea ers ip e elopment e cation ┃ Following the quantitative and qualitative improvement in leadership education
programs in 2018, we created programs with more diverse content in 2019. In the Fourth Industrial Revolution,
leadership is a crucial element to determine the accomplishment of organizational goals. Under these circumstances,
our leadership education program categorized leaders based on roles and reinforced education content as coaching
and communication capacity as they are the key elements in leadership for creating performance.
lm one lea ers ip co rse s stem

ea ers ip

rogram

isc ssion capacit

Comm nication

t ers

Glo al Manager

LOHAS Academy, an education agency that helps Pulmuone employees internalize LOHAS values through hands-on
learning, has a boarding program for Pulmuone employees and their family, local youth, and employees of partner
companies. It provides education programs for forming four major daily habits for healthy and sustainable living
(dietary, body, mind and eco-friendly habits). In 2019, 6,906 Pulmuone employees and 698 partners’ employees and
local youth (7,604 in total) participated in this program to learn and experience LOHAS values.

Regional Gro p Managers

i

Manager

pansion o acilities to increase se o p

LOHAS Academy terrace

lic transportation

To reduce the environmental impact of employees who use their own cars or public transportation for commuting,
Pulmuone promotes a campaign for walking or riding bicycles for those who live in close proximity to the company’s
business sites. We are planning to expand bicycle racks and shower booths at our Suseo office.

e e ec ti e co rse

Managing ea ers

Managing lea er
co rse

ea er

ea er co rse

Managing Sel
LOHAS Academy lounge

ec ti e
lea ers ip
co rse e ternal
lect re

Mar et Manager

nctional Manager

LOHAS Academy

cation o rs per emplo ee

er ormance

e capacit

Categor

mplo ees

ea er preparation
co rse

C co rse
2 a s 1 nig t
acilitation co rse
a ance

C co rse
1 a

er ormance
coac ing co rse

emale lea ers ip
co rse a ance

er ormance
coac ing co rse

emale lea ers ip
co rse asic

acilitation
co rse asic

ro cti it impro ement program ┃ Pulmuone has provided productivity improvement programs for each stage
to enhance working environment with the importance of productivity improvement recognized to cope with various
changes such as the 52-hour workweek and Fourth Industrial Revolution. We provided the customized SERICEO
platform and contents aiming to recognize the current situation and form a sense of empathy. We produced content
about ways to lead changes in life and videos based on our independent tool DIPS (productivity improvement
tool) and PCL (communication skill based on the understanding of myself and others), which were offered to all
employees. For the DIPS and PCL, the company especially provides support for iterative learning utilizing the internal
platform.
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R n a amil rien l S stem or mplo ees
to c ie e S ccess ot at or an at ome
e contents o programs
or Smart

or

i e alance

Purpose : To understand the importance of
productivity improvement and form a
sense of empathy for realizing work-life
balance
Target : All 2,153 employees
Period : November 8, 2018 to March 8,
2019
Method : SERICEO platform

or Smart

Ma ing a its

or Smart

Purpose :To learn how to lead fundamental
changes in life to improve productivity
Target : All 1,052 managers
Period : July 9,2019
Method : via e-mail

S

C

Purpose : To provide practical tools
applicable to work
Target : All employees (except field staff)
Period : October 14 to 31, 2019
Method : Knowledge Workplace platform

e

igital trans ormation e cation program ┃ Pulmuone operates digital leadership reinforcement program to
enhance the understanding of digital transportation and lead change in working methods. To lead company-wide
change in recognition, we provided executives and employees with the program to introduce the concept of digital
transformation and explore other companies’ cases utilizing AI and big data in sales, marketing and production
management. We also held a workshop to understand data methodology to optimize a decision-making process
and operate a relevant program (R-analysis) to identify tasks for actual work. The company provided various online
contents utilizing SERICEO package to allow exploring domestic and overseas industry-specific advanced data
technology. A total of 431 employees participated in group education 6 times, a 5-day workshop and online learning
for 3 months, which resulted in securing DT leadership and improving overall understanding.
lm one e talent gro t program
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et or ing

For healthy growth and continuous development of the organization, Pulmuone has launched and operates various
family-friendly systems for balance between work and home and strive to minimize career interruption for women
with childbirth and childcare. Considering the trend of emphasizing gender equality, we set a goal of reaching the
target of 30% for female executives by 2020 and are making great efforts to cultivate female leaders. Operating
family-friendly systems and developing female leaders are not only for female employees, but aim to establish
organizational culture for both men and women by focusing on realizing genuine gender equality.

e mart generat on
e le
trateg

ri es or ig
per orming atten ees
eat re in
Maeil siness
e spaper

Completion
ceremon
Special lect re 2

are regular learning [Knowledge contents: Focus on the Fourth Industrial Revolution] SERCEO Special “The Fourth
Industrial Revolution Academy,” 6 months

i ec cle esign e cation program ┃ Pulmuone provides specialized education courses to support employees
who expect to be retire for their second phase of life after retirement. We provide support for allowing them to
systemically design their life after retirement by providing training regarding leisure and skills acquisition for getting
another job.

amil

rien l programs

tension o re ce or ing o rs ring pregnanc
The legally stated reduced working period during pregnancy
is within 12 weeks and after 36 weeks in pregnancy. In case employees find out late about their pregnancy or
have the concern over miscarriage in the early stage of pregnancy or use maternity leave in advance right before
childbirth, we have extended the period by 2 weeks from the legal requirement to consider the intention and
efficiency of the system. Female employees can reduce their work hours by up to 2 a day without cutting wages
within 14 weeks or after 34 weeks in pregnancy.

renatal e amination lea e or spo ses Pulmuone operates prenatal examination leave for spouses to secure
equality with female employees and reflect the current trend of increasing roles of men in childbirth and childcare.

C il a mission care lea e
Employees are allowed to apply for leave once in March when their child enters an
elementary school and choose either work from home or take five days of unpaid leave, which contributes to easing
the burden of employees who have preschoolers.

regnanc gi t We give congratulatory gifts (electromagnetic shielding blanket) for pregnancy to pregnant female
employees and male employees who have a pregnant spouse. As other workers often give congratulatory news to
the HR department, it can create an atmosphere to congratulate pregnancy and help male workers feel reassured
about being at home.

Consi erate sign or pregnant omen online o line We have added a pregnancy icon to employee information
in searching for employees in the intranet so that other employees can recognize and consider pregnant workers
when communicating with them. We also add a pink cover on the chair headrests for pregnant women. However,
considering workers who would not like to notify pregnancy, the workers can decide whether to use online/offline
pregnancy sign.

peration o t e in o se a care center Pulmuone operates a 495m2 in-house daycare center on the fourth
floor of its Suseo Office in Seoul under the management of Hansol Hope for Education Foundation. The daycare
center uses eco-friendly materials and has an open space (Dodamtteul) where parents and children can play
together, taking the health and emotional development of children into account. Above all, we put a top priority
on guaranteeing the continuity of education from ages 1 to 5. The faculty members, including the center director,
are making efforts to introduce various education methods and develop education programs. Their excellent and
systematic curriculum is internally and externally well recognized.
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c ie e M t al Gro t

it

artner Companies

Pulmuone makes every effort to realize mutual growth with partner companies. We operate various mutual growth
programs based on the principle of creating fair trade culture and establish and run channels to listen to opinions
from partners. In the fair and transparent trade culture, we are creating a virtuous cycle where mutual cooperation
boosts competitiveness in quality and price with technology and product development. This ensures that the growth
of partners leads to the growth of Pulmuone and vice versa.
lm one s partner companies in 2019
Categor

ngre ients
ra materials

M

m er o partners
nit n m er o companies

179

309

ac aging materials

Total

peration o c annels or comm nication an
partners

552

it

Pulmuone operates a communication channel to allow partner companies to deliver perspectives and opinions
for any issues, problems, incidents, or accidents in the process of transaction. This channel takes any inquiries or
suggestions 24 hours a day. We also run a channel to listen to the voices of partners in case of any dispute, which
are reasonably mediated.
rocess or partners to report a case s ggestion
artner

64

isp te resol tion

lm one
e

Report s ggestion

report and
ugge t on

Re e

al d t

u

on

ot

t e re ult

ot

t e re ult

I ne e ar or a e
ta e a e up to a r
rade omm ttee

rocess or partners to appl an
pinion to me iate
isp te

M t al gro t implementation s stem
Pulmuone operates the Mutual Growth Division and Mutual Growth Committee as its consultative body with the
aim of implementing fair subcontracting and realizing mutual growth with partners. The Mutual Growth Committee
holds a fair trade meeting on a monthly basis to prevent any violation in subcontracting and deal with partners’
opinions proactively and operates and supports various programs for mutual growth.

ntro

ction an operation o o r e points or air tra e

With the aim of ensuring fair subcontracting with partners, Pulmuone has launched and operated four key points
for mutual cooperation among large companies and SMEs (guideline) stated by the Fair Trade Commission.
Categor

escription

ractices to concl e esira le contracts or m t al
cooperation et een large companies an SM s

- Establish infrastructure to conclude a contract
- Conclude a contract guaranteeing self-determination
- Diligently carry out contract based on the agreement and
relevant laws and regulations

ractices to ens re air selection registration o partner
companies

- Fairness in the standards and procedures for selecting a
partner
- Standards for canceling a partner and fairness in procedures

ractices to install an operate internal s
re ie committee

- Organize an internal subcontracting review committee
- Conduct pre-review for selecting a partner, contracting and
determining price
- Conduct pre-review for the standards and procedures for
termination of contract with partners

contracting

ractices to correctl iss e an conser e oc ments in
s contracts

- Issue various documents in the process of subcontracting
- Conserve issued documents
- Establish the practice of issuing and conserving documents

e

an le a isp te case

t e op n on

Re e

al d t

Implement med at on

est artners a as a meeting or m t al
gro t
In March 2019, we held Best Par tners Day, our
representative mutual growth program to realize mutual
cooperation with partners and express our gratitude to
them. Since 2007, Pulmuone Best Partners Day has been
held for 13 times by 2019 as a meeting for expressing
gratitude and encouragement, sharing our business
direction and vision, and making a resolution to realize
sustainable growth. Pulmuone Best Partners Day 2019
was held by Strategic Purchasing Team under the theme
of PROUD OF U (YOU), to demonstrate that our partner
companies are our source of pride and instrumental
for our success. Together with our partners’ ceaseless
support for Pulmuone to grow as Korea’s representative
LOHAS company with healthy foods, we will continue to
make every effort to become a global LOHAS company
with our partners beyond Korea and expand into the
global market.

2019 Pulmuone Best Partners Day

lm one s ma or m t al gro t programs
isting programs
e programs in 2019

Education, training seminar, dispatching Pulmuone researchers, financial support, expansion of mutual payment
system
Capacity building for food safety, creation of mutual cooperation fund, support for medical check-up and welfare
and benefits, CCM (Consumer Centered Management) certification, support for consulting in case of launching CP
(Compliance Program)
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orts

Control t e

R&D for realizing healthy food products for our family’s health and happiness is systemically conducted under the
leadership of professional researchers at the Corporate Technology Office. Pulmuone’s goal for R&D to develop new
fresh and safe products by using secure and healthy ingredients, securing balanced nutrition, and complying with
our principle for healthy foods. R&D conducts various activities to ensure the best quality to satisfy Korean and
global LOHAS consumers, including introducing new advanced food processing technologies, discovering natural
materials, and managing food safety and quality. We also carry out various R&D activities, such as developing
carbon reduction package technology, expanding animal welfare products, reducing sodium and sugar, etc.

R

enter
Mission

ision

o de elop nno at e te nolog
uman and nature and pro de
produ t and er e

or

e acti ities
CTO conducts R&D and five major activities including innovation, globalization, safety management and knowledge
hub, to develop differentiated products and services.
cti it

escription

1 R
2 nno ation
Glo ali ation

Sa et Management
no le ge

R

cts

Since the foundation, Pulmuone has been committed to providing only wholesome foods consumers can confidently
feed their family and established rigorous food safety management schemes and infrastructure to maintain these
standards. To achieve the highest possible level of food safety and quality, Pulmuone created a safety system that
can prevent accidents before they occur. For this goal, we continuously conduct regular monitoring for food safety
information and carry out food safety innovation activities by identifying any safety issues.

• nter a ne

• e elop ndependent
te nolog and a l t

• tandard e
pro e e

• Impro e produ t t

• upport p oneer ng

• pread ore

• Introdu e ad an ed

•
•

mar et

• e ure ne

ngred ent
and mater al

and ategor

nto t e o er ea
mar et

te nolog a road

anage ood a et
and ual t

•

ta l
n ompan
pr n ple and tandard

• reate and

anage and pre ent

te nolog and e ellent
ngred ent
•

ta l
a e manu
a tur ng en ronment

•

umulate and ut l e
ntelle tual propert
rg t

r
are
n ormat on and
no ledge

Pulmuone spares no effort to invest in developing secure, safe, and healthy food products for consumers. We strive
to develop LOHAS products and services for ensuring nutritional balance, protecting the environment and allowing
for sustainable living.
nit

We operate a team in charge of food poisoning management to systemically manage food poisoning, which is
caused by toxic bacteria in foods. The food poisoning control team has classified foods which are manufactured,
distributed, and sold in all of our business sectors. This classification work is based on the types of ingredients,
possibility to affect the hazardous level in manufacturing foods, and ways of consuming foods by consumers.
We also conducted more rigorous food poisoning prevention management for high-risk products. For these
activities, we have benchmarked the USDA’s on-site management system at its production front-line by dispatching
monitoring personnel to partner companies who use or produce ingredients with the risk of food poisoning to
conduct on-site quality management. We also launched the Internet of Things (IoT)-based real-time monitoring
system to control CCP processes and microorganisms in the production process.

pansion o t e se o G

• e elop reat e
ne produ t

per ormance

Categor

ro

oo poisoning pre ention an management s stem

CT s ision an mission
lo al o

alit o

201

201

2019

R&D cost

KRW
million

20,861

23,452

26,789

R&D staff

Person

155

171

205

R&D cost/sales

%

0.95

1.03

1,12

pro

cts

Based on the principle of providing healthy foods safe from hazardous substances with accurate history, Pulmuone
has launched the GAP (Good Agricultural Practices). This is national certification with the aim of managing harmful
elements in the entire process of producing, harvesting, and distributing agricultural products in the Foodmerce
business that supplies B2B food materials, and we expand this initiative each year.
Sales o G

pro

cts

Categor
Sales o G

pro

cts

201

201

2019

KRW 8.8 billion

KRW 11.3 billion

KRW 12 billion

For more systemic management of GAP products, we have dispatched qualified staff members as GAP certificated
inspectors in Pulmuone Technology Research Institute, who conduct regular on-site inspection on pesticide
residue and heavy metal test through on-site sampling to secure safety. We have also developed the independent
traceability management system to allow consumers to identify information directly and established safety
management system suitable for the principle of healthy foods by producing and distributing a self-evaluation list
and a collection of cases of misuse of non-registered pesticides on farms. In 2019, the company adopted the global
level management standard to provide consumers with more secure GAP products and spread the value of LOHAS
caring both humans and nature by protecting the agricultural environment through low-input and sustainable
farming.
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igital trans ormation
cti ities or e cl sion o GM

Geneticall Mo i ie

rganism pro

cts

In response to growing consumer anxiety about GMO products, laws, and regulations are growing stricter across
the globe to protect consumers. Pulmuone has reinforced analytical management for ingredients and products by
securing analysis capacity for all GM beans, except for one type approved in the limited number of countries among
commercially approved GM beans in the global market. We also strengthened the analysis technology for products
and ingredients by carrying out additional development activities, such as analysis for newly approved overseas
GM potatoes and salmon and the development of a quantitative analysis method for GM beans. Based on the
specialized technology, we have continued regular monitoring for our various products, as well as on-site inspection
for overseas beans and ingredient IP (Identity Preservation) document review. We also prepared and provided a
report on a quarterly basis to stakeholders for more proactive communication.

Training or omestic la la pro

To improve the quality of ingredients, Pulmuone provided 213 domestic lablab farming producers with training
from May 13 to 15, 2020. Although there was some concern over COVID-19, the quarantine system in daily life was
implemented as of May 6th. Considering the importance of quality improvement, we successfully completed on-site
education by ensuring thorough preparation and applying countermeasures.

Categor
m er o
persons

Gimn eong
gric lt ral
Cooperati e
93

escription

e

cation or omestic la la pro

ranc o orea omestic ean
ro cer ssociation

93

e meas res to cope it C
Categor

lm one e

ag i gric lt ral
Cooperati e

19 in

Total

27

213

lm one training or omestic la la pro

Meas re 1

Meas re 2

Mandatory to sanitize
hands and wear a mask

Distribute chairs with
a sufficient space in between

cers in 2020

lm one e

cation or omestic la la pro

igital trans ormation

igital trans ormation
Concept

cers in 2020

escription
Pursue innovation ranging from impressive
customer experience to the reinvention of
operational and business models beyond a
simple application of technologies, thereby
realizing practical values with digital
capacity

Inno at on
o u tomer
e per en e

perat onal
nno at on

u ne
nno at on

Pro de nno at e produ t and er e
appl ng d g tal
te nolog e n ntera t ng t u tomer or olle t
anal e u tomer data to pro de u tomer t d t n t e
e per en e

e d g tal te nolog e or t e
alue a n to remar a l mpro
o t and ontrol r
le real
n ea

ega and
pro e n t e
et e
le t me ual t and
ng pro e e t at u ed to e
le

e d g tal te nolog e or produ t er e and annel
or u ld a partner p t e ternal plat orm to o ta n d g tal
apa t and a ed on t at a elerate t e nno at on o
u ne model

To lead the era of digital transformation (DX), characterized by hyper-connectivity, ambient intelligence, and hypersense, Pulmuone set six directions for digital strategies. We will commit our utmost efforts to achieve digital
innovation that can be first recognized by customers, and then upgrade the LOHAS values that Pulmuone pursues
through convergence of digital technologies.

cers in 2020
Meas re

Intensive short education
based on key points

Despite COVID-19, many producers participated in the event allowing us to share our principle and standard of
ingredient quality. It was a valuable session to encourage securing a stable quantity and improve the quality of
lablab produced in 2020. Pulmuone will continue to conduct on-site inspection specific to each growth stage.
otos o

e inition o

Apply digital technologies and create
values based on subsequent changes
across all business management activities
of a company

cers

arm o ses an n m er o people participating in

The Fourth Industrial Revolution, representing the accelerated convergence of digital technologies, human beings,
and physical environment, is evolving to connect and integrate people and things using big data, AI, IoT, and
other advanced IT solutions. In business management, the Fourth Industrial Revolution, exemplified by digital
transformation, is driving a rapid transition across the entire business management system of enterprises, as well
as in manufacturing of products and provision of services. In this context, Pulmuone will set digital strategies and
establish governance to create greater values to provide wholesome food products and healthy lifestyle services that
correspond to the era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution.

irection o

igital trans ormation strategies

ro ision o igital
e perience
se o ata
tec nologies
igital ase 2
inno ation
Transition to t e
smart in rastr ct re
e

Provide innovative digital experience to digital service users including consumers, clients, partners and
employees
Handle and predict tasks based on data by applying big data and AI solutions
Apply digital technologies to simplify and automate processes, shorten the cycle time, reduce risks,
and increase values
Introduce smart technologies in plants, logistics centers, stores, business sites, and work environment
to realize automated and unmanned processes, ensure the safety of human beings, and provide
distinctive experience

siness an
partners ip

- Launch platform-based business such as O2O, U-Biz, and PDM
- Build a partnership with platform providers and initiate open innovation

igital capacit
il ing

Ensure digital capacity of a company for sustainable DX and build a governance
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Manage n ormation Sec rit in a S stematic

a

With growing cyber security threats due to the rapid advancement of IT, Pulmuone runs the IT Office to
comprehensively protect the personal information of customers and the company’s data assets. In addition, we
established the information protection management system for systematic and efficient management of the
company’s data assets and designated the staff in charge of information protection and personal information
management in each business division to minimize potential risks of information security. To comply with the Act
on Promotion of Information and Communications Network Utilization and Information Protection, Etc. amended as
of June 2019, we appointed the head of the IT Office as CISO (Chief Information Security Officer) and reported the
designation result.
Str ct re an
nctions o t e in ormation
protection epartment
General C
CS

C ie n ormation Sec rit

re enti e management
icer

n ormation sec rit s per isor
Compan

Ris management s stem or in ormation sec rit

i e in ormation sec rit manager

In ormat on prote t on and per onal n ormat on manager at t e
u ne d
on le el

ea age control
lnera le part
management
n asion control
ccess loc o t

ost management

ternal
in asion
co nter
meas res

ncrease al e or C stomers
For customers who purchase our products and use our services based on their trust in Pulmuone, we always value
their VOCs (Voice Of Customer). We listen to customers’ opinions and complaints, receive suggestions, and try to
improve our products and services based on them through various channels, including customer service calls, the 1:1
bulletin board on our website, SNS, the bulletin board on our online shop, and the CS center. We embrace all VOCs
as our precious assets as we work to realize the happiness and satisfaction of customers and reflect them in our
business management.

C per ormance
In 2019, the number of VOCs reported to our Customer Satisfaction (CS) Center was about 240,000 cases. Among
the registered VOCs are 25,000 cases about research before purchase, 64,000 cases about orders and payment,
49,000 cases about delivery, 49,000 cases about the use of products, 17,000 cases about service management, and
38,000 cases about the company. The scope of Pulmuone VOC collection includes Pulmuone Foods, Foodmerce,
Food&Culture, Pulmuone Health&Living, and Pulmuone Green Juice based on business units, those covers 87.3% of
total sales. Pulmuone’s CS Center systematically analyzes registered VOCs and develops and applies measures to
address customer complaints about our products and distribution processes.

C ata in 2019
n ormation
lea age
co nter
meas res

e in ormation sec rit acti ities
olster t e in ormation protection management s stem ┃ Pulmuone is committed to ensuring the safety of
various information systems to effectively respond to cyber threats and attacks, which are evolving and becoming
more complex, and build a preventive system across the company. We try to keep our own customized information
security model, rather than a temporary countermeasure, and internalize a high level of thhe information protection
system for medium- and long-term advancement of information protection.
mpro e capacit to respon to c er in asion ┃ We analyze potential risks to distinguish security threats at our
plants and take preemptive actions, thereby identifying the trend and making an optimal operating environment
for security solutions to increase our capacity in dealing with cyber invasion. We are also preparing to achieve the
certification of ISMS-P (Personal Information & Information Security Management) to build a safe e-commerce
shopping culture.
ncrease t e a areness o in ormation protection among emplo ees ┃ To encourage all employees to be
aware of the significance of information protection, we provide education programs for each position and conduct
campaigns, thereby increasing awareness about information security and personal information protection.

Categor

Researc e ore
p rc ase

r ers an
pa ment

eli er

2019

25,000 cases

64,000 cases

49,000 cases

se o pro

cts

49,000 cases

Ser ice
management

Compan

17,000 cases

38,000 cases

In 2019, Pulmuone’s CS Center set the goals of communicating with all customers without anyone left out through
more various channels including calls, online and mobile. To this end, we carry out a range of programs, regarding
the lead time management in responding to customers, dispatch of professional online counselors, additional
convenience for customers in getting through to a CS staff, and quality assurance of CS processes. For those
who fail to get through to CS staff, our counselors make outbound calls in person for active communication with
customers so they’re not left out.

Res lt o CS Center s c stomer satis action s r e
We undergo the annual customer satisfaction survey conducted by Gallup Korea for objective and fair assessment
of our CS service at the center. The survey consists of the Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI) and the Monitoring
Index (MI). For CSI assessment, Gallup Korea conducts a survey of customers who have used Pulmuone’s CS service.
For MI, assessment, Gallup Korea survey agents make mystery calls to our CS Center pretending to be our customer
to see if our counselor comply with the CS service quality standards.
According to Gallup Korea’s customer satisfaction survey of our center in 2019, we achieved 91.8 points for CSI and
exceeded the target (90 points) for MI. In addition to conventional CS service through calls, we run ChatBot, SNS,
and the bulletin board at the website to help customers easily and quickly contact our CS Center. We also upgraded
the response process to reduce the time for handling VOCs.
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Minimi e n ironmental mpact
Pulmuone minimizes its impact on the environment across all business activities in pursuit of its mission of serving
the people as “a company that deeply cares for both humans and nature.” We have a standardized environmental
management system, which systematically controls emissions and discharged substances by regularly monitoring
the discharge route and amount of air pollutants, harmful chemicals and waste. We are also expanding relevant
facilities and carrying out environmental improvement activities. We also clean up nearby areas on a regular basis.

Strategies an goals
Categor

Strategic goals

Reduce water
consumption

• Reduce water consumption in direct production by 51% from 2008 (based on the production volume)
• Keep the discharged water quality under 50%, which is stricter criteria than the relevant law
• Meet the farming water criteria for discharged water quality (for business sites that discharge water directly to steams)

Countermeasures
against
climate change

• Reduce GHG emissions by 50% from 2008 (based on the production volume)
• Reduce energy consumption by 27% from 2008 (based on the production volume)

Zero-waste

• Reduce waste by 60% from 2008 (based on the production volume)
• Achieve zero-landfill from plastic packaging materials (based on the Pulmuone data)
• Increase the waste recycling rate

Increase the
• Apply highly recyclable packaging materials to all products
number of
• Use solvent-free packaging materials in all products
sustainable products • Increase the number of products with carbon footprint certification

lans an o tcome in 2019
Pulmuone's major goal in 2019 was to reduce energy and water usage. To achieve this goal, we set the target to
reduce energy use by 3.3% and water consumption by 2.6% from the previous year. We introduced a solar heating
and air-conditioning system and replaced old equipment with new high-efficient facilities in major plants. We
also increased the reuse of water and upgraded production lines to reduce water consumption in manufacturing
processes. Regarding the investment plan for reducing energy and water consumption, we spent KRW 9.21 billion
out of the initial plan (KRW 11.84 billion). However, our energy and water consumption actually increased by 4.1%
and 1.7%, respectively, compared to the target due to our business expansion.
Categor

2019 goals

2019 o tcome

Redu e energ
nten t

152.0 kgOE/product-ton

158.4 kgOE/product-ton

Introduced a solar heating and air-conditioning
system and expanded the photovoltaic power
generation system

Redu e ater nten t

19.0 tons/product-ton

19.5 tons/product-ton

Changed the water supply type in the vegetable
cultivation rooms and increased the reuse of
water resources

ategor
Redu e energ and
ater u e

co rien l management s stem
Pulmuone runs a council consisting of top management, plant leaders, and working-level employees to respond
to a range of issues concerning environment and safety in a systematic way. In Session E, led by General CEO of
Pulmuone, each business unit reviews its environment and safety performance and plans. The Occupational Safety
Committee also reviews performance and target levels and makes decisions on environment and safety policies and
investment. It discusses action plans with each business unit through workshops for plant leaders and working-level
councils for implementation.

n ironment

Sa et

S Committee

Categor

ecti es an

nctions

Top ecision ma er

BoD

Report investment plans and performance for environment
and safety management

BoD

Session E

Share the performance of environment and safety
management in each business division and review plans

General CEO

Occupational Safety Committee

Discuss the company’s environment and safety strategies and
key implementation plans

General CEO

ES workshop

Discuss environmental and safety-related issues arising from
business sites and climate change countermeasures

ESH dept.

Working-level ES committee of the
manufacturing/logistics division

Discuss ESH measures and how to build a safety culture and
comply with regulations

ESH dept.

Working-level ES committee of the nonmanufacturing division

Discuss how to build a safety culture, promote eco-friendly
products, and facilitate communication

ESH dept.

escription

In e tment or en ronmental goal and out ome n
In e tment plan
KRW 11.84 billion

ut ome
KRW 9.21 billion

n ironmental management polic an meas res
Pulmuone has established the work-related environmental policies and guidelines and applied them to its products
and services to create environmental values through its business activities. Its environmental policies include
the Green Procurement Guidelines, the Eco-friendly Raw Material Sourcing Guidelines and Standards, the Global
Packaging Policy, and the Packaging Material Use Guidelines.

acti ities in eac

i ision

ir alit control ┃ Pulmuone makes efforts to minimize GHG emissions
to respond to climate change and tackle relevant issues. We measure and
analyze the amount and concentration of discharged air pollutants on a
regular basis and use the result in planning and conducting air quality control
activities. Our criteria are even stricter than the government regulations. We
expanded the use of eco-friendly refrigerants to reduce substances such as
CFC that destroy the ozone layer.
Rec cling ┃ Pulmuone recycles and reuse resources used in all its production
activities. In particular, we contribute to reducing the environmental impact
by turning waste to be buried or incinerated into resources.

Re ction rate o G G emissions
intensit in t e man act ring
i ision
201

201

2019

65%

68%

66%

aste rec cling rate
201

201

2019

99.0%

99.1%

99.0%
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il a Sa e
C emical s stance control ┃ To avoid any pollution or environmental accident due to the use of chemicals,
Pulmuone conforms to its prevention principles regarding approval of the use of new chemical substances. All
chemical substances used in our business sites are strictly managed in accordance with relevant regulations
regarding their storage, use and disposal.
ater alit control ┃ As a company using groundwater, we analyze the water quality on a regular basis, reduce
wastewater, and maximize recycling to discharge wastewater that does not have an influence on nature. Wastewater
undergoes physical and chemical treatment to reduce its environmental impact before discharged from our business
facilities.Any wastewater directly going to rivers and streams is controlled in accordance with the criteria for water
resources for farming.
Rec cling an re se o ater ┃ Considering the characteristics of a food company, it is impossible to directly
reuse water resources in manufacturing products. Instead, we try to increase the rate of indirect reuse of water
for utility, cleaning, and lavatory. At our business sites, we run unit coolers that circulate defrosted water to reuse
water resources. We also reuse RO backwashing water and cleaning water consumed at vegetable packaging lines for
cleaning facilities. In our tofu making process, we reuse bean juice cooling water for wastewater treatment facilities,
cooling towers, Eva-cons, and lavatory.
aste control ┃ To minimize the environmental impact of waste, we apply our strict separate waste collection
principles to all business sites. We also ask a specialized company to treat waste in a systematic method. Pulmuone
will constantly contribute to making a clean environment by properly treating waste, increasing the rate of internal
treatment and recycling of waste, and reducing the amount of waste.

esignation as a green compan
PPEC Chuncheon, a subsidiary of Pulmuone, was designated as a green company by the Ministry of Environment
in 2013. To this day, it has retained this certification ever since. Recently, our Green Juice plant in Jeungpyeong was
also designated as a green company. For a systematic eco-friendly management, we keep a suitable system for such
management, reduce the consumption of resources and energy, and discharge less pollutants. In connection with
the Wonju Regional Environmental Office, we carry out regular programs, including the no-car commuting campaign
as part of the climate change week events, the Earth Hour movement, 1-company 1-ecosystem disturbing foreign
plant removal project, my community my job program, and publication of water saving essay contest.

Co ntermeas res against climate c ange
It has been scientifically proven that the increasing frequency of disasters, such as abnormally high temperatures,
cold wave, typhoon, drought, and flood, is attributed to climate change. Pulmuone sets scenarios as
countermeasures against climate change and analyzes opportunities and risk factors to minimize the impact
of climate change on its business. We also try to reduce the consumption of fossil fuel and increase the use of
renewable energy to reduce GHG emissions that accelerate climate change. For the assessment of climate change
risks and strategy development, we cooperate with the Korea Environment Institute in a customized project for
private companies to adapt to climate change by using CRAS (Climate Change Risk Assessment System). In this
project, we assess the climate change risks of Pulmuone and our business partners and consider them as long-term
risks to establish and manage countermeasures.

Stricter control o c emical s

stances

To actively reduce chemical risks and respond to the tightened Chemical Substances Control Act, Pulmuone
conducted examination of all chemical substances used in its business sites in 2019.We try to reduce the
concentration of chemicals with high harm and risk and replace them with those with lower harm, thereby taking
systematic actions in response to legal restrictions on harmful chemical substances.

or

n ironment

Based on its safety mission as a company that upholds LOHAS values across all business activities, Pulmuone puts
first its employees’ safety and health. To this end, we carry out a range of programs such as education, campaigns,
and regular inspections under the lead of the Environment & Safety Team in charge of supervision of all safety and
industrial safety/health affairs. Our Industrial Safety and Health Committee handles major agendas regarding the
detection of harmful and dangerous factors, improvement of the work environment, and various safety and healthy
activities on a quarterly basis.

n

strial Sa et an

ealt Committee acti ities in 2019
m er o
mem ers

Composition o
t e committee

- Share and conform to the revised provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health Act
and the result of risk assessment, and discuss how to reduce risks
- Investigate industrial accidents and conduct improvement activities for prevention

10

5 (mgmt)
5 (labor)

Eumseong
Tofu Plant

- Discuss how to revise the safety and health policy considering the scheduled
amendment of the Occupational Safety and Health Act
- Prevent cerebral and cardiovascular diseases and strengthen safety check activities

8

4 (mgmt)
4 (labor)

Eumseong
Raw Noodle
Plant

- Share the risk assessment result and discuss how to participate in reduction activities
- Provide the counseling service as part of post-management regarding construction
safety and health checkup

10

5 (mgmt)
5 (labor)

Doan Health
Supplement
Plant

- Share and conform to the revised provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health Act
and the result of risk assessment, and discuss how to reduce risks
- Discuss how to measure the work environment

10

5 (mgmt)
5 (labor)

Doan Green
Juice Plant

- Conduct a risk assessment and award exemplary managers
- Share and conform to the revised provisions of the Occupational Safety and Health Act
- Cooperate to conduct SIP for ESH tasks

10

5 (mgmt)
5 (labor)

Categor

Ma or agen as

Chuncheon
Plant

egligent acci ent pre ention goal setting
By prioritizing safety as the start point of business, we aim to achieve the zero-accident rate and ensure the safety
and health of all employees of Pulmuone and partner companies. To this end, we set a 40% decrease in the accident
rate as the target to reach by 2022. Pulmuone has an accident report process where an accident that results in one
or more days of work loss is escalated to the General CEO to increase accident sensitivity and improve root cause
analysis and measures. To prevent accidents, Pulmuone runs its industrial safety and health management system
across the entire company. We have a process to control safety in facility installation and construction, provide
musculoskeletal disorder prevention programs, and run experiential programs to enhance the effect of education. To
reduce partner companies’ growing disaster and accident rates, measures like a subcontractor management council
and joint inspections have been put in place along with risk assessment and subsequent improvement activities.

n ironment sa et an ealt management
s stem an t e a it o glo al siness sites
An integrated environment, safety, and health management system
(certification change from ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 to ISO45001)
was established for the effective management of environment, safety
and health. In this way, we manage environment and safety policies,
communication, and indexes. In 2019, we requested Ramboll, a global ESH
consulting company specialized in M&A-related due diligence to conduct an
ESH compliance audit of our global business sites.

ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 certificates
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al e creation process o

lm one

o gro a t e o glo al
ompan Pulmuone u e a de range o nan al and non nan al ap tal
a ro all a pe t o t alue a n n a trateg
a
ll ap tal u ed n our u ne dr e t e e onom
o al and en ronmental alue t at e reate and t e e alue are re n e ted n our e ort or our ompan
u ta na le gro t
e al o u e t
ap tal to addre o al ue and a elerate t e gro t o our o et

Capital np t

lm one s

siness Mo el an

e

al e C ain

Capital

Capital np ts

e in ices

er ormance in 2019

tp t
capital t pe

ar s
ar

inning per ormance

siness Mo el
inancial Capital

oo an

Capital raised by financing,
management, and investment
for product manufacturing
and service provision

ro

ction Capital

Tangible assets used for
product manufacturing and
service provision
including buildings, facilities,
and equipment

e erage man act ring istri

tion

ood e erage and ood er e u ne t at ma e and
our e ealt or ented re ood and e erage and pro de
t em to t e orean ort mer an
ne e apane e
and ot er mar et

ealt

i ing sol tion

inancial Capital

siness

u ne t at pro de rat onal alternat e t at
en ompa a de range o produ t and
er e t at pre ent olut on or ealt er l ng

ale
KRW 2.3815 trillion
perat ng pro t
KRW 30.6 billion
Selecte as one o t e most
a mire companies in orea
or 1 consec ti e ears

ro

al e C ain

ction Capital

a or produ t per orman e
Tofu: 116.05 million
Vegetable: 43.78 million
Raw noodle: 292.78 million

(Won largest number of
prizes as a Korean
general food company)

roc rement
Mar eting
ntellect al Capital
Knowledge-based
intangible assets
including patent rights,
copyrights, licenses,
and other rights

R
t el

ondu t R
pro e t
to de elop
nno at e produ t
and
d t n t e er e

e gn d t n t e
produ t and er e
ondu t mar et
re ear
and e plore trateg e
to ommer al e
out ome
and ell t em a
produ t

Pur a e re
agr ultural
er and l e to
produ t
t at meet Pulmuone
ra mater al and
ngred ent
our ng pol

Social Relations ip
Capital
Intangible assets
including the relationships
and trust with stakeholders,
brand awareness, and
reputation

n ironmental Capital
Renewable or non-renewable
environmental resources
used for product
manufacturing
and service provision

rademar appl at on
90 cases
Patent r g t
81 cases

ro

ction

ta l t e
opt mal
tem
to manu a ture
g ual t
produ t
and n rea e
produ t on
e
en

man Capital
Employees' capacity,
experience, enthusiasm,
and collective intelligence
are assets in achieving our goals

ntellect al Capital

Management
s pport

o erall al e c ain
andle ar ou ta
trateg legal
a ar
nan e
R pro urement I
PR et
to a t Pulmuone
management and
u ne a t t e

S

C stomer
ser ice
ten to u tomer op n on
t roug ar ou
annel u a p one all
and
uer oard o al
net or er e and tore
and a t el u e t em to
mpro e u ne
a t te
t t e or
ma or ta e older

Transport an
logistics
et t e temperature
tandard
tr ter t an t e rele ant la
or lled ood
or ro en ood
to pro de t e e t
and re e t log t
er e

Sale
Run ar ou ale annel
n lud ng department tore
mar et
meal er e
on e on re t top area
d re tl managed tore
and ran
e tore
ere
u tomer an ea l and
u l u Pulmuone
produ t

S

a e arge o ar ou
a t t e n lud ng
ad ert ng PR and
promot on to e e t el
pu l e t e e ellen e
and d t n t ene o
Pulmuone produ t and
er e

S
(Dow Jones Sustainability Indices)

Ran e t in t e glo al oo
in str categor
(among 116 international food
companies)

man Capital
ra n ng our
per emplo ee
63 hours
otal num er o
ne emplo ee
811

Social Relations ip
Capital
Rate o part pat on n
olunteer program
96.4%
nan al upport
or partner
KRW 5.91 billion

n ironmental Capital
nerg

on umpt on
1,151 TJ
em on
89,871 tCO2eq

SG en ironment societ
go ernance
Selecte as a compan o
e cellence
(achieved the overall A+ grade
for three years in a row)

orea nimal el are
ar s 2019
on t e pri e grante
Minister o t e gric lt re
oo an R ral
airs
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inancial er ormance

Sales an operating pro it

Stoc in ormation

In accordance with the standards of the Korean version of International Financial Reporting Standards(K-IFRS) for
consolidated financial statements, Pulmuone accomplished KRW 2.3815 trillion in sales and KRW 30.6 billion in
operating profits in 2019.
(Unit: KRW 100 million)

ategor

nt

Par alue
otal

ued

are

201

201

2019

KRW

5,000

5,000

500

share

4,212,553

4,212,553

42,125,530

Stoc price
ale
perat ng
pro t lo

g e t pr e

KRW

172,000

179,500

13,700

o e t pr e

KRW

110,500

78,000

8,650

lo ng pr e

KRW

172,000

79,600

11,250

7,246

3,353

4,739

0.90

1.65

2.05

ar et ap tal at on KRW 100 million

inancial statement

(Unit: KRW 100 million)

Rat o o
are o ned
ore gn n e tor

%

In rea e de rea e rom

ategor

mount

Per entage

urrent a et
on urrent a et
otal a et
urrent l a l t e
on urrent l a l t e
otal l a l t e
u t attr uta le
to o ner o parent

lm one stoc price l ct ation rate s

S

in 2019

(KRW/share)

(KOSPI)

16,000
14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
-

2,300
2,200
2,100
2,000
1,900
1,800
1/31

on ontroll ng
ntere t

2/28

3/31

4/30

Pulmuone’s stock price

5/31

6/30

7/31

8/31

9/30

10/31

11/31

12/31

KOSPI

otal e u t

lm one stoc price an ratio o s ares el
ncome statement

oreign in estors in 2019

(Unit: KRW 100 million)

(%)
2,5

(KRW/share)

In rea e de rea e rom

ategor

mount

ale
perat ng pro t
I
et pro t lo
or t e ear
otal ompre en
pro t lo

e

Per entage

16,000
14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
-

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
1/31

2/28

3/31

4/30

Pulmuone’s stock price

5/31

6/30

7/31

8/31

9/30

Ratio of shares owned by foreign investors

10/31

11/31

12/31
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on inancial er ormance
Stan ar s an principles

1 Maternit lea e an parental lea e

Pulmuone’s non-financial performance in this report is related to human, social, and environmental capital in
the period from January 1 to December 31, 2019. Major indices applied include <IR> Framework of IIRC and the
sustainability report standards of the GRI(Global Reporting Initiatives) Standards.

Pulmuone provides a wide range of support for childrearing,
including a lactation room, bonus for celebrating childbirth,
support for children’s school expenses, in-house daycare
center, and the flexible working hour system, with which
employees can alleviate their burden of childbirth and
childrearing.
Categor

◉ IIRC_ <IR> Framework: IIRC’s <IR> Framework presents a reporting
method about how an organization’s strategies, governance, performance,
and prospects lead to the short, medium, and long-term values in economic,
social, and environmental contexts.
◉ Global Reporting Initiatives_ GRI Standards: GRI provides the standards
for report topics and disclosure to help stakeholders understand
the performance of an organization from the economic, social and
environmental perspectives recognized by the international community.

1

nit

97

120

92

Rate o emplo ees
o ret rne rom
maternit lea e

%

99

97

92

138

124

141

Person

-

-

109

Male

-

-

32

Rate o emplo ees
o ret rne rom
parental lea e

97

78

94

The total employment status is an index showing how many
jobs are created or retained in Pulmuone. The total number
of employees indicates the number of regular and temporary
(contract) workers under the direct employment contract
with Pulmuone. As of the end of 2019, the total number of
employees was 6,911, a 3.9% increase from 2018.

The number of new employees and those moving to other
companies covers regular and temporary (contract) workers
under the direct employment contract with Pulmuone, and
these figures are managed separately by age and gender. In
2019, the total number of new employees decreased from
the previous year by 28.1%.The turnover rate reached 23.5%.

Categor
a or nion
mem ers ip rate

1

n

82

86

201

201

2019

Categor

Total n m er o
emplo ees

5,560

6,650

6,911

Total n m er o emplo ees

Reg lar
mplo
ment t pe Temporar

4,962

5,487

5,339

Gen er

598

1,163

1,572

Male

2,536

2,604

2,730

emale

3,024

4,046

4,181

Gen er

nit

Person

Categor

72

1 Talent e elopment
We design various measures to strengthen employees’
capacity and provide education and training programs to
help them accomplish the best outcome out of their tasks.

ge

※ The total number of employees here refers to those within the management
scope of Pulmuone, which is different from 6,329 as the consolidated figure
in the business report.

1 2 e elopment o emale talent

nit

Ratio o emale emplo ees1
2

Ratio o emale managers

%

Categor

596

1,128

811

Male

344

811

426

emale

252

411

385

254

426

344

0 to 9

318

717

386

0 or o er

24

385

81

Categor

nit

201

201

2019

%

17.5

17.1

23.5

Male

426

470

605

emale

443

467

650

312

289

355

T rno er rate

The ratio of female employees as a major diversity index
increased from 2018 by 4.8%.The ratio of female managers
reached 18.7%.
Categor

2019

o er t an 0

201

201

2019

51.9

55.7

60.5

18.2

18.8

18.7

1) Ratio of female staff to the total number of employees
2) Ratio of female managers to the total number of managers (part leader or higher position)

Gen er

o er t an 0 Person
ge

2019

%

74.2

73.8

79.0

nit

201

201

2019

m er o in ries

Person

22

23

31

cci ent rate

%

0.40

0.34

0.45

19

201

Person

201

※ The data of male and female workers on parental leave have been released since 2019.

201

nit

201

strial sa et

S n tritional co nseling or emplo ees

We provide a regular LOHAS nutritional counseling program
for the health of employees.
Categor

nit

201

201

2019

Person

242

231

96

m er o sessions Session

907

897

702

articipants
Categor

nit

We consider safety and health as top priority at business
sites. We comply with industrial safety regulations to protect
employees from any hazards and strive to provide a safe
work environment.

%

Ratio o emplo ees
ser ing or
consec ti e ears

1 Recr itment an t rno er rate

2019

Person

emale

1 1 Total emplo ment stat s

201

mplo ees on
maternit lea e

mplo ees on
parental lea e

man Capital

201

guarantees its employees freedom of association and
the right to collective bargaining. In accordance with the
Constitution and the Trade Union and Labor Relations
Adjustment Act, Pulmuone fully guarantees its employees
the right to establish a labor union or another form of
representative body, giving every employee the right to join
a labor union.

0 to 9

457

506

623

0 or o er

100

142

277

1

nit

201

201

2019

Training cost
per emplo ee

KRW
1,000

642

600

493

nn al training
o rs per emplo ee

Hour

55

42

63

mplo ee satis action

We conduct an annual organization diagnosis to identify
the satisfaction level of employees regarding their work and
Pulmuone. The result is used for the purpose of improving
the work environment. The analysis of each category helps us
understand differences between groups, genders, and positions.
Categor
mplo ee satis action

nit

201

201

2019

Point

3.43

3.32

3.38

※ 5 points as the full marks

1

a or practices

As stipulated in the UN Global Compact Principle, Pulmuone

110 C

to mplo ee a Ratio

Compared to 2018, it was confirmed that the gap between
the general CEO and the average amount of employee
salaries in 2019 has become wider, and a review is underway
to reduce the gap.
Categor
C

nit

s total compensation

mplo ee
compensation

Me ian ratio
erage ratio

KRW
million

201

2019

533.7

551.0

53.7(9.9)

50.9(10.8)

59.6(8.9)

52.1(10.6)

93

94
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2 ntellect al Capital

Categor

21R
Pulmuone spares no effort to invest in developing secure,
safe, and healthy food products for consumers. We strive
to develop LOHAS products and services for ensuring
nutritional balance, protecting the environment and allowing
a sustainable life.
Categor

R

nit

Rate o participation
in ol nteer programs

nit

201

201

2019

20,861

23,452

26,789

R

cost

KRW
million

R

sta

Person

155

171

205

%

0.95

1.03

1.12

cost sales

2 2 Tra emar an patent

%

201

201

2019

135

100

90

161

108

94

75

78

81

Tra emar applications
Registere tra emar s

93.3

2019

Categor

96.4

n ironment
Societ

Case

atent rig ts

ssociation mem ers ip ee accession an
ann al mem ers ip ee
Pulmuone has joined over 30 associations and organizations
to facilitate the food industry’s ecosystem in Korea.
Categor

nit

penses
or association
acti ities

KRW
million

201

201

2019

125.5

144.9

173.7

Pulmuone promotes mutual growth with partners based on
its fair and transparent transaction practices.
nit

201

201

155

191

179

Company

375

352

309

ac aging
materials

Company

60

72

64

Total

Company

590

615

552

ngre ients

ra

Social Relations ip Capital
inancial s pport or partners

Pulmuone requests Gallup Korea to conduct an annual customer
satisfaction survey to address weaknesses and highlight
strengths, thereby meeting the expectations of customers.

C stomer
satis action

nit

201

201

2019

Point

91.3

88.7

91.8

201

201

2019

KRW 100
million

9.90

10.50

10.96

eig ors
n raising

KRW 100
million

1.59

1.75

1.83

articipation rate

%

83.6

85.8

89.0

o e

nit
n

inancial s pport KRW 100
or partners
million

201

201

2019

49.2

74.4

59.1

Pulmuone sincerely fulfills its tax duties as a corporate citizen.

tion

Pulmuone carries out social contribution activities in three
fields: healthy food, healthy nature, and healthy community,
to contribute to making a healthy future based on its
philosophy, “Love for Our Neighbors and Respect for Life.”

art

nit

Corporate ta

2 Social contri

Categor

Pulmuone actively supports its partners to grow together.
Categor

Categor
Corporate ta

nit
KRW 100
million

201

201

2019

A

A

A

Grade

A

A

A+

Grade

A+

A+

A+

Grade

A+

A+

A+

n ironmental Capital
1 arm l s

stance control

Pulmuone conforms to its harmful substance control
standards and manages them in a systematic way to
respond to tightened international environmental regulations
and attain competitiveness.

mo nt o
isc arge
arm l
s stances

2 nerg

nit

201

Ton

820

201
125

2019
129

201

201

2019

212.9

135.1

144.2

nerg se
intensit

se intensit

nit
kgoe/
product-ton

201

201

2019

158.4

157.4

155.7

G G emissions intensit
Our GHG emissions increased from the previous year
due to the supply issue of wood pallets, an eco-friendly
energy source, and the subsequent decline in the use of
wood pallets, as well as the increased use of gas and LPG.
We introduced the solar power water heating system and
increased investment in the solar power generation facilities
to reduce GHG emissions.
Categor

nit

G G emissions
kgCO2e/
intensit
product-ton

201

201

2019

289.0

305.4

289.4

CGS SG gra ing
Pulmuone is the only Korean food company that obtained
an overall A+ grade for three consecutive years in the ESG
assessment by Korea Corporate Governance Service (KCGS)
for its CSR management activities and outcome.

Categor

nit

201

201

2019

2

ater se
intensit

m/
product-ton

20.4

19.7

19.5

ater re se rate

%

1.6

1.6

1.4

aste intensit
The waste intensity in the manufacturing division reached 99
kg/product-ton, a 7.5% decline from the previous year. To
reduce waste intensity, we try to minimize waste discharged
from our product manufacturing processes and reduce
our environmental impact by turning waste to be buried or
incinerated into resources.
Categor

nit

201

201

2019

aste intensit

kg/
product-ton

108

107

99

aste
rec cling rate

%

99.1

99.1

99.3

co rien l proc rement

In 2019, the energy use intensity in the manufacturing
division was 155.7 kgOE/product-ton, a 1.1% decrease from
the previous year. We will enhance the efficiency of energy
use and increase the use of renewable energy to reduce the
energy use intensity by 27% by 2022.
Categor

1 C stomer satis action

nit
Grade

2019

Company

M

erall

Categor

* Partners of Pulmuone Foods, Pulmuone Foodmerce, and Pulmuone Health&Living

Categor

S

Go ernance G

Categor
nit

90.4

201

artners*

Pulmuone is well aware of the significance of trademarks and
patent rights and manages them in a systematic manner in
its business process.
Categor

201

ater se intensit an re se rate
For the efficient use of water resources in the product
making process, we have introduced water-saving facilities
and increased investment in the reuse of water.

We minimize our impact on customers and nature, conform
to our eco-friendly procurement principles for the efficient
use of resources, and constantly expand our purchase
volume of eco-friendly raw materials and ingredients.
Categor
co rien l
proc rement
per ormance

Sales o G

nit
KRW 100
million

201

201

2019

26.5

33.1

35.7

agric lt ral pro

cts

Pulmuone employs GAP (Good Agricultural Practices), which
is a national certification with the aim of managing harmful
elements in the entire process of producing, harvesting, and
distributing agricultural products. We are expanding this
initiative each year.
Categor
Sales o G
agric lt ral
pro cts

nit
KRW 100
million

n ironmental e

201

201

2019

88

113

120

cation o tcome

Pulmuone LOHAS Academy provides education programs
about eco-friendly practices and habits, one of our six
LOHAS strategies, for employees, partners, and teenagers.
Categor

nit

201

201

2019

mplo ees

Person

2990

2797

2474

artners

Person

0

36

32

Teenagers

Person

439

154

126

95

96
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T in rap mpling
sales in 2019

ic

it 10 million

Ta ing p
to mar et

‘Thin Wrap Dumpling’ recorded 10 million sales within only 11
months since its launch in March 2019, serving as a game changer
in the domestic frozen dumpling market. The dough of ‘Thin Wrap
Dumpling’ is only 0.7 mm thick, which is the thinnest of its kind.
Thanks to its thin dough, you can even see what’s in the dumplings.
This dough is very chewy, so it does not easily fall apart.

ange n t e are n t e dome
t ro en dumpl ng mar et a ter
Pulmuone
n rap umpl ng
re orded
m ll on ale
Source: Nielsen Korea

nno ation o ice st ing
Dumpling full of stuffing that
makes it fun to chew

Nasoya
Organic Tofu

lm one

Septem er
201

10 0
10

increase

nno ation o e er t ing possi le
A simple recipe considering preference
and convenience for customers

WildWood
High-protein Tofu

Pulmuone USA achieved 75% of accumulated share in the US tofu
marketas of the third quarter in 2019 (according to the data provided
by Nielsen USA). Pulmuone acquired Nasoya, a brand with the largest
share in the American tofu market, in 2016 to obtain its distribution
and marketing network across the USA and enter the local
mainstream market. According to the data of Nielsen, Pulmuone
USA’s share in the American tofu market soared to 69.5% after the
acquisition of Nasoya.The market share recently increased further to
75% by pioneering the American market through continuous efforts.
We could achieve this success by going beyond marketing targeted
at the Asian market and developing tofu products that meet the
taste and preference of most consumers in the USA with expanded
distribution channels in the mainstream market.

istincti e eat res o
T in rap mpling
nno ation o 0 mm o g
A thin, chewy dough that does
not easily fall apart

o s are in t e merican

lm one ac ie e t e largest s are in t e merican imc i mar et
p

lm one

Septem er
2019

20

Three types of ‘Thin Wrap Dumpling’

T e largest s are in t e omestic ro en rice
mar et Gol en Rice 200
rie Rice
In August 2019, Pulmuone Foods launched “Golden Rice 200℃ Fried
Rice,” which boasts a good texture of rice and tastes fiery. The
product features rice fried with eggs, pork, shrimp, and vegetables
using cooking oil and a large wok, just like in Chinese restaurants.
You can enjoy its deep savoriness that’s never been offered before
by other frozen fried rice products. For this product, we fry rice
using spring onion oil at a high temperature of 200 ℃ to provide a
natural fiery flavor.
“Golden Rice 200℃ Fried Rice” successfully took the largest share
in the domestic frozen rice market only in three months since its
launch (Nielsen Korea survey result). It is provided in two options
(garlic&shrimp, pork&scrambled eggs). Garlic&shrimp dumplings
recorded the largest market share.

Pulmuone’s Korean kimchi products took up the largest share in the kimchi market in the USA only in a year since
its launch in the mainstream market. Nielsen US announced in August 2019 that Pulmuone kimchi products’ market
share reached 40.4% in the category of large supermarkets such as Walmart, not just Korean grocery stores,
overtaking locally made kimchi. When Pulmuone first entered the American mainstream market with its kimchi
products in September 2018, its market share was a meager 0.7%. Then, it skyrocketed to 40.4% in only a year,
dominating the arena of large supermarkets in the USA in a short period of time and stabilizing its position as the
most beloved kimchi product in the country. Such a success was highly praised as the Korean government had been
considering the introduction of the “country of origin” labeling system for kimchi products to prevent foreign-made
kimchi from being sold as Korean-made ones and facilitate the export of Korean kimchi.
istincti e eat res o
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Fried rice with pork &
scrambled eggs, which
combines the fiery
flavor of domestic
pork and oyster sauce
with the savoriness
of fried garlic, fresh
spring onion and eggs
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Fried rice with garlic &
shrimp, which provides
culinary enjoyment
from the texture
of perfectly cooked
shrimps and savory
crisp fried garlic
‘Sliced Spicy Kimchi’, ‘Sliced Plain Kimchi’, ‘White Kimchi’, ‘Cubed Plain Radish Kimchi’
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Consumer Centered Management (CCM)
Awards Ceremony 2019

lm one oo s recei e t e all o
Cons mer Centere Management CCM
12 consec ti e ears

Pulmuone Foods received the citation of best company from Fair Trade
Commission in recognition of contribution to social development by promoting
consumer rights. Since the launch of CCM in Korea in 2007, Pulmuone Foods
has maintained CCM (Customer Centered Management) Certification for 12
consecutive years and strived to spread consumer-oriented management
culture.

ecem er

o

Korea Animal Welfare Awards Ceremony 2019

lm one oo s recei e t e pri e
t e Minister
gric lt re an orestr in orea nimal el are
ar s 2019

In the Korea Animal Welfare Awards to encourage individuals and groups
contributing to the harmonious coexistence of humans and animals and animal
welfare, Pulmuone Foods received the prize by the Minister of Agriculture, Food,
and Rural Affairs for company’s contribution and performance in pioneering the
market by introducing the concept of animal welfare for the first time in Korea
and taking practical measures for animal welfare.

ecem er

2nd Yeongseok Awards 2019

ame or
ar or

lm one recei e t e pri e o t e 1st eong
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With the recognition of various social contribution activities such as Earth Love
Fund, Love for Neighbor Fund, Garden for Life, education for water environment
and wholesome food campaign, Pulmuone received the prize of the first
Yeongseok Awards by Udang Lee Heo Yeong Education and Culture Foundation,
which was established to celebrate the spirit of patriotism of Yeongseok Lee,
who devoted his wealth to establishing Shinheung Military Academy for Korea’s
independence.

o em er

lm one Tec nolog Researc nstit te recei
e t e pri e o t e Minister o oo an
Sa et

r g

In the K-Food Safety Information Forum 2019 held by the Ministry of Food and
Drug Safety, Pulmuone Technology Research Institute was awarded the Minister’
s Prize for Food and Drug Safety for its contribution to conducting the national
food safety information exchange project and securing national food safety.
K-Food Safety Information Forum
Ceremony 2019

cto er

lm one ac ire
e el in t e SG n iron
ment Societ an Go ernance e al ation or t ree
consec ti e ears an
as selecte as an e cellent
SG compan

In the ESG evaluation quantifying non-financial performance other than
financial performance, such as environmental management, socially responsible
management and governance structure in terms of measuring company’s
performance, Pulmuone received the level A+ for three consecutive years as the
only company among domestic food companies. It was also selected as an ESG
excellent company in recognition of its efforts for operating a global-level risk
management system and establishing a transparent governance structure.

cto er

lm one oo s as selecte as t e est
Management Compan

eat er

Pulmuone Foods was selected by the Korea Meteorological Administration as the
best weather management company, recognized for its performance in creating
added value and improving safety from weather disasters by utilizing weather
information in diverse management ways in accordance with Article 13 of the
Meteorological Industry Promotion Act. Pulmuone Foods was evaluated as a
company that not only achieved efficient management performance by strategic
activities based on in-depth and concrete prediction for weather, but it also
successfully presented weather management strategies for the first time in the
domestic food industry.

ne

Best Weather Management Company
Awards Ceremony

RG
ole oo s recei e t e citation
t e
Minister o gric lt re oo an R ral
airs

In the Awards for Companies Contributing to Promoting Green Agricultural
Foods Consumption held by the Ministry of Agriculture, Food, and Rural Affairs
to boost morale and confidence for developing eco-friendly agriculture, ORGA
Whole Foods received the citation by the Minister of Agriculture, Food, and Rural
Affairs for its contribution to developing domestic eco-friendly agriculture by
proactively implementing policies for cultivating eco-friendly agriculture.

e r ar

ESG Excellent Company Awards 2019

Awards for Companies Contributing to
Promoting Green Agricultural Foods
Consumption

lm one as selecte as one o orea s Most
Respecte Companies or 1 consec ti e ears

Pulmuone was selected as one of 30 Top All Stars for Korea’s Most Admired
Companies 2019, surveyed and published by KMAC for 13 consecutive years.
Since the first time it was selected as one of the 30 Top All Stars for Korea’s
Most Admired Companies in 2004 and 2005, Pulmuone has been designated as
one of these top companies for 13 consecutive years from 2007 to 2019 and
received awards a total of 15 times.

Logo for Korea’s Most Respected
Companies 2019
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Agreement for win-win growth for promoting
kimchi industry and vitalizing the market

Pulmuone Foods signed a multilateral joint MOU for promoting kimchi industry
and vitalizing the market with the Agriculture, Food, Rural Affairs, Oceans, and
Fisheries Committee, Ministry of Agriculture, Food, and Rural Affairs, National
Commission for Corporate Partnership, Kimchi Association of Korea, and Korea
Kimchi Seasoned Pickles Food Industry Cooperative Association.
Based on this agreement, Pulmuone Foods will maintain recommendations for
suitable business for SMEs, strive to use the best quality agricultural products
for producing kimchi, and provide support for education, consulting and sharing
information for the growth of SMEs.

Septem er

Conclusion of MOU to expand sustainable
fishery products

or e pan ing
an o Go ern

lm one oo merce signe an M
or e eloping
c il care in orea it
care ca em

Pulmuone Foodmerce signed an MOU for developing childcare in Korea with
Educare Academy, an institution certified by the Ministry of Health and Welfare
for childcare personnel.
This agreement was concluded for achieving qualitative improvement in Korea’
s childcare personnel and leading wholesome foods by Pulmuone Foodmerce
leading the domestic food market for kids and Educare Academy, Korea’s top
institution for childcare personnel.

l

Conclusion of MOU for eco-friendly delivery

RG
ole oo s signe an M
s staina le is er pro cts it
ment an C eongsan a a

The domestic fishery market has shifted to the direction of seeking sustainable
and ethical production due to the decreased production for indiscreet fishing and
harmful farming for marine environments. The agreement was concluded with
the aim of reflecting the recent fishery market trend, expanding cooperative
sectors among distributors, local governments, and production partners that
lead the supply of sustainable fishery products with ASC certification and
maximizing synergistic effects.

l

Conclusion of MOU to develop
childcare in Korea

lm one oo s signe t e agreement or in in
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ORGA Whole Foods has started to implement eco-friendly delivery service in
cooperation with IT-based distribution startup Mesh Korea, which operates
Korea’s representative distribution brand VROONG.
Based on this agreement, the companies will proactively use low-carbon and
eco-friendly means of transportation such as electric motorcycles and electric
vehicles and conduct promotion activities to allow customers to recognize the
need for greater convenience and greener delivery service such as eco-friendly
ice packs.

Ma

lm one signe an M
or partners ip or gen er
alit an incl si e gro t it t e Ministr o Gen
er
alit an amil

Pulmuone signed an MOU for partnership for gender quality and inclusive growth
with the Ministry of Gender Equality and Family. Based on this agreement,
Pulmuone will continuously strive to achieve increasing 30% in the ratio of
female executives by 2020 and focus on implementing five key aspects, including
establishing and implementing long-term plans, continuous efforts for increasing
the number of female executives, expanding and reinforcing the HR training
system for supporting women’s career development, creating a flexible working
environment, and developing corporate culture in harmony with childcare and
work to prevent career interruption for women. Pulmuone will also enact efforts
to include recruitment for reflecting gender diversity in the decision-making
process and enhancing balance in gender for all positions.

Ma

lm one oo merce signe an M
or senior citi ens it Seo l Senior

or creating o s
el are Center

Pulmuone Foodmerce signed an MOU with Seoul Senior Welfare Center for
creating jobs for senior citizens and will cooperate with each other and promote
joint development in creating social activities for seniors, improving diet and
promoting health.

pril

lm one aters signe an M
ations n ironment rogram
eat lastic oll tion Campaign

Conclusion of MOU
for creating jobs for seniors

it t e nite
orea or

To mark the Earth Day, Pulmuone Waters signed an MOU with UNEP Korea
for Beat Plastic Pollution Campaign (eco-friendly campaign to reduce plastic
pollution). Based on the agreement with UNEP Korea, Pulmuone Waters will
conduct an eco-friendly campaign to reduce plastic pollution and improve
awareness about the use of plastic and strive to proactively reduce plastic
through various activities such as the upcycling exhibition using waste plastic
bottles, environment education for teenage and college students, and
environmental cleanup activities.

Marc

Conclusion of MOU for partnership for
gender quality and inclusive growth

Conclusion of MOU for Beat
Plastic Pollution Campaign
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Pulmuone Danone signed an MOU for establishing a mutual cooperation system
to expand the Muju Plant with the Jeollabuk-do Provincial Government and the
Muju Government. Based on this agreement, Pulmuone Danone will expand
production lines by investing about KRW 20 billion in the production plant at
the Muju 1st Agricultural and Industrial Complex in Muju, Jeollabuk-do and
secure a number of new employees in Muju to contribute to revitalizing the local
economy and achieving mutual growth.

Conclusion of MOU for expanding Muju Plant
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Brand

PULMUONE USA

PULMUONE JAPAN

PULMUONE KOREA

PULMUONE CHINA

PULMUONE VIETNAM
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Pulmuone Foods, founded in May 1984, is a leading company of
the Pulmuone group with a focus on its fresh food and beverage
business. Starting to make its presence in the market with the
country’s first packed tofu and bean sprouts, Pulmuone Foods
presented a new value standard for food as “wholesome food.” Ever
since, the company has constantly released innovative products
such as extracted juice and raw noodles as a market leader that
changes the paradigm in the industry.
Now the company reaches out to consumers with over 700
different products across various categories including tofu (where it
excels), vegetables, eggs, and noodles. Recently, we highlighted the
value of wholesome food by launching various ready meal products
that we developed considering the demand for convenient food and
the nutritional balance.
For all Pulmuone products, we thoroughly select ingredients and
disclose the relevant information including additives in accordance
with our new full labeling system. Our wholesome principles meet
criteria that is stricter than the relevant laws and regulations.

an

egeta les

- Maintain the top position in the tofu and vegetable market

anu a ture and ell
un t onal e erage and
ood or a e and adult

ell e o r endl ood and
da l ne e t e

- Pioneer new markets with PPM kits with distinctive
features based on vegetable protein

anu a ture and ell
re
ood u a
lled noodle and
ean produ t n
na

ell ealt upplement
t en appl an e ealt
l e t le appl an e
and pet ood

e site

280, Gwangpyeong-ro,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul
www.pulmuone.co.kr

gg
- Expand the business scope for animal welfare brand eggs
and processed eggs in pursuit of wholesome food

anu a ture and ell re
ood u a
lled ro en
pa ta and au e n t e

M lant rotein Meal

anu a ture and ell to u
and r ed to u produ t
n apan

ress

anu a ture and ell
ermented m l produ t

To

anu a ture and ell
dr n ng ater produ t

Compan name Pulmuone Foods Co., Ltd.

anu a ture and ell
ealt upplement and
da l ne e t e

ice an

essert

- 100% fresh fruit with no water content
- Launched “I’m Real” and “I’m Green” made with healthy
fresh fruits
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- Lead the growth of the dried noodle
market with “Yukgaejang Noodle”
and new products

ro en rice

- Expand the global kimchi business
by defining it as the Korean-style
diet and culture business

is er pro

- Achieve a different level of quality
by establishing a frozen rice
production base and increase
the market share by realizing cost
competitiveness

oo merce

o g

cts

- Obtain leadership in the frozen snack
market with mozzarella series products
that reflect the trend in specialized
restaurants

is ca e

- Focus on the seaweed business that
leads the market to develop it as the
fishery product processing business
that provides new TPO proposals
for fishery ingredients and designs
nutritional diets

- Pioneer the fish cake market with
high-protein snacks and restaurantlike soup/broth products that you
can cook in a minute

Foodmerce specializes in the distribution of food ingredients,
providing brand products such as “Pul’s Kids,” “Pul’s Kitchen” and
“Pul’s Care” according to the life cycle of customers based on
LOHAS values and the comprehensive food ingredient service.
Recently, Foodmerce renewed the brand system by reflecting the
meta brand of Pulmuone and strengthened communication with
B2B clients for wholesome food with a focus on brand identity
setting.
In addition, Foodmerce newly organized the department in charge
of food poison prevention and control and added a phase that
forces to conduct the potentially harmful product assessment in
the new product development process in an effort to meet the
needs for safe food and maintain the safety of food ingredients.
Foodmerce provides strictly managed products and brands, coldchain delivery network, and TSS (Total Service Solution) services to
help consumers of all age groups easily understand and follow our
LOHAS values.

Compan name Foodmerce Co., Ltd.
ress
e site

280, Gwangpyeong-ro,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul
www.foodmerce.com

siness i ision
mpling

atto

- Constantly launch restaurant-quality
frozen dumpling products and
increase the number of products to
take up a larger market share

Ra noo le

- Explore and expand the new market
with Korean-style natto
- Maintain the top position as a
market leader

Rice ca e

Coo ing sa ce

- Pulmuone tteokbokki
with a healthy recipe

- ‘Easy and tasty’ provide
distinctive cooking sauce
products featuring big
bits of ingredients and an
excellent savor

- Achieve the dominant position in the
domestic raw noodle market
- Provide raw noodle products
with which you can easily cook
delicious restaurant-level noodle dishes

ressing
- Keep the top position in
the market with dressing
products made with fresh
ingredients that meet the
taste of Korean consumers

CMR
- Lead the CMR
(Convenience Meal
Replacement) market with
super grain porridge items

l s itc en

ls i s
i s

S

Care

A business to distribute various food
ingredients based on products of
“Pul’s Care,” a specialized brand with
competitiveness in the welfare and
healthcare market

nc

A business to provide its specialized
LOHAS-based wholesome food brand
“Pul’s Kitchen” service to elementary,
middle, and high schools

A business to supply agricultural, fishery,
and livestock products and its specialized
brand “Pul’s Kids” products that conform to
the “wholesome food principles” across all
processes from procurement, processing,
packaging and distribution to help toddlers
and children keep a nutritional balance and
achieve a healthy growth

l s Care
C ealt

Sc ool

l s Coo
R C

otel Resta rant Ca e

A business to develop and supply
Pulmuone brand products and customized
products to the dining service market,
including hotels, restaurants, cafes,
concessions, and rest stops
at highways

siness n

str

A business to distribute food
ingredients and provide services that
tackle issues in the meal service
and create values for customers,
targeting the adult meal service
market, including industrial facilities,
companies, public offices, and private
educational institutes
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Pulmuone Food&Culture brings LOHAS values to provide enjoyable,
happy cultural places where customers can indulge themselves with
healthy and tasty foods as well as convenient and pleasant lifecare
services under distinctive themes.
Since its foundation as a meal service company in 1991, the
company has operated various lifestyle service business, including
concession, rest-stop stores, and restaurant brand business. Its
specialized dining service brands with distinctive features include
“Nature is Delicious,” “Chanjang,” “The Great Family’s Yard,” “Natural
Soul Kitchen,” “Flavour6,” “Punggyeongmaru,” “Osaka Kitchen,” and
“Cafettt.”
We are expanding LOHAS business through special diets and spatial
services of our premium meal service brand “Smart Kitchen.” In
addition, we are growing as a specialized lifestyle service company
by stepping into the rent and life care market.

Pulmuone Danone is a joint venture with Danone, a global No.1
yogurt company.
Based on Danone’s know-how and experience accumulated in
the field of feremented milk over a century, Pulmuone Danone
produces yogurt products of the best quality for Korean consumers
at a plant in Muju, a clean region. It has released various products
of the brands including Activia, I Love Yogurt, Solution, and Greek
in the Korean market, and is planning to provide various highquality yogurt products through continuous R&D and innovation.

Compan name Pulmuone Food&Culture
Co., Ltd.
ress
e site

Scope o

Provide differentiated food and spatial
services that are tailored to customer
preferences using healthy ingredients via
multiple channels (industrial facilities,
public offices, business offices, schools,
universities, hospitals, training centers,
sports team facilities, wellness centers)
to realize the LOHAS values in daily life

ress

29, Songpa-daero 34-gil,
Songpa-gu, Seoul

e site

www.pulmuonefnc.com

siness

oo ser ice

Compan name Pulmuone Danone Co., Ltd.

Ma or pro
Concession

Rest stop stores

Deploy the best F&B and convenience
facilities within multi-use spaces to
offer a range of brands from diverse
channels including airports, resorts,
hotels, and shopping malls to provide
distinctive LOHAS values

Develop the contents of different
concepts and local characteristics for
rest stops to provide total services
for healthy food and beverages and
convenience services, enhancing
the convenience and satisfaction of
visitors

www.danonepulmuone.co.kr

cts

cti ia

o e og rt

The flagship brand of Danone, which
sells 9 billion cups every year in more
than 70 countries across the globe

lm one anone Gree
Greek yogurt high
in protein and low
in fat

ran

280, Gwangpyeong-ro,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul

og rt

Sol tion

Yogurt with natural fermentation tech
that enhances the health of the family

Maeil c im

er Morning

Yogurt with nutrients necessary for
modern people

Multi-solution fermented milk with the
basic benefits for your digestion system
with added functionality
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Pulmuone Waters has been the consistent leader in Korea’s bottled
water market since 1986, when Pulmuone launched the bottled
water business for the first time in Korea, to provide “reliable
drinking water for my family.”
Recognized for the best quality and service, Pulmuone Waters was
established as a joint venture of Pulmuone and Nestle Waters, the
number-one bottled water brand of the world, to establish itself
as the leader of the Korean water market by introducing advanced
facilities and quality control technologies. The company leads
the advancement of the domestic bottled water manufacturing
industry by complying with the international quality control
standards of Nestle Waters.

ro

ress

3rd floor, Hansolseomyu
Building, 268, Songpadaero, Songpa-gu, Seoul

e site

www.pulmuonewater.com

ct

Pulmuone Green Juice began as a healthy beverage business of
Pulmuone in 1995, which upholds the company’s wholesome food
principles across all processes of making fresh green juice, from
the selection of organic ingredients to process hygiene control,
temperature control at 5℃ or lower, and management of fresh
product distribution. Pulmuone Green Juice signs contracts with
organic farms across the country to conduct regular inspections
and strict management even in producing areas, thereby using
only safe and fresh products to maintain hygiene across the
cleaning, extraction, and packaging processes. In 2018, the
company integrated the DM (Designed Meal) business based on
its fresh delivery platform to expand the scope of business to the
meal category, linking online and offline customers and laying the
groundwork for synergy between business. Pulmuone Green Juice
provides natural, healthy, fresh beverage “Pulmuone Green Juice,”
tailored diet “Baby Meal” for toddlers in each age (month) group,
and healthy diet brand “Eat Slim” to present wholesome food
solutions and help customers form good dietary habits.

ran

lm one

aters

at re

T

- 1.5L and 2.0L, which are highly convenient for home use
and also during travel
- 500 ml, which is suitable for outdoor activities and easy for
carrying outside
- Lighter 330 ml bottle, more convenient to carry, ideal for
preschoolers, elementary schoolers, and business meetings

Tast

Compan name Pulmuone Waters Co., Ltd.

ice
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lm one aters

Large volume (15L) to be used
at home or small companies
for additional freshness

ice

Deliver every morning the nutrients
of fresh vegetables and fruits from
nature

ro iotics

12 20

T

Balance water with adjusted content
that provides additional natural minerals
required for your health

Reasonably priced 18.9L, designed
for home, office or anywhere

lm one Green

at re

Healthy probiotics that are perfect
for the digestive systems of Korean
consumers

a

Meal

A dietary program tailored to each age group
(months) of toddlers to form good dietary
habits and facilitate their healthy growth

at Slim
BODYFUL12 BODYFUL20
(magnesium) (calcium)

A customized healthy diet program
designed scientifically considering the
dietary habits of Korean people

Compan name Pulmuone Green Juice Co., Ltd.
ress

e site

35, Wonmyeong-ro, Doanmyeon, Jeungpyeong-gun,
Chungcheongbuk-do
greenjuice.pulmuone.com
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ORGA Whole Foods is a LOHAS Fresh Market that started as
the Pulmuone Farmer’s Market for chemical-free agricultural
products held in Apgujeong in 1981. The company promotes
healthy lifestyles with eco-friendly wholesome food and puts an
emphasis on sustainability for Earth and nature, and these values
are incorporated in its business management activities. On the
basis of its organic farming philosophy and trust, ORGA Whole
Foods provides over 5,000 products in accordance with green
and reliable food principles. To realize sustainability for Earth, the
company gradually increases the number of low-carbon agricultural
products, animal welfare products, sustainability-certified fishery
products, convenient home meals featuring nutritional balance,
ORGA PB products, and ORGA Mom products. ORGA Whole Foods
is expanding its scope of business in various forms, including
directly managed stores, shop-in-shop, online shopping malls, and
franchises.

Compan name ORGA Whole Foods Co., Ltd.
ress
e site

168, Jungdae-ro, Songpagu, Seoul

Sell various PB (Private
Brand) products, agricultural/
fishery/livestock products,
bakeries, health supplements,
and daily necessities

Road shop: 5 stores

Compan name Pulmuone USA., Inc.
ress

www.orga.co.kr

C annels
irectl manage

Pulmuone USA is a general food company established as a
subsidiary of Pulmuone in 1991, which makes tofu, processed bean,
sauce, and baked meal products and sells them in North America.
Its headquarters and production plants are located in Fullerton, a
western region in the USA, along with other plants in four areas in
the eastern and western parts of the country.
The company acquired local bean processing company Wildwood
in 2004 and chilled food company Monterey Gourmet Foods in
2009 to successfully enter the mainstream market. In 2016, it even
took over the tofu business rights of Vitasoy, obtaining its strong
brand power and over 20,000 sales network components. Now the
company is growing as the No.1 company in the American tofu
market.

e site

2315 Moore Ave. Fullerton,
CA 92833
www.pulmuonefoodsusa.com

ran
C

ranc ise

Franchise business launched
in 2012, operated as
"customized stores" with
different designs and sizes
that fit the characteristics
of target customers and
store locations, leveraging
the knowledge acquired from
directly managed stores

FC: 55 stores

SSS

op in S op

Managed for strategic
expansion, operating its own
brand shops at department
stores and concession malls
in partnership with large
retailers

nline
Give better access to its
products and other ecofriendly products distributed
by off-line stores

SIS: 34 stores

2
Leverage know-how and strong distribution network as a leader in the field of eco-friendly food to drive business expansion

Provide organic tofu and Asian food
products to Natural Market and the
mainstream market in the USA

A pasta brand that provides lowend food products to American
retailers

Supply organic tofu, meat
alternatives, dairy alternatives, and
soy milk to Natural Market

Provide reasonably-priced tofu
made with eco-friendly beans to
Natural Market and the mainstream
market in the USA

Provide sauce products to Natural
Market and the mainstream market
in the USA

Provide premium sauce products such as
Pesto and Tapenade to Natural Market
and the mainstream market in the USA

Provide pasta, ready meals and
sauce products to the mainstream
market in the USA

A tofu brand that provides product
to the Chinese and Asian markets

A tofu brand that supplies food
ingredients to meal and dining
services

Provide Pulmuone products (ramen and
raw noodles) and tofu brand products to
the mainstream market in the USA and
markets targeted at Asian-Americans
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Asahico, which newly joined the Pulmuone group in June 2014, is
equipped with Japan’s best tofu and fried tofu making technologies.
The company makes tofu and fried tofu at five plants in Japan
and sells its products to large retailers and supermarkets. Asahico
is also expanding its business scope to the field of soybean
processing to provide meat alternatives, soy dessert, soy yogurt,
and soy cream, thereby increasing its market share as a soy protein
company.

Pulmuone Foods (China) produces and sells fresh food products
in China, including noodles, rice cakes, kimchi, frozen dumplings,
and tofu. It runs operations in Beijing and Shanghai. With a focus
on Beijing Plant that started operation in 2012, the company has
five production bases and provides products to retailers across the
country, including discount stores, supermarkets, and department
stores in Beijing, Shenzhen, Guangzhou and Chongqing. In 2016,
Pulmuone Foods (China) was awarded the best supplier prize by
global retailers Walmart and Sam’s club. It is constantly expanding
its scope of products and business to make its presence in the
market as a LOHAS fresh food company.
Compan name - Beijing Pumeiduo Green
Foods Co., Ltd.
- Shanghai Pumeiduo
Green Foods Co., Ltd.

Compan name Asahico Co.
ress

e site

L.A.TOWER, 11-2,
Shintoshin, Chuo-Ku,
Saitama-shi, Saitama

ress

www.asahico.co.jp

e site

Ma or pro

cts

To
- Provide tofu products of a different
level of quality
· Use the Creamy AQUA technique to
make tofu with a deep flavor
· Use the Natural AQUA technique to
remove odor from soybeans
· Use the ALPS technique to extend
the expiration date and provide a
superb silky texture

ro
rie to
- Maintain the No.1 position in the
Teage category by bolstering its
shelf life and quality
- Mukasiage fried tofu, one of the
biggest hits of Asahico Co. has
secured an unrivaled position in the
market

essert
- Healthy and delicious desserts
tailored to consumer tastebuds
- Proprietary ALPS technology
produces dessert tofu with a
delicate, soft texture like milk or
cream

www.asahico.co.jp

ct

To

Tteo

Introduce world-class production
technology and cold-chain system of
Pulmuone Korea to China, establishing
itss first nationwide distribution and
sales network in China

Extend Tteuk-bokki (spicy rice cake)
products to the “Grab & Go” concept,
riding on the high popularity of Korean
Wave among the youth

Rea

L.A.TOWER, 11-2, Shintoshin,
Chuo-Ku, Saitama-shi, Saitama

o i

meal

Lineups for self-heating RM and meal kits, which add more
products targeting younger consumers who want both taste
and trend, even in their hectic lives, which is the true value
of ready meals

o iang
Design the distinctive concept of Doujiang
with a deep flavor as produced from the
global production facilities in Korea, Japan,
and China with differentiated ingredients
(Original, Sweet, Black Sesame flavors)

res pasta
Highly popular among consumers for premium quality rivaling
the pasta from upscale restaurantss. It can be enjoyed at home
with just a two-minute cooking time, a drastic reduction from
eight minutes required for conventional dry pasta noodles.
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Pulmuone Health&Living is a LOHAS company that promotes a
healthy lifestyle for customers. Beyond temporary improvement
of the health of customers, the company expands its scope of
business from the field of dietary life to that of living environment
to help customers constantly keep a good health.
Based on the “Good Dietary Life System” of Pulmuone LOHAS
Health&Living Research Institute, the company boasts 30 years of
experience in health supplement business, cooperates with global
companies for R&D to provide kitchen and home appliances of
excellent quality, and sells skincare products and pet food, thereby
realizing a LOHAS lifestyle for customers across all fields.

S C ina

Pulmuone LOHAS (China) is a Chinese subsidiary of Pulmuone
Health&Living, which produces and sells health supplements,
LOHAS daily necessities, and skincare products at direct sales
stores or online. It runs the headquarters in Chongqing and
branches in Chengdu and Qingdao. In 2015, it became the second
Korean company that received approval for direct sales, preparing
to aggressively target the huge Chinese market. Pulmuone LOHAS
(China) spreads the vision of becoming “a LOHAS company that
promotes healthier living” to Chinese customers with Pulmuone
products and realizes the values of sustainable life.
Compan name Pulmuone Health&Living Co., Ltd.

siness

ealt s pplements
Analyze the dietary life of Korean
people through the Pulmuone LOHAS
Health&Living Research Institute and
provide health supplements and healthoriented food products that can be
useful for addressing various health
concerns, depending on the lifestyle of
each customer

ress
e site

www.pulmuone-lohas.com

e site

Scope o

Compan name Pumeiduo Health&Living Co., Ltd.

35, Wonmyeong-ro, Doanmyeon, Jeungpyeong-gun,
Chungcheongbuk-do

ress

Scope o
S incare

et oo

Pursue the good skincare concept
containing the health of nature and
provide products that help you keep
your beautiful skin healthy as made
with natural ingredients applied by
Pulmuone’s natural ingredient science
and technologies

Provide healthy pet food that your pet
can consume for better health and
happiness without any worry

siness

ealt s pplements
Health supplement products that use natural
ingredients for consumer safety, and solid and
fermented beverages for family health and
nutrition management

S incare
Good skincare concept presenting health from
nature based on Pulmuone’s natural ingredient
science and technologies accumulated over 35 years

itc en appliances
Products that turn the kitchen into a healthy LOHAS place
to aid customers’ LOHAS dietary life in pursuit of philosophy
“cook wholesome food in a healthy way”

ealt

li est le appliances

Appliances for a healthy LOHAS
lifestyle with health, air, and mind
care that enhances the quality
of life

ersonal

S ail necessities

Products based on an eco-friendly concept
and cost competitiveness, which are repeatedly
consumed in daily life; homecare products
needed for the kitchen and living room
to create LOHAS values

26 Meilin Road, Nanan
District, Chongqing City
www.pumeiduo.com
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Consoli ate
Consoli ate Statement o

inancial Statement

inancial osition
36th period (current year)
35th period (prior year)

Pulmuone Co., Ltd. (former Pulmuone Holdings Co., Ltd.) and its subsidiaries
ategor

t per od

As of December 31, 2019
As of December 31, 2018
(Unit: KRW)

urrent ear

ategor

t per od pr or ear

ssets

cco nt pa a le an ot er pa a les

C rrent assets

253,059,234,200

237,323,179,894

41,271,238,336

237,726,932

109,885,432

77,734,396

14,304,742,198

9,531,737,069

35,990,352,381

43,374,978,819

590,001,962

215,997,404

11,224,581,352

-

400,268,852,423

246,007,771,303

890,001,618

1,440,603,966

ong term e t

169,434,233,488

172,081,623,778

ong term lease lia ilities

179,844,400,984

181,180,819

29,383,209,239

45,826,816,044

4,885,265,494

2,671,653,275

15,201,107,563

23,488,655,619

630,634,037

317,237,802

1,021,454,494,037

771,253,012,977

397,029,923,849

336,662,586,622

Capital stoc

21,062,765,000

21,062,765,000

145,050,958,699

55,802,918,073

6,255,167,060

759,128,256

224,661,033,090

259,037,775,293

66,072,035,863

109,023,302,615

463,101,959,712

445,685,889,237

1,484,556,453,749

1,216,938,902,214

S ort term e t

120,740,918,674

103,562,815,718

C rrent lease lia ilities

4,743,383,215

20,959,419,107

eri ati e lia ilities

214,277,675,761

190,907,493,069

C rrent ta lia ilities

1,342,258,535

-

-

10,077,850,000

t er pro isions

11,044,917,367

26,208,461,695

t er c rrent inancial lia ilities

552,934,033

32,830,052

105,967,509,480

105,525,502,052

9,166,738,499

13,224,787,040

1,016,720,118,185

746,439,743,481

3,348,707,604

3,285,851,854

38,105,417,721

38,514,599,664

2,108,172,951

-

ong term in estments

10,158,592,259

9,096,623,346

n estments in s

30,113,403,541

21,453,100,942

847,207,722,958

592,889,703,400

566,210,423

586,988,795

54,198,350,005

55,974,583,687

t er pai

24,205,023,481

17,460,987,403

lements o ot er stoc

6,708,517,242

7,177,304,390

1,484,556,453,749

1,216,938,902,214

i alents

S ort term inancial assets
cco nts notes recei a les an ot er on s
C rrent lease pa ment recei a les
C rrent long term in estments
S ort term in estments
C rrent ta assets
n entor assets
t er c rrent assets
on c rrent assets
ong term inancial assets
ong term acco nts notes recei a les an ot er on s
ease pa ment recei a les

si iaries

ropert
n estments in properties
ntangi le assets
e erre ta assets
t er non c rrent assets
Total assets
it

C rrent lia ilities

t er c rrent lia ilities

on c rrent lia ilities
ong term acco nt pa a le an ot er pa a les

et e ine

525,245,241,674

ene it lia ilities

t er pro isions
t er non c rrent inancial lia ilities
e erre ta lia ilities
Total lia ilities
ners e

it

in capital

Retaine earnings
on controlling entit
Total e

621,185,641,614

t per od pr or ear
234,483,887,160

470,499,158,733

Cas an cas e

urrent ear
264,635,605,753

467,836,335,564

ia ilities an e

t per od

it

Total lia ilities an e

it

ol er s e

it
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Consoli ate Statement o Compre ensi e ncome
36th period (current year) 2January 1 to December 31, 2019
35th period (prior year) January 1 to December 31, 2018
Pulmuone Co., Ltd. (former Pulmuone Holdings Co., Ltd.) and its subsidiaries
ategor

t per od

urrent ear

ategor

t per od pr or ear
2,271,973,131,849

1,791,427,155,384

1,712,942,549,299

590,024,047,754

559,030,582,550

162,983,978,164

151,987,930,319

369,691,970,987

341,383,260,520

u

26,789,474,555

23,452,280,893

o

-12,040,824

1,959,139,786

30,570,664,872

40,247,971,032

t er non operat ng n ome

-481,960,762

-8,033,725,536

nan al n ome

4,477,651,972

8,087,457,625

-30,256,738,113

-17,339,352,097

2,576,871,377

1,522,982,707

6,886,489,346

24,485,333,731

14,421,914,713

13,505,292,425

-7,535,425,367

10,980,041,306

10,034,729,255

-6,672,133,163

3,288,488,334

-11,458,785,687

-180,673,798

-21,274,435

3,469,162,132

-11,460,996,130

-

23,484,878

6,746,240,921

4,786,652,524

o t o good and er

e

old

pro t or lo

og t

e pen e

ale management e pen e
R

e pen e

Impa rment lo

on trade re e a le

re er al

perat ng n ome

nan al e pen e
u t n net n ome o
arn ng

u

d ar e

e ore n ome ta

In ome ta e pen e
et n ome lo
t er ompre en

e n ome

Item t at are not u e uentl re la
lo

ed to pro t or

lu tuat on n t e a r alue o e u t n trument
mea ured
a r alue t roug ot er ompre en
n ome

e

Remea urement o t e net de ned ene t l a l t e
u t n lu tuat on n reta ned earn ng
n e tment n u d ar e
Item t at are u e uentl re la

rom

ed to pro t or lo

t per od

lu tuat on n t e a r alue o de t n trument
mea ured
a r alue t roug ot er ompre en
n ome

2,381,451,203,138

ale re enue

ro

(Unit: KRW)

8,619,000

5,694,172,811

4,804,088,639

1,083,424,919

34,577,714

-25,077,809

-60,632,829

2,499,303,888

4,307,908,143

3,491,546,701

21,847,775,650

-11,026,972,068

-10,867,734,344

ner o t e parent

12,287,262,841

16,361,061,912

on ontroll ng ntere t

-9,787,958,953

-12,053,153,769

56

549

56

514

u t n lu tuat on n e u t
d ar e

tran lat on o ore gn
rom n e tment n

on aluat on o der at e n trument

otal ompre en
et pro t or lo

e n ome
attr uta le to

ner o t e parent
on ontroll ng ntere t
otal ompre en

arn ng per
a

t per od pr or ear

-6,279,000

a n lo on ore gn urren
operat on

e

urrent ear

e n ome attr uta le to

are

earn ng per

luted earn ng per

are
are
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n epen ent
lm one Co

o

itor s Report

t

are older and t e oard o

re tor

ar

pinion
We have audited the accompanying consolidated financial statements of Pulmuone Co., Ltd. and its subsidiaries (herinafter
referred to as “Consolidated Company”), which comprise the consolidated statement of financial position as of December
31, 2019 and 2018, and the consolidated statements of comprehensive income, the consolidated statements of changes in
stockholders’ equity, the consolidated cash flow statements, for the years that have since ended, and notes to the consolidated
financial statements including a summary of significant accounting policies.
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the
Consolidated Company as of December 31, 2019 and 2018 and its financial performance and its cash flows for the years that
have since ended in accordance with Korean International Financial Reporting Standards.

asis or

it pinion

We conducted our audits in accordance with the Korean Standards on Auditing. Our responsibilities under those standards are
further described in the Our Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements section of our report. We are independent
of the Company in accordance with the ethical requirements, including those related to independence, that are relevant to our
audit of the consolidated financial statements in the Republic of Korea as required by prevailing audit regulations. We believe
that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

mp asis o Matters
Without qualifying our conclusion, we draw attention to Note 43 for the consolidated financial statements of the Company,
which states that the net income, unappropriated retained earnings, and shareholder’s equity in the consolidated financial
statements of the fiscal year that ended as of December 31, 2018, attached to the audit report published on March 18, 2019,
were overstated by KRW 1.659 billion and by KRW 4.643 billion and understated by KRW 5.903 billion, respectively. Accordingly,
the consolidated financial statements of the prior year presented for comparison were revised by reflecting such error correction.

r e

it Matters

The key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance in our audit of the
consolidated financial statements of the current period. These matters were addressed in the context of our audit of the
consolidated financial statements as a whole, and in forming our audit opinion thereon. We do not provide a separate opinion on
these matters.

1 mpairment test on cas generating nit it signs o impairment
The Consolidated Company recognizes the signs of impairment in the overseas food business division out of its major business
divisions, and the amount of the property and intangible assets pertaining to this division is important. As discussed in Note 4.(11)
for the consolidated financial statements, when the recoverable amount of the cash generating unit does not exceed the book
value, the Consolidated Company recognizes the impairment loss on the non-current assets.
The recoverable amount used in the current impairment test as of the end of the current year is the value in use, which is
calculated based on the selected test methodology, and the estimated sales, operating expenses, permanent growth rate, and
discount rate. Considering the operating performance and scale of the cash generating unit, we focused on the impairment
test of Asahico Co. and Pulmuone U.S.A., Inc. In assuming the value in use of the Consolidated Company, we took into account
the possibility of convenience for the management regarding significant judgment and the potential impact of the amount
of impairment loss. We thus identified the impairment review of business divisions with signs of impairment as the key audit
matters.

ur aud t pro edure to deal

t

e aud t matter n lude t e ollo ng

Re e o ompletene o a generat ng un t
t gn o mpa rment
We examined the adequacy of the standards for impairment signs determined by the Consolidated Company and made sure whether cash
generating unit with signs of impairment was completely identified based on the established standards.
Re e o ade ua o t e te t met odolog adopted
t e on ol dated ompan n al ulat ng t e re o era le amount
The Consolidated Company identified the value in use by using the cash generating unit and evaluated the value in use for each cash
generating unit with a cash flow discount model. We examined the adequacy of this methodology adopted by the Consolidated Company in
identifying the cash generating unit and assessing the value in use
am nat on o ual t o t e nan al a umpt on u ed
t e on ol dated ompan n e t mat ng t e alue n u e
In order to examine the quality of the financial assumption used by the Consolidated Company in estimating the value in use, we evaluated
the rationality of the estimated discount rate as the financial assumption used for testing the value in use of the cash generating unit. We
also evaluated the rationality of the assumption and permanent growth rate regarding the fluctuations in the predicted cash flow within the
estimation period, considering the financial and operating conditions of the Consolidated Company. In addition, to review the reliability of the
presented data regarding the fluctuations in the estimated cash flow, we compared previous performance and industry reports and evaluated
the rationality of major assumptions used to estimate the value in use, including the assumed sales, operating expenses, and growth rate.

2 Completeness an acc rac o lease acco nting
The Consolidated Company has entered into many lease contracts for the use of concession facilities, meal service sites, and
offices. As discussed in Note 4.(12) and Note 22 for the consolidated financial statements, the Company adopted the Corporate
Accounting Standard Document No. 1116 "Lease" from January 1, 2019. The Consolidated Company signs many lease contracts
as a user and a provider to achieve its business goals, and the lease liabilities and the right-of-use assets, which are recognized
as a result of lease accounting, are calculated based on major estimated values, such as the lease term and discount rate.
Considering the significance of the amount of each account recognized as a result of lease accounting done by the Consolidated
Company, we identified the completeness and accuracy of lease accounting as key audit matters.
ur aud t pro edure to deal

t

e aud t matter n lude t e ollo ng

Re e o ompletene o t e u e t to lea e a ount ng
Regarding accounting as of the date on which the Consolidated Company adopted the Corporate Accounting Standard Document No. 1116,
we identified all lease contracts of the Consolidated Company, the validity of the subjects exempted from the recognition of the right-ofuse assets related to short-term lease and small-scale lease, the adequacy of the application of progress regulations, and the Consolidated
Company's accounting policy regarding selectable accounting
Re e o ontra t do ument
We reviewed lease contract documents to understand their terms and conditions and check the accuracy of basic data used in lease
accounting, including the non-cancellable period, the amount of deposit, and monthly rents. We also evaluated the adequacy of identification of
lease, regarding whether a particular contract can be considered a lease agreement subject to lease accounting.
Re e o a ura o al ulat on
We requested the calculation statements of lease accounting and recalculated the data independently.

Responsi ilities o t e Management an t e Go ernance o

or t e Consoli ate

inancial Statements

The management is responsible for the preparation of the accompanying consolidated financial statements and fair disclosure of
the data in accordance with K-IFRS. They are also responsible for internal control as they determine is necessary to enable the
preparation of the consolidated financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the consolidated financial statements, the management of the Consolidated Company is responsible for assessing
the Company's ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to a going concern. They also use
the going concern basis of accounting unless the management either intends to liquidate the Company or to cease operations,
or they have no realistic alternative but to do so. The governance body is responsible for overseeing the Consolidated Company’s
financial reporting process.
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ssessment Report o t e
nternal cco nting Control S stem

r Responsi ilities or t e

it o t e Consoli ate

inancial Statements

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements as a whole are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high
level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with prevailing audit regulations in the Republic of Korea
will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if,
individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of
these consolidated financial statements.

1

The Audit Committee evaluated the structure and operation of Pulmuone's internal
accounting control system for the fiscal year that ends on December 31, 2019.
The top management including the CEO and the internal accounting manager is responsible
for the structure and operation of the internal accounting control system.

As part of an audit in accordance with prevailing audit regulations in the Republic of Korea, we exercise professional judgment and maintain
professional skepticism throughout the audit.
We also
ㆍ Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit
procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not
detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional
omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
ㆍ Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for
the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control
ㆍ Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related disclosures made by management
ㆍ Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting. Based on the audit evidence obtained, we also conclude
whether there exists a material uncertainty related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Company’s ability to continue as a
going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the
financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the
date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Company to cease to continue as a going concern.
ㆍ Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the disclosures, and whether the financial statements
represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation..
ㆍ Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities or business activities within the Company to express an
opinion on the consolidated financial statements. We are responsible for the direction, supervision, and performance of the group audit. We are solely
responsible for our audit opinion.We communicate with the governance body of the Company regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and
timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.
We also provide the governance body of the Company with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical requirements, including those related
to independence, and to communicate with them all matters that may reasonably be thought to affect our independence, and where applicable, related
safeguards.From the matters communicated with the governance body, we determine those matters that were of most significance in the audit of the
financial statements of the current period, therefore making them the key audit matters. We describe these matters in our auditor’s report unless law or
regulation precludes public disclosure about the matter or when, in extremely rare circumstances,
we determine that a matter should not be communicated in our report because the adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably be expected to
outweigh the public interest benefits of such communication. The partner in charge of the audit resulting in this independent auditor’s report is Yong-ho Lee.

ssessment o t e operation o t e internal acco nting control s stem

Based on the 2019 Report of the Internal Accounting Control System submitted on February
14, 2020 by the CEO and the internal accounting manager of Pulmuone Co., Ltd., the Audit
Committee examined if the company's internal accounting control system had effectively
been designed and operated to prevent and detect any error or wrongdoing that may trigger
distortion of the financial statements for the sake of preparing and disclosing reliable financial
statements. The Audit Committee also evaluated the practical effect of the system on the
preparation and disclosure of reliable accounting data.
In addition, the Audit Committee checked if there is any false, incorrectly specified, or
missing data in the report.
The Audit Committee used the Internal Accounting Control System Criteria in the assessment
of the structure and operation of the internal accounting control system.

2

ssessment res lt an comment
The Audit Committee concluded that, as of December 31, 2019, Pulmuone's internal
accounting control system is designed and operated in an effective manner from the
perspective of significance in accordance with the Internal Accounting Control System
Criteria. The Audit Committee used the Internal Accounting Control System Criteria in the
assessment of the structure and operation of the internal accounting control system.

e r ar 2 2020
lm one Co t

C oi ong a
Chairperson of the Audit Committee

e eran ro

angnam gu eoul
t loor angnam nan e enter
o tae m
o am ong P

This report is effective as of March 19, 2020, the auditors’ report date. Certain subsequent events or circumstances may have occurred
between the auditors’ report date and the time when the auditors’ report is read. Such events or circumstances could significantly affect the
financial statements and may result in modifications to the auditors’ report.

on C eol oo
Member

im o ng oon
Member

o

a oon
Member
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GR Stan ar s n e
GR

ni ersal Stan ar s
Stan ar

GR 102
General
isclos res

GR

isclos re

escription o t e in e

age

102-1

Name of the organization

8

102-2

Activities, brands, products, and services

8~11, 16, 104~117

102-3

Location of headquarters

8

102-4

Location of operations

9

102-5

Ownership and legal form

8

102-6

Markets served

9, 16

102-7

Scale of the organization

90~91

102-8

Information on employees and other workers

92~93

102-9

Supply chain

74

102-10

Significant changes to the organization and its supply chains

94

102-11

Precautionary principle or approach

24, 64

102-12

External initiatives

30, 65, 66

102-13

Membership of associations

134

102-14

Statement from senior decision-maker

6~7

102-15

Key impacts, risks, and opportunities

34

102-16

Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior

58~63

102-17

Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics

59, 63

102-18

Governance structure

37, 38

102-23

Chair of the highest governance body

38

102-40

List of stakeholder groups

31

102-41

Collective bargaining agreements

67, 68

102-42

Basis for identifying and selecting stakeholders with
whom to engage

31

ote

ni ersal Stan ar s
Stan ar

GR 10
Management
pproac

isclos re

escription o t e in e

age

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its boundary

35

103-2

Management approach and its components

36, 40, 44, 48, 52

103-3

Evaluation of management approach

36, 40, 44, 48, 52

conomic er ormance
Stan ar

GR 200
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escription o t e in e

201-1

Direct economic value generated and distributed

88~89

201-2

Financial implications and other risks and opportunities
due to climate change

82, 83

203-1

Infrastructure investments and services supported

52~55

203-2

Significant indirect economic impacts

88~89

205-1

Operations assessed for risks related to corruption

60

205-2

Communication and training regarding anti-corruption
policies and procedures

58

205-3

Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken

59

206-1

Legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, and
N/A
monopoly practices

Stan ar

isclos re

escription o t e in e

302-1

Energy consumption within the organization

95

302-2

Energy consumption outside of the organization

95

302-4

Reduction of energy consumption

83, 95

303-2

Management of water discharge-related impacts

84

303-4

Water discharge

95

303-5

Water consumption

95

305-1

Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

131

305-2

Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions

131

305-7

Nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulfur oxides (SOX), and other
significant air emissions

83

Water discharge by quality and destination

84

Approach to stakeholder engagement

31

102-44

Key topics and concerns raised

35

102-45

Entities included in the consolidated financial statements

About this Report

102-46

Defining report content and topic boundaries

35

102-47

List of material topics

35

102-48

Restatements of information

About this Report

102-49

Changes in reporting

About this Report

102-50

Reporting period

About this Report

306-1

102-51

Date of most recent report

About this Report

306-2

Waste by type and disposal method

84

102-52

Reporting cycle

About this Report

306-3

Significant spills

N/A

102-53

Contact point for questions regarding the report

135

307-1

Non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations

N/A

308-1

New suppliers that were screened using environmental
criteria

-

308-2

Negative environmental impacts in the supply chain and
actions taken

74, 75

Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards About this Report

102-55

GRI content index

128~130

102-56

External assurance

132~133
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G G missions eri ication Statement
Social er ormance
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401-3

Parental leave

93

402-1

Minimum notice periods regarding operational changes

67~68

403-1

Occupational health and safety management system
(with participation of labor and management)

85

403-2

Hazard identification, risk assessment, and incident
investigation

85

403-3

Occupational health services

85

403-4

Worker participation, consultation, and communication
on occupational health and safety

85

403-5

Worker training on occupational health and safety

72

403-6

Promotion of worker health

85

403-7

Prevention and mitigation of occupational health and
safety impacts directly linked by business relationships

85

403-8

Workers covered by an occupational health and safety
management system

68, 85

404-1

Average hours of training per year per employee

71, 93

404-2

Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition
assistance programs

-

404-3

Percentage of employees receiving regular performance
and career development reviews

92

405-1

Diversity of governance bodies and employees

-

2 Women

413-1

Operations with local community engagement, impact
assessments, and development programs

-

Plan to apply
100% in 2020

414-1

New suppliers that were screened using social criteria

74

414-2

Negative social impacts in the supply chain and actions
taken

-

Assessment of the health and safety impacts of product
and service categories

N/A

416-2

Verification Statement on 2019
Greenhouse Gas & Energy Inventory Report
■ Introduction
Korean Foundation for Quality (hereinafter ‘KFQ’) has been engaged by 『Pulmuone co.,Ltd』 to
independently verify its 2019 Greenhouse Gas Emission & Energy Consumption Report (hereinafter
‘GHG Inventory’).
■ Verification Scope & Standard
KFQ’s verification was conducted three business sites of manufacturing division and logistics division
under operational control of 『Pulmuone co.,Ltd』. ‘Greenhouse Gas and Energy Target Management
Scheme (Notification No. 2016-255 of Ministry of Environment & IPCC Guidelines 2006)’ were
mainly applied in verification process but also the Company Guidelines for GHG Inventory was
considered.
■ Verification Procedure
The Verification has been planned and conducted by the “Greenhouse Gas and Energy Target
Management Scheme”, and to reach reasonable level of assurance.

100%
■ Conclusion/Opinion
Based on verification process according to the ISO 14064-3, KFQ obtained reasonable basis to
express the following conclusion on the 2019 Company GHG Inventory.
As a result of materiality assessment on 2019 Greenhouse Gas Emission of entire business places,
material discrepancy is less than the criteria of 5% for the organization who emits less than 500,000
tCO2-eq/yr in accordance with the requirements of the ‘Greenhouse Gas and Energy Target
Management Scheme’.
2019 Greenhouse Gas Emissions of 『Pulmuone co.,Ltd』
Greenhouse Gas Emissions (Unit : tCO2-eq)

N/A

구분

2019

Energy Consumption (Unit : TJ)

Scope1

Scope2

Scope3

Total

Fuel

13,436.984

42,255.156

34,032.404

89,871

730.648

Electricity Renewables

326.259

100.117

Total

1,151

* The above GHG emissions are cut in units of integer for each business site, and a difference of less than ±1 tCO2eq from the
actual value of the system may occur.
* Scope3 : Waste disposal

417-2

Incidents of non-compliance concerning the health and
safety impacts of products and services

N/A

417-3

Incidents of non-compliance concerning marketing
communications

N/A

June 19th, 2020

419-1

Non-compliance with laws and regulations in social and
economic areas

N/A

CEO Ji-Young Song
Korean Foundation for Quality (KFQ)
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n epen ent ss rance Statement
lm one Co

t

o Pulmuone ta e older
rs ant to t e re est or t ir part assessment
lm one Client
assessment ser ice
orea ro cti it
Center ssessor ere s mits t e t ir part ass rance statement on its 2019 ntegrate Report Report

Responsi ilit an

In lu

ngagement

ele t on and Report o

a or I ue

We confirmed that the Client organizes its sustainability management issues with 15 items, including the international standards for
sustainability management GRI Standards, ISO 26000, DJSI, to issues derived from media analysis, benchmarking of the same industries, etc.
The Client identified five main issues that are important to be managed by Pulmuone and we confirmed that these issues were reflected in each
page of the Report in a balanced manner.

Re pon

ene

e rgan at on Re pon e to I ue

We confirmed that the Client identifies major expectations that may impact the performance of stakeholders so that they conduct activities
in response to the identified issues, and that the corresponding contents were properly described in the Report. In particular, the Client clearly
discloses its activities by issue through its approach to important issues, performance, and mid-to-long term goals.

ssessment Criteria an Met o
We carried out the assessment in accordance with Type 1 and the moderate level of assurance based on AA1000
Assurance Standard (AA1000AS, 2008) with 2018 Addendum. Furthermore, the Assessor reviewed whether the Client
complied with the four principles of inclusivity, materiality, responsiveness, and impact presented by AA1000AP (2018).
Based on the four-principle composition method1 we carried out the assessment service. On the basis of documents and
information presented by the Client and in the field interviews, we checked all indicators and information specified in the
Report to confirm their balance, comparability, accuracy, timeliness, clarity, and reliability.
e a

ta e older

ater al t

n epen ence

The information and opinions, described in the Report, were directly written by the Client. The Assessor, the independent
assessment institution, was not involved in the writing of the Report, and shall only be responsible for maintaining an
objective attitude in its assessment service for assessing the prior written report. The Assessor has no interests in the
Client that could hamper the independence of its assessment service.

e a e ment er

t

The Client defines the five categories of its major stakeholders as shareholders/investors, suppliers, customers, communities, and employees
and engages with them through the communication channel of each group. We confirmed that the Client reflects their opinions and their major
interests in its management policies.

arr ed out u ng t e ollo ng met od

Impa t

on derat on o t e rgan at on Impa t on o et

Considering the organization’s impacts on the society, the Client sets boundaries on the impacts of major issues. We confirmed that the Client
focuses on the environmental and safety impacts of the product and social issues and discloses its product and development activities to
minimize negative effects in the Report.

imitations

· We confirmed whether the Report met the requirements of the core ‘in accordance’ criteria under the GRI Standards.
· We confirmed whether the Report complied with the principle of determining the report content and quality presented by the GRI Standards.
· We confirmed whether the Report properly dealt with the key topics for the Client and its stakeholders.
· We confirmed the grounds of major data and information through field assessment.
We also confirmed the reported indicator processes and system through interviewing relevant staff.
· We checked the suitability of the contents described in the Report and the errors of expression therein by comparing it to other sources.

- The scope and boundary of the assessment service follow the report’s temporal, regional, and value chain reporting boundary.
Accordingly, the scope of the assessment service fully met all domestic workplaces criteria and data of subsidiaries and overseas
subsidiaries are included. The data on the supply chain was not included in the scope of assessment unless otherwise noted.
- In regards to the environmental and social performance data, in the case of actual values, the reliability of data collection and
calculation process, as well as the accuracy of the collected baseline data were confirmed. Additionally, in the case of the
calculated values, the rationality of the assumption and calculation process was confirmed. For financial data, consistency was
confirmed with the financial statements audited by external auditors, disclosure data, and the like.
- We carried out the field assessment targeting the HQ of Pulmuone Co., Ltd. based in Seoul. We also indicated that if additional
assessment procedures are conducted in the future, results may differ.

ssessment Res lts
We confirmed that the Report met Pulmuone's sustainable management activities and performance faithfully and fairly.
In addition, we confirmed that the Client met the requirements of the core ‘in accordance’ criteria (core option) of the
GRI Standards.We confirmed that the written Universal Disclosures met the requirements of the core option of the
GRI Standards and that the written Topic-specific Standards disclosed the following material topics according to the
materiality evaluation results.
Material Topic

GR

isclos res

Issue 1) Build sound and rational governance
Issue 2) Lay the groundwork for creating values
Issue 3) Launch innovative products and services
Issue 4) Strengthen responsibility for products and services
Issue 5) Conduct strategic social contribution programs

Opinions with regards to the principles presented by AA1000AP (2018) are made below;

ugu t
o
u ung P

a rman

eong eung tae
enter ead

oo eung eon
Re ear ello
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Mem ers ip o ssociations Report
reparation epartments
Ma or Mem ers ip o

ssociations

Korea Health Supplements Association

International Life Science Institute Korea

Korea Dairy Committee

Korea Pulse Foodstuffs Association

Korean Bean Sprouts Association

Kimchi Association of Korea

Korea Industrial Safety Association

Korea Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Korea Fish Meat Paste Product Cooperative

Korea Bakers Association

BEST Forum (Business Ethics and Sustainability
Management for Top Performance)

Korea Egg Distribution Association

Korea Fair Competition Federation

Korean Society of Food Service Sanitation

Korean Society for Microbiology and Biotechnology

Korea Industrial Technology Association

Korean Society for Biotechnology
and Bioengineering

Korea Fire Safety Institute

Korean Society of Food Science and Technology

Korea Food Industry Association

Korean Society of Food Science and Nutrition

Korean Society of Food Hygiene and Safety

Korea Energy Engineers Association

Korea Federation of Culture Collections

Korea Direct Selling Industry Association

Korea Chainstores Association

Korea Soybean Foodstuffs Association

Korea Soybean Society

Korea Special Sales Financial Cooperative Association

Korea Environmental Preservation Association

S
ifestyles f ealth nd Sustainability
lm one s pledge and commitment
to all people and Earth
is to provide products and services
t at promote

epartments i isions articipating in t e

olesome oo an a ealt
and spread

lication o t e Report

li est le

S values.

epartment
Management Strategy Office

Mutual Growth Office

Digital Innovation Office

TISO Office

Brand Management Office

Gender Equality Center

R&D Planning Team

R&D Support Office

HR Planing Office

Financial Management Office

Strategic Procurement Office

IT Office

Packaging R&D Office

Public Relations Office

CS Center

Integrated Food Market BU

ORGA SBU

Pulmuone Health&Living SBU

Pulmuone Green Juice SBU

Pulmuone Danone SBU

Pulmuone Waters

Pulmuone Foundation

Pulmuone Food&Culture Market BU

China SBU

Japan SBU

North America SBU

Pumeiduo LOHAS SBU
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